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This thesis, based on corpus data, investigates eight sentence-final particles 
in Mandarin Chinese (de, le, ne1, ne2, ba, ma, a and ou) within the framework of 
Functional Discourse Grammar. The focus is on the individual particles le, ba, ne1 
on the one hand, and on the sequential ordering of the aforementioned eight 
particles on the other. It is argued in particular that sentence-final le is a mirative 
marker, sentence-final ba is a mitigator, and sentence-final ne1 is a polarity 
contradiction marker. The investigation of corpus data shows that maximally 
three particles can cluster at the end of a sentence. It is proposed that the eight 
sentence-final particles are organized in a strict four-layered hierarchy, in which 
each particle pertains to a specific semantic or pragmatic layer. Their positioning in 
this hierarchy is iconically reflected in their sequential ordering when they cluster. 
In connection with these findings, this thesis suggests a number of modifications 
of the framework of Functional Discourse Grammar.   
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Mandarin sentence-final particles 

Mandarin Chinese has a rich inventory of sentence-final particles (henceforth SFPs), 

which occur frequently in daily interactions. Huang & Liao (2011: 31) provide a list 

of 15 SFPs (although there are more), namely de (的), le (了), ba (吧), ne (呢), a (啊), 

ma (吗/嘛/么), bei (呗), ba le (罢了), er yi (而已), ye ba (也罢), ye hao (也好), la 

(啦), lei (嘞), lou (喽) and zhe ne (着呢). Not all the items on their list are individual 

particles. For instance, la (啦) is not an independent particle but is the fusion of the 

two independent particles le and a. On the other hand, apparent combinations of SFPs 

such as ba le and ye hao are actually unified particles, as they cannot be separated 

without changing their meaning or function. According to Huang & Liao (2011: 31), 

the most basic and frequently used are the following six: de, le, ne, ba, ma, and a. All 

of them are independent SFPs. 

These basic SFPs share common phonological, syntactic and semantic features. 

Phonologically, they are monosyllabic, neutral in tone and unstressed (Chao 1968: 

798), “prosodically integrated into the sentence they combine with, and not set off 

from the main sentence by any pause intonation, unlike question particle ‘tags’ in 

languages” (Simpson 2014: 159); and when they occur in sequences, they “often 

undergo fusion with each other” (ibid.). Syntactically, they are independent, invariant 

grammatical elements that occupy sentence-final position and usually occur in main 

clauses. What is particularly interesting about these particles is that they can cluster 

and when they do, they have to follow a strict linear order. Semantically and 

pragmatically, their functions are elusive and “linguists have had considerable 

difficulty in arriving at a general characterization of each of them” (Li & Thompson 

1981: 238).  

One of the common features shared by Mandarin and mainland Southeast Asian 

languages is that there are rich inventories of SFPs, which “make subtle distinctions 

in sentence type, evidentiality, emotive or other stance and combinations 

thereof ”(Enfield 2017: 610). In the case of Cantonese, as observed by Enfield (2017: 

617), the difficulty of pinpointing the meanings and functions of SFPs can be seen in 

the efforts to gloss the meanings or functions of particular particles. For instance, 

Matthews & Yip (2011: 391) use a wide range of specific expressions, which include 

‘lively statement’, ‘question’, ‘request’, ‘softening statement’, ‘disapproving’, 

‘surprised’, ‘suspicious’, ‘seeking confirmation’, ‘abrupt (dis)agreement’, 

‘affirmative’, ‘tentative or uncertain affirmation’, along with 18 more. Similarly, 

when it comes to Mandarin SFPs, similar expressions are used and opinions often 

diverge, even in the interpretation of one single particle. For instance, among others, 

SF ba is characterized as ‘expressing uncertainty’(e.g. Wang 1943[1985]: 174; Zhang 

1997: 19), ‘soliciting agreement’ (Li & Thompson 1981: 307–311), ‘disturbing the 

neustic of the sentence’ (Han 1995: 118), ‘marking degrees’ (Li 2006: 21-71), 

‘expressing estimation’ (Li 2007: 274–276), ‘encoding a suggestion’ (Wiedenhof 

2015: 241–242), etc. 

In the literature, Mandarin SFPs are approached from two different perspectives: 

descriptive and functional approaches on the one hand and formal approaches on the 
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other. Descriptive and functional approaches try to provide a comprehensive 

inventory of the uses and meanings of each of the SFPs concerned (e.g. Chao 1968; 

Li & Thompson 1981; Lü 2016; Zhu 1982; Hu 1987; Wiedenhof 2015). Very specific 

and detailed descriptions of individual particles are provided. When Chao (1968) 

describes the use of the particle a (including the non-sentence-final a (non-SF a)) as 

well as its phonemic variant ya, he lists ten uses, such as ‘starting a question’, 

‘confirmation question’, ‘vocative particle’, ‘impatient statement’. Besides, very often 

(e.g. Li & Thompsons 1981; Chu 1998), the semantic and pragmatic functions of SFPs 

are characterized by relating the utterance to the conversational context, which helps 

to explain why the particle is attached to the utterance and how the addressee interprets 

this utterance. The formal approach, on the other hand, focuses on the syntactic 

analysis of particular SFPs, for instance, with regard to position movement (Cheng et 

al. 1996; Lin 2010), as well as on how SFPs are projected in a split CP 

(complementizer position) structure based on different proposals for the orders of the 

functional projections in the left periphery (e.g. Li 2006; Paul 2014; Pan 2015). Also, 

attention is devoted to challenging the universal FOFC (Final Over Final Constraint)1 

principle (cf. Paul 2014), for the reason that based on the SVO word order of Mandarin, 

one expects head-initial complementizer elements, but the sentence-final linear 

ordering of SFPs prompts the treatment of SFPs as a head-final category.  

No matter which type of perspective is adopted, there are two general approaches 

as to the meanings of particles: the maximal-meaning approach and the minimal-

meaning approach (Qi 2002: 35-36; Wu 2009: 1-8). The former tries to attribute 

multiple meanings to one particular particle whereas the latter tries to provide a 

uniform analysis of one particular particle by finding a common denominator that can 

account for all its uses. Let us take the analyses of the SF particle a as an illustration. 

The maximal-meaning approach assigns as many meanings or functions as 

encountered in specific contexts to this particle. For instance, Chao (1968) proposes 

seven functions for SF a as well as its variants: starting a question; confirmation; 

commands; exclamation; impatient statement; reminder; warning. Zhu (1982: 212) 

believes that a expresses different moods in different sentence types. In content 

questions such as wh-questions, a indicates casualness; in yes-no questions, it is used 

to confirm; in statements and imperatives, it expresses reminding or warning moods. 

Similarly, Lü (2016: 46-47) provides a more detailed description of the uses of a as 

well as its variants in different sentence-types: explaining, reminding, or sometimes 

impatience in statements; requesting, urging, ordering, warning in imperatives; 

softening the mood or seeking confirmation in questions, among others. The minimal-

meaning approach, however, tries to propose a general characterization that can cover 

all the uses of a in different situations. For instance, Li & Thompson (1981) point out 

that a/ya performs the general function of reducing the forcefulness of the message 

conveyed by the sentence. They argue that many of the functions listed by Chao are 

actually specific effects derived from this general function. Chu (2006: 112-113) 

believes that a is a discourse marker that expresses the core function of the speaker’s 

involvement, which means that the utterance to which a is attached is functionally 

 
1  The FOFC principle has been proposed by Biberauer, Newton & Sheehan (2009) to 

hypothesize that a head-final CP structure actually cannot embed a head-initial TP (tense phrase) 

within any language (Simpson 2014: 166). 
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relevant to the discourse context. Li (2006: 57) agrees with Chu’s unified treatment, 

suggesting that a, pragmatically driven, functions to highlight the relevance of the 

utterance to the discourse context in which it occurs (ibid.). The maximal meaning 

and the minimal meaning approaches are not exclusive to the analysis of SF a, but can 

also be seen in the analyses of some other particles such as ba, ma and ne, which will 

be touched upon in the following chapters.  

In the literature, misinterpretations of the meanings or functions of Mandarin SFPs 

are usually due to two reasons: resulting either from attributing the contextual 

meaning of the whole sentence to the SFPs, or from ascribing the meanings of other 

elements in the sentence to the occurrence of SFPs. In other words, in those cases the 

meanings and functions attributed to those particles are not inherent to them at all. Let 

us again take the research on SF a as an example. As mentioned above, both Chao 

(1968: 808) and Zhu (1982: 212) think a has warning as one of its functions, as in 

(1a), given by Chao, and (1b), given by Zhu.  

 

(1) a. 这  个  人  的  话  是  靠  不  住  的  啊,  
  zhe  ge  ren  de  hua shi  kao bu  zhu  de  a 

  this CLF person ATTR words COP rely NEG RES ATTR MIT 

 
  你  别  上  他  的  当   啊 

  ni  bie  shang ta  de  dang  a! 

  you don’t up  3.SG ATTR fooled  MIT 

  ‘This man’s words are unreliable. Don’t be fooled by him.’ (Chao 1968: 808) 

 

b. 上   岁数  的   人   可   不  能  吃  

  shang  sui-shu de   ren   ke   bu  neng chi  

  up   age   ATTR  person  however  NEG can  eat  

 
  那么 多  糖  啊  

  na-me duo tang a!  

  that much sugar MIT  

  ‘Senior people, however, cannot eat so much sugar!’   (Zhu 1982:212) 

 

In (1a), the speaker warns the addressee against ‘this man’ and his words; in (1b), the 

speaker warns senior people against taking too much sugar. However, these warning 

interpretations are not caused by the presence of a, but by the interaction between the 

sentence and the context, as when a is removed from each of the sentence, the warning 

reading is retained.  

The other misconception is that the meanings or functions of other elements in the 

sentence are attributed to SFPs. For example, in the case of SF ne, some linguists (e.g. 

Chao 1968: 805; Zhu 1982: 208; Lü 2016: 412-413; Constant 2011: 21-25) claim that 

SF ne indicates a continued state as in (2). However, the continued state reading in (2) 

is not due to the presence of ne , but due to the occurrence of the progressive marker 

zhe, for the simple reason that the absence of ne does not affect the continued reading 

of the sentence (Li & Thompson 1981: 302-303; Qi 2002: 42; Hu 1981: 108). 
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(2) 说  着  话  呢  

 shuo  zhe  hua ne   

 speak PROG words CTR 

 ‘(They) are talking, (line busy).’  (Chao 1968: 805)  

 

As mentioned earlier, Mandarin SFPs can cluster at the end of a sentence and when 

they do, they follow a rigid sequential order. Compared to the work that has been done 

on individual particles, less attention has been paid to the explanation of their highly 

restricted order. Chao (1968: 799-800) briefly discussed the phenomena of the 

succession and fusion of certain particles, with the emphasis on how the succession 

contributes to the meaning of the sentence and how the particles are fused. At that 

time, Chao did not group particles according to their different scope status. It is in 

later publications that linguists began to explain the succession, with variations as 

regards which particles are included in the discussions, from a three-way split 

structure (cf. Zhu 1982; Hu 1981; Huang & Liao 2011; Paul 2014; Simpson 2014), or 

from five-layered projections (Li 2006; Pan 2015). According to Simpson (2014: 177), 

“[c]urrently, the full range of permitted SFP sequences has not been established, 

despite predictions and expectations that a range of multiple SFP clusters should be 

possible.” As far as I know, there is only one study that conducts an investigation into 

the ordering possibilities by resorting to a wide range of corpus data (Wang 2017). 

Therefore, it is necessary to establish the full range of possible orderings based on 

large amounts of naturally occurring data and to provide a systematic explanation for 

them. 

 

1.2 FDG  

This thesis adopts the framework of Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld 

& Mackenzie 2008), which is a typologically-based top-down model of language 

structure. FDG recognizes four levels of organization, namely the Interpersonal Level, 

the Representational Level, the Morphosyntactic Level and the Phonological Level, 

of which only the first two are relevant in this thesis. The Interpersonal Level captures 

the pragmatic aspects of language and the Representational Level captures the 

semantic aspects of language. In recent years, with regard to these two levels, FDG 

has witnessed the development of a systematic hierarchical approach to Tense, Aspect, 

Modality, Mirativity, Evidentiality, and Polarity (TAMEP) systems (Hengeveld 1989; 

Hengeveld 2017; Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018), in which each TAMEP category is 

assigned to a hierarchical layer at either the Interpersonal or the Representational 

Level, as can be seen in Table 1. Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to 

give a full and detailed account of the TAMEP model, it is essential to provide a brief 

introduction to the basic hypotheses and related notions in order to set the scene for 

the following chapters. Nevertheless, the precise definitions of related notions are not 

given here but are discussed in the specific chapters.   

At the Interpersonal Level, different layers are recognized. If we look at Table 1 

from left to right, the highest layer is the Discourse Act while the lowest layer is the 

Ascriptive Subact, and in between are the Illocution and the Communicated Content, 

with the Illocution higher in scope than the Communicated Content. Likewise, at the 
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Representational Level, five layers are recognized. The hierarchical scope relations 

are as follows: the highest layer is the Propositional Content and the lowest layer the 

Lexical Property. In between are the Episode, the State-of-Affairs and the 

Configurational Property. The Episode has scope over the State-of-Affairs, which 

then has the Configurational Property in its scope. At both the Interpersonal and the 

Representational Level, a higher layer has all the relevant lower layers in its scope. 

As the Interpersonal Level occupies a higher position than the Representational Level, 

all the layers at the Interpersonal Level are higher in scope than all corresponding 

layers at the Representational Level. 

 As seen in the first column of Table 1, seven grammatical categories are 

distinguished: mood, polarity, evidentiality, mirativity, tense, aspect and localization. 

Layers are assigned to each category according to its semantic or pragmatic functions. 

For instance, Modality is a category that operates across four layers at the 

Representational Level. FDG distinguishes four types of modality, which, roughly, 

correspond to: subjective epistemic modality (proposition-oriented modality), 

objective epistemic modality (episode-oriented modality), dynamic and deontic 

event-oriented modality and dynamic and deontic participant-oriented modality (cf. 

Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 325 for more details and references). The four types of 

modality have decreasing scope relations: proposition-oriented modality has scope 

over the other three; episode-oriented modality has scope over the remaining two; and 

event-oriented modality has scope over participant-oriented modality only. Polarity is 

the only category that operates at all layers and at all levels in the model. Thus it is 

hypothesized from a typological perspective that grammatical expressions of negation 

have scope relations among themselves according to their particular functions in 

sentences such as rejection and disagreement. 

 All in all, the purpose of the hierarchical TAMEP model is to predict, describe, 

and explain a number of properties of relevant systems, such as “the ordering and co-

occurrence or non-occurrence of the relevant morphemes, as well as the degrees of 

their grammaticalization” (Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 323).  

It is by adopting this model as the framework that this thesis disentangles the 

semantic and pragmatic functions of the individual SFPs in question and then provides 

a systematic explanation for their co-occurrence and non-co-occurrence.  
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Table 1. Tense, aspect, mood, evidentiality, mirativity, polarity, and localization 

categories in FDG (adapted from Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 325) 
 

Interpersonal level 
 Discourse Act  Illocution Communicated 

Content 

Ascriptive Subact  

Mood illocutionary 

modification 

basic 

illocution; 
illocutionary 

modification 

   

Polarity rejection negative basic 
illocutions 

denial metalinguistic 
negation 

 

Evidentiality quotative  reportative reportative  

Mirativity   mirative   

 

Representational level 

 

 Propositional 

Content  

Episode State-of-

Affairs 

Configurational 

Property 

Lexical 

Property 

Mood p-modality ep-modality e-modality fc-modality  

Polarity disagreement co-negation non-
occurrence 

failure local negation 

Tense  absolute 

tense 

relative tense   

Aspect   event 

quantification 

qualitative 

aspect, 

participant-
oriented 

quantification 

property 

quantification 

Localization   event 

location 

 directionality 

Evidentiality inference deduction event 

perception 

  

 

 

1.3 Research methods and research questions 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, six SFPs are considered to be basic and used very 

frequently in Mandarin: de, le, ne, ba, ma, and a (Huang & Liao 2011: 31). However, 

according to Zhang (2013: 82), SF ou is increasingly used in recent years. Actually, 

many scholars have included ou in their analysis (e.g. Chao 1968; Hu 1981; Zhu 1982; 

Xiong 2007; Paul 2014). For this reason, we also include ou in our study. Therefore, 

in this thesis, the particles that fall within the scope of our investigation are de, le, ne, 

ba, ma, a and ou. Particular attention is paid to the individual particles le, ba, ne on 

the one hand, and to the sequential ordering of all particles on the other. In order to 

obtain naturally occurring data, we use a freely available online corpus, the CCL 

corpus2, created by the Center for Chinese Linguistics (CCL), Peking University. This 

corpus contains a sub-corpus of Vernacular Mandarin and a sub-corpus of Modern 

Mandarin. The latter is the one we use. It is made up of 509,913,589 words and 

includes various text types, ranging from novels, plays, TV interviews, newspaper 

 
2 http://ccl.pku.edu.cn:8080/ccl_corpus/ 
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articles, academic papers, to cyber texts. All data in the corpus are available in written 

form only.  

 Adopting the framework of FDG and using corpus data, this thesis tackles the 

following general questions. 

 

(1) Which semantic or pragmatic category does each of the particles fall into, or which 

semantic or pragmatic function does each particle have? 

(2) Which particles can cluster and why can they cluster? 

(3) What kind of modifications of the TAMEP model in FDG are required to capture 

the properties of Mandarin SFPs ?  

 

More specific research questions are put forward in the following chapters. 

  

1.4 Thesis outline 

This thesis aims to further our understanding of the grammar of Mandarin SFPs based 

on the framework of FDG and using corpus data. It is organized in the form of a 

collection of four articles, each corresponding to one chapter. Each of the first three 

chapters (Chapter 2, 3 and 4) is devoted to exploring one particular SF particle in great 

detail: Chapter 2 is dedicated to SF le, Chapter 3 discusses SF ba, and Chapter 4 

describes SF ne. Chapter 5, on the other hand, investigates all particles concerned in 

order to provide a systematic explanation of their sequential ordering restrictions. In 

this section, I will provide a general overview of the topics addressed in those chapters.  

 In Chapter 2, I argue that SF le is a mirative marker in its own right, encoding the 

information contained in the sentence as newsworthy or surprising. It thus falls into 

the category of mirativity in FDG’s TAMEP model. As no mirative marker has been 

identified in Mandarin before, this chapter serves as a point of departure to prove that 

Mandarin is a language that has grammatical means to express mirativity. Besides, it 

is suggested that the definition of mirativity given by Hengeveld & Olbertz (2012) 

can be extended in the sense that mirativity can not only be targeted towards either 

the speaker or the addressee, but can also be targeted towards both the speaker and 

the addressee. Mirativity is furthermore argued to be a category that should be 

accounted for at the layer of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level in 

FDG.  

 Chapter 3 focuses on SF ba, arguing that it is not a modal element, as has been 

claimed in the literature, but a pragmatic item that has a unified mitigating function 

with scope over the utterance as a whole. Several arguments are provided to support 

this general characterization. First of all, ba, unlike modal elements, is not restricted 

to any type of illocution; it can actually occur in all basic illocutions; secondly, ba can 

co-occur freely with all subtypes of modal elements, which would not be possible if 

it were a modal element itself; thirdly, ba can be used when the speaker is highly 

confident of the propositional content that he/she is conveying, thus excluding the 

possibility of ba expressing the modal meaning of uncertainty; fourthly, ba may occur 

in certain types of non-propositional utterances such as ‘actional yes’; fifthly, its 

positioning in relation to other sentence-final particles does not correspond to that of 

a modal element. It has also been shown that the multiple meanings or functions that 
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have previously been attributed to ba in the literature are actually the specific effects 

that the general mitigating function of ba acquires in certain contexts.  

 SF ne has two uses, i.e. interrogative and non-interrogative. Chapter 4 focuses on 

non-interrogative SF ne only. In this chapter, I argue that non-interrogative SF ne is a 

polarity marker, signaling a contradiction between the currently stated information 

and a previously existing assumption, be it directly or indirectly expressed by the 

preceding sentence, or implicit in the context. Seven arguments are given to support 

this classification. Firstly, ne can combine freely with sentences of either polarity 

without changing their polarity status, which excludes the possibility of ne expressing 

negation but shows that it is related to polarity; secondly, the existence of something 

that can be contradicted is required to make the use of ne felicitous; thirdly, the 

person(s) being contradicted can be the speaker, the addressee, or both the speaker 

and the addressee; fourthly, ne co-occurs frequently with various emphatic 

expressions to stress the contradicting effect; fifthly, ne can occur in declaratives, 

interrogatives, directives and prohibitives to signal contradiction, which is against the 

common belief that this use of ne occurs in declaratives only; sixthly, ne has an 

updating and abandoning meaning component, which shows that its meaning goes 

beyond contrast or difference; lastly, the co-occurrence of ne with the mirative marker 

le as well as its presence in non-mirative contexts excludes the possibility that it 

expresses mirativity. In addition to these arguments, I also discuss how contradiction 

should be accounted for in FDG. I argue that ne is an operator within the category of 

polarity, pertaining to the layer of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal 

Level. I thus suggest that a sub-category of contradiction should be added to the 

category of polarity in the TAMEP structure of FDG.  

 Chapter 5 investigates the sequential ordering of eight SFPs. As SF ne has two 

different uses, we consider each of these as a different particle. Therefore, the eight 

particles under investigation are de, le, ne1, ne2, ba, ma, a and ou. When these particles 

cluster, they follow a rigid linear order. This chapter is devoted to finding out, based 

on the exploration of the possible permutations of these particles in corpus data, how 

many and which particles can cluster, and to providing a systematic explanation for 

their sequential ordering. It turns out that maximally three Mandarin sentence-final 

particles can cluster. After categorizing each of the particles concerned, based on their 

semantic or pragmatic functions, it is argued that their sequential ordering is restricted 

by their positioning in a strict four-layered hierarchical structure, in which each 

particle pertains to a specific semantic or pragmatic layer. The underlying principle is 

that, in this four-layered structure, particles that pertain to the same layer but belong 

to different categories, or particles that pertain to different layers, can cluster together, 

and that their hierarchical positioning to each other iconically reflects their clustering 

order. Apart from that, it is made clear that the particles a and ou prove to be operators 

at the layer of the Move in FDG. This provides evidence that there are operators at a 

higher discourse level than so far assumed in FDG. As a result, a category of Move 

operators should be added to the TAMEP model in FDG. 

 In Chapter 6, I summarize the major answers to the general research questions 

proposed in Section 1.3 of this chapter. Each particle investigated is assigned to a 

semantic or pragmatic category according to its semantic or pragmatic functions. As 

the semantic or pragmatic categories in the TAMEP structure are hierarchically 

layered, the eight SFPs are thus positioned in a layered way that reflects their 
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sequential ordering when they do cluster. The properties of Mandarin SFPs not only 

provide empirical evidence about the location of mirativity in the TAMEP model but 

also suggest three modifications. One is concerned with the conflation of the 

categories of illocutionary modification at the Discourse Act and Illocution layers. 

Another modification proposed is that the category of polarity should be expanded to 

incorporate a sub-category of contradiction. The third modification is that operators 

of the Move should have a place in the model.  





2 The Sentence-Final Particle le (了)1 
 

2.1 Introduction 

Mirativity "characterizes a proposition as newsworthy, unexpected, or surprising" 

(Hengeveld & Olbertz 2012: 488). It is only in recent years that mirativity has been 

recognized as an independent grammatical category distinct from evidentiality 

(DeLancey 1997, 2001, 2012; Aikhenvald 2012; Hengeveld & Olbertz 2012). Ever 

since DeLancey (1997), mirativity has been attested in a wide range of languages 

which, however, differ in the means of expressing it. It has been found that mirative 

meanings can be expressed by lexical means such as adverbs, and by grammatical 

means such as verbal affixes, sentence structure, intonation, or particles. Some 

languages, such as Kham, Hare, Kalasha and Korean, use grammatical markers to 

encode the information as newsworthy or surprising (see DeLancey 1997, 2001; 

Aikhenvald 2012). Other languages just have so-called “mirative strategies” 

(Aikhenvald 2012: 436), defined as grammatical markers of other categories whose 

primary function is not mirative but that can express mirative meanings in certain 

circumstances.  

 As for the Chinese languages, mirativity has received little attention in the 

literature. Only a few dialectal expressions have been identified as being mirative: the 

sentence-final wo3 in Cantonese (Matthews 1998), the modal verb dai in the Jin 

dialect (Zong 2015), and some verbs of saying in the southern Fujian dialect (Chang 

1998), the Shanghai dialect (Tao & Li 2009), the Suzhou dialect, and the Ninbo dialect 

(Wang 2013). With regard to Mandarin Chinese, the lexical expressions zhi-shi ‘only 

be’ (Wang et al. 2013) and zen-me ‘how’ (Liu 2015) are found to be mirative in certain 

circumstances but their primary meaning is something else.  

 Grammatical means to express mirativity, however, have not been identified so 

far. What has been touched upon in the literature is the aspectual marker le, which is 

said to have a mirative overtone in restricted contexts (Zhang 2013). Therefore, 

according to the current literature, Mandarin seems to be the kind of language that 

only has mirative strategies.  

 Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008) proposes a 

hierarchical Tense-Aspect-Modality/Mirativity-Evidentiality-Polarity (TAMEP) 

framework (Hengeveld 2017), in which all grammatical categories are hierarchically 

ordered and each grammatical category captures one or more layers. No consensus 

has been reached as to which layer mirativity pertains to. Besides, in the definition 

given by Hengeveld and Olbertz (2012), mirativity is proposed to be targeted towards 

either the speaker or the addressee. 

 This chapter aims to argue, first of all, that the sentence-final particle le 

(henceforth SF le) is a mirative marker in its own right and that Mandarin Chinese is 

thus not a language that only has mirative strategies. Secondly, based on the 

discussion on SF le, I will extend the definition of mirativity given by Hengeveld and 

Olbertz (2012) in the sense that mirativity is not only targeted towards either the 

 
1 This is a slightly adapted version of an article published as: Fang, Hongmei. 2018. Mirativity 

in Mandarin: The sentence-final particle le (了). Open Linguistics (4). 589-607.  
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speaker or the addressee, but can also be targeted towards both in certain 

circumstances. Lastly, I will discuss which layer mirativity should pertain to in the 

TAMEP framework of FDG by exploring SF le’s hierarchical relationships with other 

sentence-final particles.   

 The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2.2 identifies SF le as a 

mirative marker and Section 2.3 discusses SF le’s properties. Section 2.4 argues that 

mirativity may be targeted towards both the speaker and the addressee. Section 2.5 

discusses the layer that mirativity pertains to in FDG’s TAMEP framework. Finally, 

the conclusions of this chapter are presented in Section 2.6. 

 To obtain contextualized data, the examples in this chapter, if not otherwise stated, 

are taken from the CCL corpus, the Peking Corpus created by the Center for Chinese 

Linguistics, which contains both a sub-corpus of Vernacular Mandarin and a sub-

corpus of Modern Mandarin. The latter is the one that I retrieved examples from. 

  

2.2 SF le is a mirative marker in its own right 

The analysis of the grammatical marker le in Mandarin Chinese has always been a 

heated and controversial topic. The majority of researchers agree that there are two 

different kinds of le. Le1, the perfective aspect marker, encodes completion; le2, the 

sentence-final particle, is a mood auxiliary that indicates a new situation or change of 

state. A few other linguists (Shi 1992; Shen 1995; Zhang 2003) oppose such a 

distinction as they believe that the two les are by nature the same thing with the same 

functions although they occupy different sentential positions.  

 I agree with the distinction between le1 and le2. One reason is that both les can 

occur in a single sentence, as can be seen in example (1): 

 

(1) 他们  到达  了  山顶   了 

 ta-men dao-da  le  shan-ding  le. 

 3.PL  reach  PFV mountain.top MIR 

 ‘They reached the top of the mountain (which they hadn’t before)’ 

(Soh 2014: 130) 

 

The first le is a post-verbal perfective marker indicating that the action dao-da has 

completed whereas the second le is a sentence-final particle indicating that the newly 

occurred event is worthy of notice. The split can also be seen clearly in the marker’s 

history of grammaticalization. It was originally a verb that meant ‘finish’ and 

developed an aspectual use around the Tang Dynasty (618-907). Later, during the 

Song Dynasty (1127-1279) the aspectual use further developed into an SF use (Mei 

1981; Cao 1987). So the aspectual le and the SF le, though they originated from the 

same verb, eventually evolved into different grammatical formatives. This means that 

they now belong to different grammatical categories although still sharing the same 

form. Therefore, to categorize le1 and le2 as the same thing simply ignores their 

evolutionary difference in grammatical functions. 

 In the literature, opinions diverge immensely on SF le’s functions as well as on 

which grammatical category it falls into. It is considered to be a mood/modal marker 

(Peng 2009; Xu 2008), a tense marker (Liu 2002; Chen 2005), an aspect marker (Jin 
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2003), and an evidential marker (Shi 2000); it has the function of completing a 

sentence (Lü 2016: 351; Huang and Liao 2011: 32), or signaling a “currently relevant 

state” (Li and Thompson 1981: 240).  

 However, in this chapter, I will argue that SF le expresses the grammatical 

category of mirativity, encoding newsworthiness or surprise. Consider the following 

examples: 

 

(2) a. 下   雨  了 

  xia   yu  le.   

  descend rain PRF.MIR    

  ‘It has rained (and it is still raining)’ (Zhu 2015: 209) 

 

 b. 他  同意  我  去  了   

  ta  tong-yi  wo  qu  le.     

  3.SG agree  1.SG go  MIR 

  ‘He allowed me to go!’ (Lü 2016: 352) 

 

 c. 他  高  了  

  ta  gao le  

   3.SG tall  PRF.MIR 

   ‘He has gotten tall!’  (Li & Thompson 1981: 250) 

 

In (2a), le is considered to indicate the occurrence of a new situation: it hasn't rained 

before but it is raining now (Zhu 1982: 209). In (2b), le is thought to involve a change 

of state (Lü 2016: 352): from “not allowing” to “allowing”. In (2c), le is considered 

by Li and Thompson (1981: 240) as signaling a changed state, by which they mean2 

(ibid 1981: 250):  

 

A good general rule is this: whenever one wishes to describe a new, 

changed state, as opposed to a general or habitual state, with an 

adjective, le should be used to imply that the state is new or newly 

noticed. (original italicization) 

 

 The above three interpretations of SF le are the most accepted and cited in the 

literature. There are two points to be noted. First, all three interpretations: Zhu’s 

“occurrence of a new situation”, Lü’s “change of state”, and Li and Thompson’s 

 
2 Li and Thompson (1981: 240) see SF le having the function of signaling a “Currently Relevant 

State”, which means that “le claims that a state of affairs has special current relevance with 

respect to some particular situation”. They provide five situations where SF le is used. “A 

changed state” is the first proposed situation. The other four are “a wrong assumption”, “reports 

progress so far”, “determines what will happen next” and “is the speaker’s total contribution to 

the conversation at that point”. All of them can also be re-interpreted from the perspective of 

mirativity. Since Li and Thompson published their grammar in 1981 when mirativity hadn’t yet 

gained a noticeable recognition, it was impossible for them to label sentential le as mirative but 

their explanations are definitely very close to those of mirativity. For more details, see Li & 

Thompson (1981: 244-290). 
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“changed state”, share a common focus on the change from an earlier state. Change 

means that something new occurred, which might not be part of the knowledge of the 

speaker or the addressee. In this case, to express change is actually and ultimately to 

present the information as newsworthy. Functioning to encode newsworthiness of the 

information, SF le then falls into the category of mirativity.  

 The focus on “change” in all three interpretations gives the impression that to 

indicate change is SF le’s only function. However, this identification is partial and 

problematic because SF le can also occur in situations where no change of state is 

involved. These situations are not rare occurrences. As a matter of fact, they are so 

frequent as to be grouped into three types as exemplified in the following:  

 

(3) a. 老师，  我  昨晚  看  电视  了 

  lao-shi, wo  zuo-wan kan dian-shi le.  

  teacher 1.SG last.night watch television MIR 

  ‘(For your information,) Teacher, I watched TV last night.’  

 

 b. 这  个  瓜  很  甜  了 

  zhe  ge  gua hen tian le  

  this CLF melon very sweet MIR 

  ‘This melon is very sweet!’ (Li & Thompson 1981: 242) 

 

 c. 吃  饭  了    

  chi  fan  le.  

  eat  food MIR 

  ‘It’s time to eat/ Dinner is ready!’ (Lü 2016: 352-353) 

 

The first type is a statement such as (3a), in which le does not affect the occurrence of 

the event. The speaker simply states what he/she did last night, probably in response 

to a teacher’s inquiry. No change is denoted. The second type is a sentence with an 

adjectival predicate modified by a degree adverb such as hen ‘very’3 as in (3b). With 

or without le, the sentence indicates no change but simply states the fact that the melon 

is sweet. The third type is about an action that is asked to be taken as in (3c). For the 

third type, Lü (2016: 352-353) points out that SF le can indicate that the state is about 

to happen such as in (3c), which would mean “it is permitted to eat or it’s time to eat” 

(ibid). In my view, whether the proposed action will happen or not doesn’t depend on 

the occurrence of le. Without it, the sentence still functions as an imperative and the 

eventual realization of the desired action depends on the willingness of the addressee. 

Therefore, it is incorrect to say that le can encode future change in imperatives.  

 All these three types of sentences, instead, can be explained from the perspective 

of mirativity. In (3a), the speaker might be explaining why he/she hadn’t finished 

homework, so the speaker presents the statement ‘I watched television last night’ as 

something newsworthy to the teacher. As for (3b), Li and Thompson (1981: 243) 

provide four possible occasions for the speaker to use le, which all involve certain 

kinds of newsworthiness of the sweetness of the melon either for the speaker or the 

 
3 What should be noted is that the degree adverb is essential to this type of sentences because 

if hen is removed, le can indicate a change of the sweetness of the melon. 
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addressee. Although there is no change indicated in the situations in (3a) and (3b), this 

does not mean that the speaker or the addressee may not find the information 

newsworthy. When it comes to (3c), le can indicate newsworthiness when the speaker 

announces that dinner is ready and it is time to eat, which may not be known to the 

addressee at the time of speaking. 

 All in all, no matter whether the sentences where SF le occurs involve a change or 

not, in all the above examples, le always denotes the information to be newsworthy. 

To present the information as such is one of the major functions of mirativity as 

defined in Section 2.1. Hence, there is no doubt that SF le has a mirative use. But, is 

this mirative use secondary? The answer is no. The difference between the same 

sentence with or without SF le lies in the absence or presence of the mirative meaning, 

as in all three examples of (3). No other subtle meanings such as tense, aspect or 

modality can be detected with its occurrence. This exclusive mirative use clearly 

shows that SF le is a mirative marker in its own right.  

 However, except for these clearly exclusive cases, the analysis of SF le is slightly 

complicated by the fact that in certain contexts it may simultaneously express 

perfective or perfect as well. Consider for instance the examples in (4).  

 

(4) a. 所以  我  拒绝  了 

  suo-yi  wo  ju-jue  le  

  so   1.SG refuse  PFV.MIR 

  ‘So I refused!’ 

 

 b.  谢谢  你,  我  知道  了  

  xie-xie  ni  wo  zhi-dao le 

  thank  2.SG 1.SG know  PRF.MIR 

  ‘Thank you. I know it (I didn’t know but I know it now).’ 

 

As these examples show, the sentence-final le not only denotes that the speaker is 

presenting some new information, but also expresses the perfective aspect (the 

speaker did something in the past and the activity has been completed) as in (4a) and 

the perfect aspect (the speaker came to know something in the past and this action 

continues to the present) as in (4b). Note that in both (4a) and (4b), le simultaneously 

occupies the postverbal and the sentence final position. 

 In order to show that SF le does express mirativity, despite the fact that in certain 

circumstances it may acquire additional meanings, I will adopt the tests proposed by 

Peterson (2017: 325-333) to see if the mirative meaning of SF le is entailed or 

implicated. The hypothesis of the first test, which employs negation, is that if SF le 

encodes the information as newsworthy or surprising, then it is not part of the 

propositional content itself and thus the negation of the predicate will not affect the 

mirative meaning of le. Let’s take (2a) as an example, in which the SF le is a 

combination of a temporal le and a mirative le, because examples like this can show 

more clearly whether the mirative meaning is implicated by the temporal use. The 

negation results in (5), in which the mirative meaning is retained. However, what’s 

interesting is that the negation of the predicate causes the loss of le’s temporal 

meaning, which definitely reveals that SF le’s mirative meaning is not a parasite of its 

temporal use. 
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(5) 不  下   雨  了    

 bu  xia   yu  le. 

 NEG  descend rain MIR 

 ‘It stopped raining.’ 

 

We can also use subsequent negative sentences to test whether SF le presents the 

information as newsworthy or not. The information is new when the speaker suddenly 

discovers the rain, or when the addressee doesn’t know about the rain, or when they 

both discover the rain at the same time. These three situations can be indicated by the 

use of different pronouns as in (6). (6a) shows the compatibility of le with both the 

new contextual situation and the explicit statement of lack of knowledge. The 

unacceptability of (6b) shows the contradiction between le and the new contextual 

situation and the explicit statement of lack of knowledge. This can be further 

corroborated by the fact that when le is removed from (6b) as in (6c), the sentence 

becomes acceptable. The inseparability of le with new situations, as well as its 

dissociation with the negation of the predicate clearly indicate that SF le’s marking of 

new information is not implicated but part of its meaning.  

 

(6) a. 下   雨  了,   我/你/我们  都  不  知道  

  xia   yu  le    wo/ni/wo-men  dou bu  zhi-dao. 

  descend rain PRF.MIR 1.SG/2.SG/1.PL even NEG know 

  ‘It has rained. I/you/we even didn’t know.’ 

 

  b. *下   雨  了,   我/你/我们  知道  的 

  xia   yu  le   wo/ni/wo-men  zhi-dao de. 

  descend rain PRF.MIR 1.SG/2.SG/1.PL know   CERT 

  ‘It has rained. I/you/we already knew.’ 

 

 c. 下   雨,  我/你/我们  知道  的 

  xia   yu  wo/ni/wo-men  zhi-dao de. 

  descend rain 1.SG/2.SG/1.PL know   CERT 

  ‘It rained. I/you/we already knew.’ 

 

 Another test I will use is the one that uses a shift of context. Mirativity occurs in 

communicating new or surprising situations. The hypothesis is thus that if we change 

the new or surprising situation into a given one, the presence of le becomes infelicitous. 

Suppose the speaker and the addressee are walking in the rain and suddenly the rain 

stops. In this case, the rain is not new to either of them and thus cannot be marked by 

the first le as in (7a) while the absence of it makes the sentence acceptable as in (7b). 

What is even more revealing in (7) is that it is grammatical to use the second le to 

mark the new stopping of the rain in both (7a) and (7b). 
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(7) a. *刚才  下   雨  了,  现在  雨  停  了 

  gang-cai xia   yu  le  xian-zai yu  ting le 

  just.now descend rain MIR now   rain stop PFV.MIR 

  ‘It rained a moment ago (we didn’t know). Now it stopped.’ 

 

 b. 刚才  下   雨,  现在  雨  停  了 

  gang-cai xia   yu  xian-zai yu  ting le 

  just.now descend rain now   rain stop PFV.MIR 

  ‘It rained a moment ago. Now it stopped (a little unexpected).’ 

 

All of the above tests clearly show that SF le is new situation-specific. Therefore, its 

mirative meaning is not implicated, but primary and entailed.  

 All languages can express the concept of mirativity, but, “[as] is the case with 

evidentiality, languages differ not in whether they have means to express it, but in the 

degree to which its expression is integrated into the grammar” (DeLancey 1997: 49). 

The fact that SF le is a purely mirative marker shows that mirativity has been 

integrated into the grammar system of Mandarin, which reveals that Mandarin 

Chinese is not a language that has only mirative strategies.  

 

2.3 Properties of SF le 

In Section 2.2, SF le has been identified as a mirative marker. In this section, I describe 

and discuss some of its specific properties as well as its connection with the aspectual 

marker le.  

 

2.3.1 Semantic domain of SF le 

Researchers differ in their views and terminologies on the semantic domain of 

mirativity. For instance, DeLancey (1997: 33) considers mirativity as marking the 

information as new or surprising; Hengeveld and Olbertz (2012: 488) propose that 

mirativity presents the proposition as newsworthy, unexpected or surprising. 

Aikhenvald (2012: 473) adopts a broader view, suggesting that mirative meanings 

should include the following: (i) sudden discovery, sudden revelation or realization; 

(ii) surprise; (iii) unprepared mind; (iv) counter-expectation; (v) new information. 

Peterson (2017: 313) restricts mirativity to surprise. Aikhenvald (2012)’s first 

category is what DeLancey (1997) and Hengeveld & Olbertz (2012) label as “new or 

surprising”. Hence, the core values of mirativity defined by all are “new and 

surprising”, although they are defined in different terminologies.  

 Whether the information is new or surprising involves a matter of degree. There 

is always an element of newness if the information is surprising. The only way to 

disentangle them is to resort to the specific context to see the speaker’s primary 

communicative intention. Let’s again take (2a), repeated below, as an example: 
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(2) 下   雨  了 

 xia   yu  le.    

 descend  rain PRF.MIR    

 ‘It has rained (and it is still raining)’  (Zhu 2015: 209) 

 

 The context might be the following: two colleagues are about to leave the office 

when one of them opens the door, discovering that it is raining outside, and says (2a) 

with the intention of calling the addressee’s attention to this newsworthy information, 

probably suggesting the addressee to bring the umbrella with him/her. In this case, the 

mirative marker le may not reach the degree of surprise. But if it happens in a city 

where it seldom rains, or the weather broadcast predicts no rain, (2a) surely may 

indicate that the rain is surprising.  

 With regard to “new” or “newsworthy”, I prefer the term newsworthy because it 

emphasizes the noteworthy aspect of the information and implies that the information 

might be of particular interest to the addressee. Besides, in a cluster of sentences each 

of which might contain new information, the speaker only uses a mirative marker to 

mark the one which he believes to be worthy of special attention. In other words, the 

speaker doesn’t encode every piece of information as new; he/she only marks those 

that are believed to be noteworthy. Therefore, the term given by Hengeveld & Olbertz 

(2012) more explicitly and accurately captures this phenomenon.  

 In the case of SF le in Mandarin, it encodes the two core meanings of mirativity: 

newsworthiness and surprise. In addition to the examples given above, SF le in 

example (8) encodes the information as newsworthy. 

 

(8) (One day, King Louis XI went out hunting after he had been assured by his 

astrologist that the weather would be fine that day. When he was riding in the 

woods, suddenly he found he was lost. Just at this moment, an old farmer was 

passing by, so the king asked him the way. The old farmer pointed him the way 

and added,) 
 伙计,  快   些   赶  路   吧,  马上   要  

 ‘huo-ji  kuai  xie   gan lu   ba,  ma-shang  yao 

 buddy  quickly a.little  hurry journey MIT soon   will 

 
 下   雨  了  

 xia    yu  le 

 descend  rain MIR   

 ‘Buddy, hurry on with your journey. It is going to rain soon!’ 

 

In (8), the farmer assumes that the king doesn’t know it is going to rain and no one 

would find it desirable to ride in the rain. The information about the rain might be 

very important to the king, so the farmer uses SF le to present the information as 

newsworthy to the king. 

 Encoding newsworthiness is the most common function of SF le. However, when 

the occasion arises, SF le can also denote surprise as shown in (9).  
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(9) (In an interview between a hostess and an actress, the hostess mentions an 

occasion when the actress was telephoned by her friends asking her to pay the 

bill for the dinner which she had not been invited to. The actress said she couldn’t 

remember it. The hostess asked,) 
 ‘你  自己  都  忘   了?’ 

 ‘ni  zi-ji  dou wang  le?’ 

 2.SG  yourself even forget  PRF.MIR 

 ‘(To my surprise) Even you yourself have forgotten it?’ 

 

In (9), the speaker cannot believe that the addressee would forget such an unfavorable 

treatment, so when the addressee tells her she couldn’t remember, she expresses her 

surprise by using le. 

 Based on the above discussions, I therefore conclude that the semantic domain of 

SF le covers newsworthiness and surprise.  

 

2.3.2 Temporal reference  

Mirativity is related to temporal reference. In the literature, a mirative event is 

considered to happen most often in the present or recent past (DeLancey 1997), as it 

is believed that otherwise the newness would be lost. However, mirative markers are 

also found to occur with past (see the example given in DeLancey (1997: 47)) and 

future reference (Aikhenvald 2012). 

 SF le can occur in all basic temporal domains: past, present and future (Li & 

Thompson 1981: 290), as shown respectively in (10), (11) and (12). In (10), the event 

in which the speaker was cheated had already happened at a certain moment in the 

past. 

 

(10) (A sales girl enticed the speaker to buy a stereo, saying that their price was the 

lowest. Later the speaker found out that their price was actually the highest.) 
 结果  我  又  上当   了 

 jie-guo wo  you shang-dang le 

 result 1.SG again cheated  MIR.PFV 

 ‘It turned out that I was cheated again!’ 

 

SF le can also occur in a present time context, as in (11). 

 

(11) (A house, which used to be the location of a famous club,) 
 现在   是  北师大       教工 

 xian-zai  shi  bei-shi-da      jiao-gong 

 at present COP Peking Normal University faculty 

 
 宿舍   了 

 shu-she  le 

 dormitory MIR   

‘At present, (this house) is the dormitory for faculty of Peking Normal 

University!’ 
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Xian-zai ‘present’ is a lexical phrase to indicate this is the present situation4. The 

speaker is stating a current situation to the addressee, to whom this might be novel in 

the sense that it has not been integrated into his/her knowledge structure at the time 

of speaking. SF le can also occur in a future context. In (12) the train is just going to 

leave, so the event hasn’t happened yet. The word yao ‘will’ explicitly indicates that 

this is a future temporal reference. In this case, the addressee may not know or realize 

that the train will leave very soon, so the speaker emphasizes this new information in 

order to urge the addressee to get on quickly.  

 

(12) 火车   快  要  开   了 

 huo-che  kuai yao kai   le 

 train   fast will operate MIR 

 ‘The train is about to leave!’  (Li & Thompson 1981: 282) 

 

The fact that SF le can occur in the present, past and future makes it inappropriate to 

label SF le as a marker of past tense (Liu 2002) or as a marker of future tense (Chen 

2005).  

 The reason why SF le can occur with all kinds of temporal reference might be the 

following. What happened in the past may be suddenly discovered or realized and 

thus newsworthy or surprising to the speaker. In languages such as Kalasha, past tense 

verbs can have a mirative meaning when used in the inferential sense (DeLancey 2012: 

532). Also, the current situation may be new or surprising to the speaker because it is 

just perceived or realized at the moment of speaking and it has not been part of the 

knowledge structure of the speaker to the outside world. In Tibetan languages, direct 

evidentials are associated with the mirative meaning of novelty or discovery 

(DeLancey 2012: 552). Similarly, it is not strange to present some future state or event 

as new or surprising, as what will happen has not been integrated into the present 

knowledge of the interlocutors.  

 On the surface, newsworthiness and surprise might be closely related to the time 

frame of an event; however, the fact that mirative markers can occur in all kinds of 

time frames reveals that mirativity is not determined by the time of occurrence but by 

whether the information presented is newsworthy or surprising to the interlocutors 

involved.   

 

2.3.3 Illocutions 

Illocution or ‘sentence type’ is defined as "a coincidence of grammatical structure and 

conventional conversational use" (Sadock and Zwicky 1985: 155, cited in Hengeveld 

& Mackenzie 2008: 70). However, it is very difficult to classify Mandarin sentence 

types from the grammatical perspective as there are almost no obligatory inflectional 

indications to mark the Illocution. Usually, it is acknowledged that there are four types 

of Illocutions in Mandarin: declarative, interrogative, imperative and exclamative. 

 
4 Although the sentence may imply a change that the house used to be a club but now it is a 

faculty dormitory, the lexical expression xian-zai explicitly indicates that the sentence has a 

present tense reference. 
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Huang and Liao (2011: 32) propose that SF le has the function of expressing either 

the declarative mood or the imperative mood as in (13) and (14).  

 

(13) 树叶  黄   了 

 shu-ye huang  le 

 leaf  yellow  PRF.MIR 

 ‘The leaves turned yellow!’ 

 

(14) 别   说话   了 

 bie   shuo-hua  le 

 PROH talk   MIR 

 ‘Stop talking, (will you?)’ 

 

(13) states the event that the leaves turned yellow, so it is a declarative; (14) is meant 

to request the addressee to stop doing something, so it is an imperative. Without le, 

(13) is still a statement which means that the leaves are yellow and no change of color 

has occurred; and (14) is still a command issued by the speaker. Hence, it is not 

appropriate to attribute their illocutionary forces to the occurrence of SF le. In (13), 

SF le is used by the speaker to indicate the newness of the color of the leaves while in 

(14), SF le is used to remind the addressee of the importance of keeping silence with 

the assumption that the addressee may not know how to behave properly in that 

situation. Therefore, both an assertion and an imperative can be presented by the 

speaker as mirative. 

 In many languages, a mirative marker can occur in interrogatives, usually in the 

form of a rhetorical question (Aikhenvald 2012: 448; Hengeveld & Olbertz 2012: 497). 

This is also true for SF le.  

 

(15) (The husband is asking his wife furiously about the outcome of his gambling), 
 你   又   输  了 

 ni   you  shu  le? 

 2.SG  again  lose PFV.MIR 

 ‘Did you lose again?!’ 

 

In (15) the husband may have already figured out that his wife lost again. As such, 

(15) is not intended to be a true question to solicit an answer but sounds like a furious 

rebuke. SF le here is used to show the husband’s surprise at his wife’s loss at gambling.  

 

(16) (The village head is trying to build a new dam. He lets his son, instead of other 

villagers, do the most dangerous work and when his son gets hurt and bleeds all 

over his face, his wife blames him,) 

  ‘你  为了 一  条  坝， 连  孩子 都  不  要  了？’ 

  ‘ni  wei-le yi  tiao ba,  lian hai-zi dou bu  yao le?’ 

  2.SG for  one CLF dam even child even NEG want MIR 

  ‘For a dam, you even wanted to sacrifice your own son?’  
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(16) is also intended to be a criticism rather than a true question. Normally, nobody 

would sacrifice his own son; hence it is not intended to be answered at all. SF le is 

used to indicate the wife’s great surprise.  

 SF le can also occur in exclamatives. Exclamatives are used to express the 

speaker’s emotions about a particular state of affairs instead of simply asserting its 

existence (Risselada 1993: 264). Phonetic experiments show that exclamatives in 

Mandarin have obvious prosodic features such as strong sentential stress, extended 

duration and intense tones (Chen 2007: 50). Very often, scalar degree adverbs are 

involved in exclamatives.  

 

(17) (A girl is watching a movie. In the middle of it, she exclaimed loudly,) 
 这  部  电影   太  感   人   了！ 

 zhe  bu  dian-ying  tai  gan  ren   le! 

 this  CLF movie   too  touching people  MIR 

 ‘This movie is so touching!’ 

 

(17) is packed with strong emotion which is expressed through the scalar degree 

adverb tai ‘too’ and the prosodic contour. If le is removed but the prosodic contour is 

maintained, (17) is still an exclamative. If tai is changed into hen ‘very’ and the 

prosodic contour is removed, (17) is just a statement presented as new information by 

the speaker. If SF le is furthermore removed from the sentence, the information is 

presented as a fact without any indication of novelty. As such, (17)’s status as an 

exclamation is not determined by the occurrence of SF le. The speaker’s purpose of 

using SF le is to present the emotional evaluation about the movie as a new piece of 

information worthwhile to be noticed by the addressee.  

 The above discussion shows that SF le can occur in many kinds of sentence types 

in Mandarin, namely declaratives, imperatives, interrogatives and exclamatives. 

Whether this property justifies SF le as a marker at the FDG Discourse Act layer will 

be discussed in section 2.5. 

 

2.3.4 With aspectual le  

As illustrated in Section 2.2, the aspectual use of le falls into two types: a post-verbal 

perfective marker and a sentence-final perfect marker. The literature dwells on the 

disentanglement of the perfective le and the sentence-final le (Zhang 2013: 32-33; Li 

& Thompson 1981: 296-300; Zhu 1982: 209-210; Lü 2016: 351), especially when the 

post-verbal and the sentence-final positions coincide. As a third use of le, the perfect 

le, is also sentence-final, indicating a states-of-affair that started in the past and 

continues to the present time, the question arises as to how to disentangle the three les 

when le occurs at the sentence-final position.  

 According to their Aktionsart, states of affairs may be telic and atelic situations. 

The former involves completion while the latter does not. When the situation is telic, 

the post-verbal le that occurs at the sentence-final position could be a combination of 

perfective le and mirative le.  
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(18) (A poor family was in a difficult situation.) 
 能   吃  的   都  吃  了 

  neng  chi  de   dou chi  le 

  can   eat  ATTR  all  eat  PFV.MIR 

  ‘All edible things were eaten.’ 

 

In (18), the activity chi ‘eat’ has been completed and this information is unknown to 

the addressee, so le has both a perfective and mirative reading.  

 However, when the situation is atelic, le could be just a mirative marker or a 

combination of perfect le and mirative le, as in (19a) and (19b).  

 

(19) a. 这  回  可  没  法  吃  了 

 zhe  hui  ke  mei fa  chi  le 

 this time but  NEG way eat  MIR 

 ‘But this time (the duck) couldn’t be eaten anymore.’ 

 

 b.我  饿   了 

 wo  er   le 

  1.SG hungry  PRF.MIR 

 ‘I have become hungry. (Anything I can eat?)’ 

 

Neither (19a) nor (19b) denotes the completion of an event. In (19a), the activity of 

eating has not been given a terminal point. What is stated is the fact it is difficult to 

eat that duck, not about the difficulty in eating up the duck; therefore, it is unrelated 

to the matter of completion. The same is true for (19b), in which er ‘hungry’ is a state 

that began in the past and continues to the time of speaking. The difference between 

(19a) and (19b) is that le in (19a) is mirative while le in (19b) expresses both mirativity 

and perfect. 

 In the cases above le is both post-verbal and sentence final. When there is an 

argument that occurs after the verb, what should be clarified is whether le is mirative 

or a combination of perfect and mirative. The easiest case is that when the situation is 

telic, le is only mirative as a perfect cannot occur in a telic situation as in (20), where 

the action gei ‘give’ has been completed in the past and doesn’t continue.  

 

(20) (To a friend who has asked whether the speaker needs more money to pay the 

salesperson)  
  我  已经  给  他  两  百   块   钱   了 

  wo  yi-jing  gei  ta  liang bai   kuai  qian  le  

  1.SG already give 3.SG two hundred CLF  money  MIR 

  ‘(But) I already gave him 200 yuan!’  (Li & Thompson 1981: 265) 

 

However, in atelic situations, le could be a mirative or a combination of mirative and 

perfect. As for the exclusive mirative use, it occurs in imperatives or situations that 

are incompatible with a perfect reading as exemplified by the following. 
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(21) a.大家  都  坐， 咱们  开  会   了 

   da-jia  dou zuo  zan-men kai  hui   le 

   everyone all  sit  1.PL  open meeting MIR  

   ‘Everyone, sit down. Let’s begin our meeting!’ 

 

b.晚上   的   饺子  有  点   咸  了 

   wan-shang de   jiao-zi  you dian  xian le 

   night   ATTR  dumpling have a.little  salty MIR 

   ‘The dumplings I had last night were a little salty!’ 

 

  c.没  错，  是  更   早  以前  的   事  了 

   mei cuo,  shi  geng  zao  yi-qian de   shi  le 

   NEG wrong  COP more  early past  ATTR  thing MIR 

   ‘Right! It is about something that happened much earlier.’ 

 

  d.你  走  了  我们  就  要  想  你  了 

   ni  zou  le  wo-men jiu  yao xiang ni  le 

   2.SG go  PFV 1.PL  then will miss 2.SG MIR 

   ‘When you are gone, we shall miss you!’ 

 

As for the combination of a perfect and mirative reading, it occurs in atelic situations 

where an event started in the past and continues to the present time. For instance, in 

(22), the state of liking can undergo a change from disliking to liking in the past, and 

at the time of speaking this changed state still continues.   

 

(22) 小明    也  喜欢  跳舞  了 

  Xiao-Ming  ye  xi-huan tiao-wu le  

  Xiao-Ming  too  like  dance  PRF.MIR 

  ‘(You may not know that) Xiao Ming has come to like dancing, too.’  

(Lü 2016:352) 

 

The functions of le at the sentence-final position are summarized in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The functions of le at the sentence-final position 
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The above are cases in which a single le may have multiple readings in a sentence. 

What is more complicated is that two les can occur in a single sentence, as illustrated 

at the beginning of Section 2.2. In this case, the first le is a perfective marker while 

the second le is a mirative marker if the event has completed, or a combination of both 

a perfect and a mirative marker if the event still continues. In (23a), the activity of 

signing up is completed, which makes it impossible for the sentence-final le to have a 

durative reading, thus eliminating the perfect interpretation of le from the sentence. 

By contrast, in (23b), the activity of reading continues to the present time, which 

consequently licenses the perfect reading of the second le. What is especially 

interesting in the case of (23b) is that not only three functions of le are simultaneously 

present in a single sentence, but that the perfect reading of the sentence leads to the 

cancellation of the perfective reading of the post-verbal le. This can be seen more 

clearly in example (23c), in which the removal of the sentence-final le results in a 

clear perfective reading of post-verbal le.    

 

(23)  a.他  已经  报   了  名  了 

  ta  yi-jing  bao  le  ming le 

  3.SG already sign.up PFV name MIR 
   ‘He has already signed up!’ (Lü 2016: 353) 

 

 b.这  本  书  我  看  了  三  天  了 

  zhe  ben shu  wo  kan le  san  tian le 

   this CLF book 1.SG read PFV three day PRF.MIR 
   ‘I have been reading this book for three days.’ (ibid)  

       

 c.这  本  书  我  看  了  三  天 

  zhe  ben shu  wo  kan le  san  tian 

  this CLF book 1.SG read PFV three day  

  ‘I read this book for three days (I stopped reading).’ 

 

 In the literature, the dual reading of sentence-final le is explained from the 

perspective of the efficiency of communication (e.g. Huang & Liao 2011: 34) as it is 

unnecessary to write two les that have the same origin and share exactly the same 

form. This might be true, but here I would like to propose that the fact that a single 

particle has three different uses may be the result of grammaticalization. In many other 

languages, aspect and mirativity share a single form and are intertwined. DeLancey 

(2001: 378) points out that perfect and perfective constructions have a close relation 

with mirativity:  

 

In general, we seem to be dealing here with originally perfect or 

perfective constructions, which have acquired a reading combining 

inferential evidential status and mirativity. These are Guentchéva’s 

(1996a:12) ‘formes construites à partir du parfait’, for which she lists 

as examples Albanian, Western Armenian, Bulgarian, Georgian, 

Macedonian, Persian, Tadzhik, Turkish, and Nepali.  
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Hengeveld and Olbertz (2012: 499) suggest that there is a path of grammaticalization 

from resultative aspect (perfect) to mirativity as the results from past events that have 

not been witnessed or have been forgotten may well be surprising or unexpected. 

According to FDG, both perfect and perfective aspect are at the Representational 

Level, a level considered to be lower than the Interpersonal Level. Perfect aspect 

pertains to the layer of the State-of-Affairs, which is a layer higher than that of 

Configurational Property at which perfective aspect operates (Kees Hengeveld, p.c.). 

The grammaticalization pathway is from the lower layer to the higher layer or from a 

lower level to a higher level (Hengeveld 2017), which means that a perfective marker 

can grammaticalize into a perfect marker by moving one layer up. Mirativity pertains 

to the Interpersonal Level, such that the perfect marker can grammaticalize into a 

mirative marking by moving one level up (see Section 2.5 for more details). Hence, it 

can be hypothesized that the grammaticalization pathway of le is the following: 

 

(24) MIR le < PRF le < PFV le   

 

The fact that the perfective marker is still there though indicating no completion as in 

(23b) may be a manifestation of this direction of grammaticalization. 

 

2.4 For both the speaker and the addressee 

DeLancey (1997: 33) defines mirativity as new or surprising to the speaker only, as 

he believes that mirativity marks "the status of the proposition with respect to the 

speaker’s overall knowledge structure". (25) is a Kalasha example given by DeLancey 

(1997: 47), who explains that (25) “could be said by someone who is returning from 

the wide world with stories for his fellow villagers”. 

 

(25) amerika’ bo  hu’tala dur  kai  si’-an   hu'la 

 America  very high  house make PST.PFV-3.PL become.PST.INFER.3 

 ‘In America there are very tall buildings.’ 

 

Hengeveld and Olbertz (2012: 488) argue that (25) evidently shows a context in which 

"the proposition is not one for which the speaker does not have a psychological 

preparation, but rather one that is new for the addressee", because the speaker’s 

information about the tall buildings in America is old to himself but meant to be 

newsworthy to the addressee at the moment of speaking. With mirative examples from 

six languages, Hengeveld and Olbertz (ibid) redefine mirativity as a linguistic 

category that "will often be used in circumstances in which the proposition is 

newsworthy, unexpected, or surprising for the speaker, but may also be used when it 

is newsworthy, unexpected, or surprising for the addressee".  

 It is true that mirativity may be targeted towards the speaker or the addressee as 

shown in the Mandarin examples above. Examples such as (2c), (9), (15), (16), (17), 

and (19a) may be used in circumstances where the information is newsworthy for the 

speaker, whereas examples such as (2b), (3a), (3c), (8), (10), (11), and (14) may be 

used in circumstances where the information is newsworthy for the addressee. Let’s 

take (2a) and (2b) again for illustration.  
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(2) a. 下   雨  了 

  xia   yu  le. 

  descend rain PRF.MIR 

  ‘It has rained (and it is still raining)!’ 

 

     b.  他  同意  我  去  了 

  ta  tong-yi  wo  qu  le.  

   3.SG agree  1.SG go  MIR 

   ‘He allowed me to go!’ (Lü 2016: 352) 

 

 In (2a), the information about the rain is directly perceived or inferred by the 

speaker on the basis of evidence such as the sound of the rain or the wet ground, et al. 

In this sense, it is new to the speaker. In (2b), the allowing does not take place at the 

moment of speaking but before it, so it is old information to the speaker. The speaker 

presents it as newsworthy for the addressee.  

  However, there are circumstances in which the information might be newsworthy, 

or surprising for both the speaker and the addressee, as in examples such as (26).  

 

(26) (Someone deliberately set fire to the granaries. The fire became increasingly 

fierce. Suddenly the guards of the granaries spotted it and yelled out loud,) 

  ‘失  火  了！  失  火  了！  失  火  了!’  

  ‘shi  huo le   shi  huo le   shi  huo le’ 

  catch  fire  PRF.MIR catch fire  PRF.MIR catch fire  PRF.MIR 

  ‘On fire! On fire! On fire!’ 

 

The information about the emergency is new or surprising for both the speaker and 

the addressee. It has not been part of either one’s knowledge about the world before 

the moment of discovery. The sentence is uttered exactly at the moment of the guards’ 

direct perception, so it is new and surprising for them. The guards utter the sentence 

loudly and repeatedly not only because they are greatly surprised at the fire, but also, 

or more so, because they are issuing a warning to anyone around in the hope to get 

people to extinguish the fire. Obviously, the warning is new and surprising for the 

addressees as well. The same is true of example (12), which is repeated below. 

 

(12) 火车   快  要  开   了 

 huo-che  kuai yao kai   le. 

 train   fast will operate MIR 
 ‘The train is about to leave!’  

 

In (12), the speaker may just find out the train is about to leave either by looking at 

the clock or some other evidence of the train’s leaving. If the speaker says so exactly 

at the moment of discovery, it is new for him/her. As a passenger has to get on the 

train before the train leaves, communicating this new information to the addressee is 

very necessary. Therefore, the information may be newsworthy for both parties.  
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 Similarly, in (27), the speaker suddenly perceives the cops and at the same time 

yells the new information to the two men who are still in the middle of a fight without 

any knowledge of the cops’ imminent arrival.  

 

(27)  (Two men have a quarrel which eventually leads to a fight. Many passers-by 

stop and watch. Suddenly someone yells,) 

 ‘警察  来  了！’  

  ‘jing-cha lai  le!’ 

   cop  come PRF.MIR 
  ‘The cops are coming!’ 

 

As a matter of fact, this is not an idiosyncratic phenomenon. DeLancey (2012: 535) 

provides the following Kham example and explains that the mirative construction in 

(28) denotes newness to the speaker as it "can be used when the information being 

related is perceived at first hand" and "said when the speaker had just seen a leopard 

which he and the addressee were looking for".  

 

(28) n∂-k∂ z∂  ci  syã:-d∂ u-li-zya-o    oleo sani 

  there.at EMPH CEP sleep-NF 3-be-CONT-NMZ  MIR CONF 

  ‘He’s right there sleeping, see!’ 

 

However, if both the speaker and the addressee were looking for the leopard, then 

perceiving the leopard should be new and important for both of them. When the 

speaker finds it, it is surely novel information for him. Since he is the first one who 

spots the leopard, it couldn’t be old information for the addressee either, who would 

be as much surprised as the speaker. Actually, the speaker utters (28) also with the 

intention to convey this novelty to the addressee. Aikhenvald (2012: 448-466) also 

mentions that in a number of languages such as !Xun, Quechua, Galo and Okomobi, 

mirative expressions mark information as new, unexpected or surprising for both the 

speaker and the addressee.  

 This means that mirativity is a grammatical category that characterizes the 

information as newsworthy, unexpected or surprising for the speaker, the addressee, 

or for both the speaker and the addressee. The circumstances in which the information 

is new or surprising for both parties have to meet two criteria. The first one is that 

there should be almost no time interval between the moment of perception or 

discovery and the moment of speaking; otherwise, as time passes by, the information 

may lose its novelty for the speaker. The second one is that the speaker has the 

intention to present the information as newsworthy to the addressee, which is 

particularly the case when the circumstances require him/her to do so. Otherwise, it 

would just be encoded to be newsworthy to the speaker him/herself.   

 

2.5 Mirativity in Functional Discourse Grammar 

Functional Discourse Grammar distinguishes four levels of representation, among 

which are the Interpersonal and Representational Levels, for pragmatic and semantic 

analysis respectively (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008). For each level, there is a 
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layered hierarchical structure (see Figure 2). At the Interpersonal level, there are five 

hierarchically related layers: Discourse Act > Illocution > Communicated Content > 

Referential Subact > Ascriptive Subact. At the Representational level, layers are 

organized hierarchically as well, with the Propositional Content as the highest layer 

and the Property as the lowest. TAMEP (Tense, Aspect, Modality, Mirativity, 

Evidentiality, and Polarity) categories are distributed across the layers at both levels. 

Each grammatical (sub)category, including mirativity, pertains to certain layer(s) and 

level(s).  

 
Interpersonal Level 

Discourse Act >Illocution > Communicated Content > Referential Subact > Ascriptive Subact 

Representational Level 

Propositional Content > Episode > State-of-Affairs > Configurational Property > Property 

 

Figure 2. Layers at the Interpersonal and Representational Levels 

 

 With regard to mirativity, there is disagreement in FDG as to the Level and layer 

it pertains to. In Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008: 72), mirativity was considered to be 

an Illocution at the Interpersonal Level. As an Illocution, mirativity is thus presented 

along with other Illocutions such as Declarative and Interrogative, expressing the 

speaker’s “surprise about the Propositional Content evoked by the Communicated 

Content”. However, Olbertz (2012: 146) proposes that mirativity is not an Illocution 

but pertains to the layer of the Propositional Content at the Representational Level. 

She considers mirativity as a mirative modality which functions along epistemic 

modality and evidentiality. Hengeveld (2017: 29) assigns mirativity to the slot of the 

Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level but without any further explanation. 

Here, basing on the properties of SF le in Mandarin as well as its relationships with 

other sentence-final particles, I will argue that mirativity indeed pertains to the layer 

of Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level. 

 First of all, as for the level at which mirativity operates, the Interpersonal Level 

should be selected. The Interpersonal Level represents a linguistic unit in terms of its 

communicative functions and the Representational Level in terms of its semantic 

categories (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 6). When analyzing the mirative particle 

lõ in Hare, DeLancey (1997: 40) remarks, "it is the speaker’s discovery of the fact, 

rather than the fact itself, which is actually being communicated". Hence, mirativity 

should not be accounted for from the perspective of a semantic category. 

 Furthermore, mirativity is meant to regulate the interaction and the knowledge 

exchange between the speaker and the addressee. As argued in Section 2.4, the 

function of mirative expressions is to mark the status of information as newsworthy, 

or surprising either for the speaker, or for the addressee, or sometimes for both. 

Clearly, mirativity is interaction-oriented. In other words, it is interpersonally 

motivated rather than simply expressing a semantic concept. Therefore, mirativity 

should be approached from the perspective of its communicative functions, thus at the 

Interpersonal Level.  
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 This can be supported by evidence found in Mandarin Chinese. Mandarin is 

distinguished from many other languages in that it has a rich inventory of sentence-

final particles which have a high frequency of occurrence in daily conversations and 

can be clustered in a restricted linear order at the end of a sentence. SF le is one of 

those frequently occurring particles. At most, SF le can co-occur with two other 

sentence-final particles as shown in the following (29).  

 

(29) 你   一定  会  愿意  跟  爸爸 出  来  玩 

  ni   yi-ding  hui  yuan-yi gen ba-ba chu lai  wan 

  2.SG  certainly will willing  with Dad go  come play 

 
  的   了  吧 

  de   le  ba. 
  CERT MIR MIT 
  ‘You will be certainly willing to go and hang out with Dad, I suppose.’  

 

The particle de can be an attributive particle or a modal marker of certainty. In (29), 

it is a certainty marker for the following two reasons. First, if it is an attributive particle, 

either a noun should be following it, or this noun could have been omitted. In (29), 

however, there is no noun following de, nor can one be reconstructed. The verb wan 

that precedes de still functions as a predicate of the sentence, not as a modifier to 

modify any physical object. Therefore, no possibly omitted noun element can be 

tentatively added. Second, an attributive marker is structurally essential and cannot be 

removed without affecting the basic meaning of the phrase. The fact that when de in 

(29) is removed, the sentence still holds, showing that de is a modal marker of 

certainty. This can be further proved by the evidence that with de and without de, the 

difference in meaning concerns the degree of certainty of the sentence.  

 As a modal maker of certainty, de pertains to the Layer of the Propositional 

Content at the Representational Level. The co-occurrence of de and le means that le 

cannot be at the same layer as expressions of the same layer are mutually exclusive 

and thus do not co-occur in a single sentence. The surface order of de le also reveals 

that le must pertain to a layer higher than that of de, which means le pertains to a layer 

at the Interpersonal Level.  

 As mentioned earlier in this section, there are five layers at the Interpersonal Level. 

Then, which layer should mirativity pertain to? Particle ba is a mitigator operating at 

the layer of Discourse Act (Chapter 3). The order of occurrence of ba and le in (29) 

then shows that ba has scope over le and thus le would have to be at a layer lower than 

that of the Discourse Act.  

 Another sentence-final particle, ma, modifies the Interrogative Illocution only, as 

in (30); it is thus an operator at the layer of the Illocution.  

 

(30) 你   懂    我  的  意思  吗？ 

  ni   dong   wo  de  yi-si  ma? 

  2.SG  understand 1.SG ATTR meaning INT 
  ‘Do you understand me?’ 
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Le and ma can co-occur with ma having scope over le, as in (31).5  

 

 (31) 你  以为  付  了  钱   就  成为   你  的  

  ni  yi-wei  fu  le  qian  jiu  cheng-wei  ni  de  

  2.SG think  pay PFV money  then become  2.SG ATTR  

 
 了  吗？ 

 le ma? 
 MIR INT 
 ‘Do you think that if you have paid, then it became yours?’  

 

Le in (31) is mirative as it can be removed without bringing any change to the 

aspectual or time reference of the sentence. The sequential order of le ma reveals the 

scopal relation between them: le pertains to a layer lower than that of the Illocution, 

at which the particle ma applies. Taking the two sequential orders (de le ba and le ma) 

together, le operates at the layer of the Communicated Content.     

 In Section 2.3.3, the Communicated Content is defined as containing the totality 

of what the speaker wishes to evoke in his/her communication with the addressee; in 

a Declarative Discourse Act, the Communicated Content could be entirely new or a 

combination of new and familiar information (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 87). 

Hence, the new or familiar status of information is part of the Communicated Content 

that the speaker wants to convey to the addressee. This analysis is confirmed by the 

fact that SF le can occur in embedded clauses such as clausal complements, as in (32). 

 

(32) 你   为什么    没  告诉  我  校长    不   

  ni   wei-shen-me  mei gao-su  wo  [xiao-zhang  bu   

  2.SG  why    NEG tell   1.SG school.president NEG 

 
  去   北京  了？ 

  qu    Beijing le]? 

  go    Beijing MIR 
  ‘Why didn’t you tell me that the school president doesn’t want to go to Beijing 

anymore?’               (Paul 2014: 99) 

 

Le in (32) has scope over the complement xiao zhang bu qu Beijing, not over the entire 

sentence because it is semantically incompatible to ask a content question and at the 

same time present it as newsworthy or surprising. If we replace the clause with a noun 

phrase xiao zhang de shi ‘the school president’s affairs’, (33a) is acceptable but (33b) 

is not. This reveals that le in this case is not a sentence-final particle for the entire 

sentence. 

 

 
5 In contrast to de in (29), de in (31) is an attributive particle as the sentence is incomplete 

without it and a noun can be easily added after de. Ni de actually means ‘yours’. No instances 

have been found where modal de co-occurs with the sequence le ma, which is probably due to 

the fact that it is not semantically usual for a marker of subjective epistemic modality to occur 

in questions. 
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(33) a. 你  为什么   没  告诉  我  校长    的  事？ 

  ni   wei-shen-me mei gao-su  wo  xiao-zhang  de  shi? 

  2.SG why   NEG tell   1.SG school.president ATTR thing 

  ‘Why didn’t you tell me the matter about the school president?’ 

  

 b.*你 为什么   没  告诉  我  校长   的  事  了? 

    ni  wei-shen-me NEG gao-su  1.SG xiao.zhang de  shi  le? 

 

In (33), when le is removed, the sentence still holds and undergoes no change of time 

reference in the embedded clause. Hence, this SF le is mirative, not aspectual. The 

embedding capacity of mirative markers demonstrates that mirativity is part of, not 

outside of the Communicated Content.  

 The Communicated Content can be conveyed by the speaker in different 

Illocutions. As discussed in 2.3.3, SF le can combine with all kinds of Illocutions. It 

is also found that the mirative markers in other languages such as Kohà in !Xun and 

nag in Tarma Quechua occur in both statements and rhetorical questions (Aikhenvald 

2012). The combinability of mirative markers with different llocutions might give the 

impression that mirativity must have scope over Illocutions and thus operate on the 

layer of Discourse Act. Apart from the earlier arguments about the linear ordering of 

sentence-final particles as well as le’s embeddability, one more reason to refute this 

impression is that an operator at the Discourse Act layer must have the ability to 

modify (mitigate or reinforce), not just combine with, all kinds of Illocutions. Mirative 

markers such as SF le, however, do not bring about any change to the Illocutions they 

combine with. What’s more, as part of the Communicated Content, mirativity can 

surely occur in all kinds of Illocutions. Therefore, the combinability with different 

Illocutions alone is not sufficient to treat Mirativity at the Discourse Act layer.  

 Hence, the representation of mirativity in FDG and the hierarchical status of SF le 

are as follows: 

 

(34) (Mir C1: [(T)Ф
N (R)Ф

N ]Ф (C1): Σ (C1)) 

 

 
Interpersonal Level 

Discourse Act > Illocution > Communicated Content > Referential Subact > Ascriptive Subact 
             ba       >    ma        >         le (Mirative) 

Representational Level 

Propositional Content> Episode > State-of-Affairs > Configurational Property > Property 

         de (certainty)    >                      le (perfect)     >   le (perfective) 

 

Figure 3. SF le at the Interpersonal and Representational Levels   

 

2.6 Conclusions 

I have argued that SF le in Mandarin is a mirative marker in its own right. It has the 

following properties as to its occurrence: (i) it encodes the information as newsworthy 

or surprising; (ii) it can occur with past, present and future time reference; (iii) it can 
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occur in Illocutions such as declaratives, interrogatives, imperatives and exclamatives. 

This chapter, based on the analysis of SF le in Mandarin, extends the definition of 

mirativity given by Hengeveld & Olbertz (2012) by proposing that mirativity can not 

only be targeted towards the speaker or the addressee, but also towards both. Lastly, 

it has been argued that mirativity should be accounted for at the layer of 

Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level in Functional Discourse Grammar.





3 The Sentence-Final Particle ba (吧)1 
 

3.1 Introduction 

One of the prominent properties of the grammar of Mandarin Chinese is that it has a 

set of sentence-final particles, the meanings and uses of which have proven hard to 

define. One of these particles is ba (吧). Its use is illustrated in (1): 

 

(1)  没 事   吧。 

  mei shi   ba 

  NEG affairs  MIT 

  ‘Nothing happened.’ (7377.1) 

 

Without the particle ba, the sentence in (1) would be a direct statement transmitting 

certainty of the speaker. With the particle ba, the speaker transmits less certainty and 

makes it easier for the addressee to disagree. 

 In view of observations like these, ba has often been characterized in the literature 

as a modal particle (Li 2007: 274–276; Wang 1943[1985]: 174; Zhu 1999: 234–241; 

Hu 1981: 416; Lu 1984: 334; Chu 1998: 139; Zhou 2009: 16–22; Zhao & Sun 2015: 

121–132; Zhang 1997: 19). It has also been characterized in many other ways, for 

instance as a particle soliciting agreement (Li & Thompson 1981: 307–311), 

disturbing the neustic of the sentence (Han 1995: 118), marking degrees (Li 2006: 21-

71), expressing estimation (Li 2007: 274–276; Wang 1943[1985]: 174), encoding a 

suggestion (Wiedenhof 2015: 241–242), or undetermined intention (Zhao & Sun 

2015: 121–132).    

 According to Brown & Levinson (1978), face-saving strategies are employed to 

achieve successful social interactions. Mitigation is one such pragmatic strategy, 

originally defined as reducing the possible unwelcome perlocutionary effects on the 

addressee (Fraser 1980: 342) and later as modifying the illocutionary force of a speech 

act (Hengeveld 1989: 140; Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 83; Thaler 2012: 908). 

There is a wide range of mitigating devices available across languages: hedges, 

modals, evidentials, the conditional form, person deixis (Schneider 2010: 261-263), 

diminutives, impersonal subjects and even understatement (Caffi 1999: 891-906). As 

revealed in the discussions of four Dutch modal particles by Vismans (1994), particles 

are also found to have mitigating functions. This chapter argues that the sentence-final 

ba in Mandarin is neither modal in nature, nor does it derive its specific functions in 

discourse from the context in which it occurs; instead, it has a unified mitigating 

function and the modal readings of the sentence are just one of the mitigating effects 

that this general function brings about. In order to substantiate our claims, we will 

make use of the theoretical framework of Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld 

& Mackenzie 2008). By using this typologically-based framework, we will be able to 

 
1 This is a slightly adapted version of: Fang, Hongmei & Kees Hengeveld. 2020. A mitigator in 

Mandarin: The sentence-final particle ba (吧). Open Linguistics (6). 284-306.  
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study the Mandarin data from the perspective of the cross-linguistic generalizations 

that are the empirical basis of this theory. 

 In what follows we will first give a brief outline of some relevant aspects of 

Functional Discourse Grammar, and further motivate the use of this framework for 

the purposes of our research. Section 3.3 then lists the predictions that follow from 

our claim that ba is a mitigator and describes the methods used to test those 

predictions. In Section 3.4 we check the predictions that follow from the fact that we 

do not treat ba as a modal element. Section 3.5 further explores the issue of how the 

more specific interpretations of ba mentioned in the literature can be clustered 

together and related to its general mitigating function and the contexts in which it is 

used. We round off with our conclusions in Section 3.6. 

 

3.2 Functional Discourse Grammar2 

Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008), is a 

typologically-based theory of language structure. FDG recognizes four different 

levels of linguistic organization. The Interpersonal (pragmatic), Representational 

(semantic), Morphosyntactic and Phonological Levels. These levels are organized in 

a top down fashion, as shown in Figure 1. This figure shows that the Interpersonal 

Level dominates the other three levels, the Representational Level, the 

Morphosyntactic and Phonological Levels, while the Morphosyntactic Level 

dominates the Phonological Level. 

 
Interpersonal Level 

  
 

 

  Representational Level 

 
 

   

 Morphosyntactic Level   
 

 
 

 
 

 

Phonological Level 

 

Figure 1. The top-down organization of FDG 

 

 Each level has a hierarchical internal organization, in the sense that it contains a 

series of layers that are in a scopal relationship. In this chapter, we will focus on the 

Interpersonal and Representational Levels only, as these are the ones that are relevant 

for the analysis of ba as a mitigator. The layers at these levels and the scope relations 

between them are shown in Figure 2. In this figure, scope is indicated by the symbols 

‘→’ reading from left to right and ‘↓’ reading from top to bottom, which both mean 

‘has scope over’. 

 

 
2 This section is partly taken from Hengeveld & Fischer (2018). 
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Interpersonal  
Level 

Discourse  
Act (A) 

→ 
Illocution  
(F) 

→ 
Communicated 
Content (C) 

→ Ascriptive Subact (T) 

 

 
↓ 

 

Representational 

Level 

Propositional 

Content (p) 
→ 

Episode 

(ep) 
→ 

State-

of-

Affairs 
(e) 

→ 
Configurational 

Property (fc) 
 → 

Lexical 
Property 

(fl) 

 

Figure 2. Layers and scope relations in FDG 

 
 The Interpersonal Level comprises different pragmatic layers, with scope relations 

between them. The lowest layer relevant here is the Ascriptive Subact (T), which 

represents an act of predication. The next layer is the Communicated Content (C), 

which encapsulates the message transmitted in an utterance. Then there is the 

Illocution (F), which captures the communicative intention of the speaker; and the 

highest layer relevant here is the Discourse Act (A), which represents the basic unit 

of communicative behavior. 

 At the Representational Level, different semantic layers are distinguished, again 

with scope relations between them: the lowest one is the Property (fl) expressed by a 

lexical element. The next is the Configurational Property (fc), which consists of the 

lexical element and its argument(s) and as such provides the basic characterization of 

a State-of-Affairs. Then comes the State-of-Affairs (e) itself, which is the situated real 

or hypothesized situation the speaker is describing. The next layer is the Episode (ep), 

which is a thematically coherent combination of States-of-Affairs that are 

characterized by unity or continuity of time, location, and participants. The highest 

layer is the Propositional Content (p), which is a mental construct, such as a belief, 

piece of knowledge, or wish.  

 As mentioned above, the levels themselves are also hierarchically related, with the 

Interpersonal Level having higher scope than the Representational Level, as indicated 

in Figure 1.   

 FDG systematically distinguishes between relational and non-relational 

grammatical categories, the former being represented as functions and the latter as 

operators. Possible realizations of relational categories are adpositions and 

conjunctions. Non-relational categories include, among others, tense, aspect, mood, 

evidentality, and negation. This wide definition of operators opens up an enormous 

range of grammatical categories. Table 1 gives an overview of all the relevant 

categories at the clausal level as presented in Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008), but 

including the modifications proposed in Hengeveld & Fischer (2018) for aspect, 

Hengeveld & Hattnher (2015) and Hengeveld & Fischer (2018) for evidentiality, 

Hattnher & Hengeveld (2016), Olbertz & Gasparini Bastos (2013) and Olbertz & 

Honselaar (2017) for modality, Mackenzie (2009) and Hengeveld & Mackenzie 

(2018) for polarity, and Olbertz (2012) and Hengeveld (2017) for mirativity. 

 It is important to underline two important aspects of the system presented in Table 

1. Firstly, it is predicted in FDG that the scope of operators will be reflected in the 

ordering of elements of the clause expressing these operators within the clause. 

Operators with lower scope are expected to occur closer to the predicate than those 

with higher scope. Secondly, the table shows that mood, polarity, evidentiality, tense, 
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aspect, and localization are categories that can be divided into subtypes with different 

scope properties and thus the category itself cannot be used as a unified tool for 

analysis. The ordering of the elements expressing these subtypes is again expected to 

reflect the scope relations within the overall category.  

 

Table 1. Tense, aspect, mood, evidentiality, mirativity, polarity, and localization 

categories in FDG 
 

Interpersonal level 
 Discourse Act  Illocution Communicated 

Content 

Ascriptive Subact  

Mood illocutionary 

modification 

basic 

illocution; 
illocutionary 
modification 

   

Polarity rejection negative basic 

illocutions 

denial metalinguistic 

negation 

 

Evidentiality quotative  reportative reportative  

Mirativity   mirative   

 

Representational level 

 

 Propositional 

Content  

Episode State-of-

Affairs 

Configurational 

Property 

Lexical 

Property 

Mood p-modality ep-modality e-modality fc-modality  

Polarity disagreement co-negation non-
occurrence 

failure local negation 

Tense  absolute 

tense 

relative tense   

Aspect   event 

quantification 

qualitative 

aspect, 

participant-
oriented 

quantification 

property 

quantification 

Localization   event 
location 

 directionality 

Evidentiality inference deduction event 

perception 

  

 

 

 It is outside the scope of this chapter to give a full motivation of the categorization 

presented in Table 1, but we will provide more detail on the categories that play a 

central role in the remainder of this chapter, i.e. the ones listed under ‘mood’. Within 

this category, a further distinction is made between illocution, which applies at the 

Interpersonal Level, and modality, which applies at the Representational Level.  

 As seen in Table 1, the category of illocution can be further subdivided into basic 

illocution and illocutionary modification. Basic illocutions are conventionalized 

expressions of communicative intentions, and include e.g. declarative, interrogative, 

directive. Illocutionary modifiers express modifications of basic illocutions, such as 

their mitigation and reinforcement.  

 Operators expressing illocutionary modification may occur at the layer of the 

Illocution or at the layer of the Discourse Act. They operate at the layer of the 

Illocution when they are restricted to certain basic illocutions, as in e.g. A’ingae 
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(Fischer & Hengeveld forthc.), which has a specific expression for the mitigation of 

directives. They operate at the layer of the Discourse Act when they apply to all basic 

illocutions that are available in a language, as in the case of Spanish, a language that 

allows the use of the reinforcing particle que with declarative, interrogative, and 

directive basic illocutions alike (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 67). 

 The category of modality is subdivided in four different categories: proposition-

oriented modality, episode-oriented modality, event-oriented modality, and 

participant-oriented modality. An example containing all four types of modality, most 

of them expressed lexically and one grammatically, is given in (2). 

    

(2) It is certainly possible that one has to be able to swim in order to gain entrance to 

the swimming pool. 

 

Proposition-oriented modality, also known as subjective epistemic modality, 

expresses the degree of commitment of a speaker with respect to the truth value of a 

Propositional Content, a function performed in (2) by the adverb certainly. Episode-

oriented modality, which is also known as objective epistemic modality, characterizes 

Episodes in terms of the degree of likelihood of their occurrence. In (2) the modal 

adjective possible describes such a degree. Event-oriented modality, as expressed by 

have to in (2), characterizes a State-of-Affairs as a whole as feasible or mandatory. 

Finally, participant-oriented modality describes a relation between a participant in a 

State-of-Affairs and the realization of that State-of-Affairs, as illustrated by the modal 

expression be able to in (2), which ascribes the ability to perform a SoA to a 

participant.  

 Note that the fact that four different modal expressions can be used in a single 

sentence such as (2), shows that there must indeed be four different subtypes of 

modality, which belong to different paradigms. Otherwise, it would be hard to account 

for the co-occurrence of modal expressions such as certainly and possible in a single 

sentence. Furthermore, it is important to note that (2) illustrates that the scope of the 

modal categories determines their order with respect to the predicate, a point we made 

above. In (2), certainly is furthest away from the predicate, followed by be possible, 

have to and be able to, an order that directly reflects the underlying scope properties 

of each modal element. Note also that any ordering of the modal expressions other 

than the one in (2) would lead to an ungrammatical sentence. 

 

3.3 Predictions and methods 

In this chapter we justify our claim that ba is a mitigator rather than a modal element. 

This claim leads to a number of predictions that we will test in the remainder of this 

chapter. 

 The first prediction is that ba shows grammatical behavior that one would not 

expect from a modal element. This general prediction leads to a number of more 

specific predictions. If ba were a modal element, it should not be possible for it (i) to 

occur in sentences with all possible basic illocutions, more specifically in directives; 

(ii) to co-occur with modal elements of all different subtypes; (iii) to occur in 

sentences in which the speaker is highly confident of the propositional content; (iv) to 
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occur in certain types of non-propositional utterances; nor (v) to occupy a position in 

which it has scope over the utterance as a whole, including the modal elements that it 

contains. These five specific predictions are tested in Section 3.4. 

 The second general prediction is that, if it is a general mitigator, ba will receive 

more specific interpretations that can be explained in terms of the interaction between 

the mitigating function that ba realizes, the properties of the type of speech act in 

which it occurs, and the properties of the wider context that this speech act is 

embedded in. This prediction is tested in Section 3.5. 

 In testing the predictions we make use of corpus data. The corpus used is the 

Peking Corpus by the Center for Chinese Linguistics (CCL), which contains a sub-

corpus of Vernacular Mandarin and a sub-corpus of Modern Mandarin. The latter, 

which is the one we used, is made up of 509,913,589 words and covers both spoken 

and written Mandarin in various text types, including novels, plays, stories, TV 

programs, movies, newspapers, cyber-text, and translated works. Searches with ba as 

the keyword in the Modern Corpus resulted in 104,276 instances on 2086 pages with 

approximately 50 instances per page. Given the limitations of the CCL corpus as to 

randomizing automatically, we randomly selected 16 pages, giving 879 instances in 

total. Of these, 116 occurrences were removed because they were homonyms of ba 

(as a topic marker, a noun, or an onomatopoeic use), 3 as well as several instances of 

repetitions and typos, resulting in 763 instances of the sentence-final use. These 

constitute the sub-corpus used in this study, all instances of which were analyzed 

manually. 

 

3.4 Ba as a mitigator 

 

3.4.1 Introduction 

In this section we test the predictions concerning the non-modal nature of ba listed in 

the previous section. The results show that ba can indeed not be a modal element, as 

it occurs in contexts in which modal elements would not be possible.  

 

3.4.2 Ba and basic illocution 

Subjective modal elements are generally restricted to declarative sentences 

(Hengeveld 1989: 138), and to a lesser extent also occur in interrogative sentences. 

They may occur in these sentence types as these contain a propositional content. This 

is different for directive speech acts, which do not transmit information but project 

behavior. Subjective epistemic expressions, therefore, cannot occur in directives (For 

further discussion see Section 3.4.5). If ba were a modal element of uncertainty, as 

claimed in the literature, ba would have to be restricted to declaratives and 

interrogatives; however, ba may occur in sentences with all basic illocutions 

encountered in Mandarin Chinese.  

 
3 Among these 116 instances, the majority is the topic use. As topic ba is not a sentence-final 

particle, the discussion of it is beyond the scope of this chapter.  
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 The basic illocutions identified in Mandarin are the declarative, interrogative, 

directive, exclamative, and prohibitive, which have distinct intonational features. The 

declarative is characterized by a flat intonation (Huang & Liao 2011: 99) and a fall at 

the end of an utterance (Duanmu 2000: 235), while the interrogative intonation usually 

has an overall higher phrase curve, higher strengths of sentence final tones and a final-

tone-dependent mechanism (Yuan 2006; Liu et al 2016). Although directives usually 

have a low tone range similar to declaratives, they enjoy several features 

distinguishable from declaratives. Directives are restricted to first and second person 

if explicitly expressed; directives usually have bare verbs; the only aspect marker that 

can occur in directives is the progressive marker zhe. 4  In addition, a stronger 

command is distinguished by an overall forceful tone as well as a short and intense 

sentence-final tone (He & Jin 1992: 71–96). The prohibitive, requires the use of 

negative words such as bie, bu, and bu-yao with a stressed intonation, where bie is a 

negative particle used exclusively in prohibitives (Li & Thompson 1981: 455). Finally, 

the exclamative, in addition to a high frequency of degree adverbs, has a distinct 

prosodic contour characterized by one or multiple strong stress positions, a wide pitch 

range, and a low ending boundary (Chen 2007).  

 In our corpus, ba occurs in all five sentence types, as exemplified in (3).5  

 

(3) a. 您    设计  的   作品  约  有  2000 多 

  nin    she-ji  de   zuo-pin yue  you 2000 duo 

  2.SG.HONR design  ATTR  works  about have 2000 more  

 
  种   吧 

  zhong  ba. 

  kind  MIT 

  ‘You have designed more than 2000 kinds of works.’ (6495.1) 

  

 b. 你    明白   我  的  意思  吧？ 

  ni    ming-bai  wo  de  yi-si  ba？ 

  2.SG   understand 1.SG ATTR meaning MIT  

  ‘You understand what I meant?’ (748.1)  

 

 c. 你  就   给  我  说  实话  吧， 

  ni  jiu   gei  wo  shuo shi-hua ba, 

  2.SG at.once give 1.SG say  truth  MIT 

 
  你  多大  岁数？ 

  ni  duo-da  sui-shu? 

  2.SG how.old age  

  ‘Tell me the truth immediately. How old are you?’ (63.1)  

 

 
4 The perfective marker le (note: not the other uses of le) cannot occur in directives. 
5 Zhu (1999: 234-241) believes that ba is a marker of interrogative and directive illocutions. 

Our examples show that this cannot be the correct analysis. 
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 d. (Three tax inspectors are investigating the tax-paying history of the factory. 

The factory director is calling up the head of the tax department, complaining 

angrily:) 
  我  不  是  说  你们  没  有  权力  查， 

  wo  bu  shi  shuo ni-men  mei you quan-li cha,   

  1.SG NEG COP say  2.PL  NEG have right  investigate 

 
  但  这  种  查    法  的  报复性    

  dan zhe  zhong cha   fa  de  bao-fu-xing  

  but  this CLF investigate way ATTR revenge 

 
  也   太  明显   了  吧！ 

  ye   tai  ming-xian  le  ba! 

  as.well  too  obvious  MIR MIT 

 ‘I am not saying that you people don’t have the right to investigate, but the 

vindictive manner in which you did it is so obviously unreasonable as well.’ 

(9628.1)  

 

 e. 别  吊  了  吧 

  bie  diao le  ba. 

  PROH sling MIR MIT 

  ‘Don’t sling (the rail) anymore.’ (7009.1)  

 

(3a) is a declarative in which the presence of ba makes the statement sound less 

assertive and thus leaves more space for the addressee to disagree. (3b) is an 

interrogative in which the use of ba makes the question sound more consultative. The 

first clause in (3c) is a directive in which the speaker is pushing a woman to tell the 

truth. The use of ba reduces the harshness of this command. (3d) is an exclamative in 

which the speaker is complaining angrily. The presence of ba mitigates the negativity 

of the speaker’s complaint. (3e) is a prohibitive in which bie indicates that the speaker 

wants the addressee to stop. By using ba the speaker makes the prohibition sound less 

forceful. The sentences above illustrate the combinability of ba with all kinds of 

illocutions, which shows that ba cannot be an epistemic marker of uncertainty. 

Besides, in comparison with their counterpart sentences without ba, the illocutionary 

force of each sentence with ba is mitigated, which brings about the effect that the 

addressee is given more space either to disagree or refuse to comply, if necessary.  

 In order to explore the combinatory status of ba with different illocutions, we 

manually annotated each instance in our sub-corpus and obtained the absolute 

frequency and percentage of each illocution combined with ba, as shown in the second 

column in Table 2. These frequencies and percentages, however, might be correlated 

with the overall distribution of illocutions within the sub-corpus; therefore, we also 

investigated the relative percentage of each illocution in the CCL Modern Mandarin 

Corpus, regardless of the presence or absence of ba. Due to the accessibility of the 

text type data in the CCL corpus, we randomly selected two hundred sentences from 

each of the spoken and literary sub-corpora to uncover the overall distribution of 

illocutions in Mandarin. We manually annotated those four hundred sentences and 
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calculated the frequencies and percentages per illocution type, as seen in column three 

in Table 2. Finally, this overall frequency per illocution type, regardless of the 

presence or absence of ba, is divided by the absolute percentage per illocution type 

with ba in our sub-corpus. The rates and ranks are given in the fourth column.  

 

Table 2. Frequency and percentage of basic illocutions  

 
Basic Illocution With ba in our 

sub-corpus 

Overall frequency per illocution 

(with or without the presence of 

ba) 

Rate/Rank 

Declarative 235 (30.8%) 269 (74.3%) 0.4/4 

Interrogative 147 (19.3%) 59 (16.3%) 1.18/2 

Directive 376 (49.3%) 25 (6.9%) 7.14/1 

Exclamative  4 (0.5%) 7 (1.9%) 0.26/5 

Prohibitive 1 (0.1%) 2 (0.6%) 0.5/3 

Total 763 (100%) 362 (100%)  

 

 Table 2 shows important differences in the overall presence of basic illocutions, 

of which the declarative is the highest in frequency. On an even distribution, it would 

be expected that ba would most frequently occur with the declarative. However, as 

shown in the fourth column, the directive use of ba, not the declarative use, is 

dominant in our sub-corpus, to the extent that ba is used in directives over seven times 

more often than would be expected on an even distribution. This reveals that the 

primary use of ba is not modal, as mentioned above, epistemic modality targets a 

proposition as expressed in a declarative or interrogative sentence, whereas directives 

are proposals that involve the non-verbal exchange of goods-&-services (objects or 

actions) that cannot be affirmed or denied (Halliday 1994: 68-71). Hence, in the case 

of directives, it would be impossible for the speaker to use ba as a modal to show his 

epistemic commitment towards a proposal. Rather, ba is a mitigator as can be seen 

from the comparison between the directives with and without ba. With the presence 

of ba, the illocutionary force of directives is softened; without ba, the directives sound 

more forceful. As the basic function of a directive is to issue an order or a request, 

which poses a potential threat to the negative face of the addressee (Brown & 

Levinson 1978), the speaker uses ba as a mitigating strategy to soften this face-

threatening effect, thus leaving space for the addressee to refuse to comply.  

 The second most frequent illocution with which ba combines is the interrogative. 

There is a small difference between the frequency of interrogatives with ba and the 

frequency of interrogatives overall. Though less face-threatening, interrogatives are 

somewhat similar to directives in being requests for information, and might therefore 

also be expected to be mitigated. This also holds for prohibitives, the third most 

frequent illocution, whose strong imposing force tends to be softened by the speaker. 

As directives, interrogatives and prohibitives are demanding in nature, either for an 

action or for a piece of information, it is very likely for them to be mitigated in order 

to soften the imposition on the addressee. The illocutions that ba combines with least 

frequently are declaratives and exclamatives. In comparison with other illocutions, 

declaratives and exclamatives are informative in nature, either conveying a statement 
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or expressing strong emotions. These two illocutions are consequently less face-

threatening than the other illocutions and thus less in need of mitigation.  

 Owing to the low frequencies of exclamatives and prohibitives and the lack of 

available raw data of more text types, what is presented in column six of Table 2 may 

not reflect the actual rate of ba per illocution. Nevertheless, the substantial differences 

are still revealing, especially the overwhelmingly higher frequency of ba in directives, 

which shows that its directive use, not its declarative use, is basic and primary. This 

is also confirmed by diachronic research conducted by Tantucci (2017), who points 

out that in recent history ba has witnessed a progressive shift from the directive use 

to the declarative use. This reveals that the use of the mitigator in directives is the 

original one, and has diachronically expanded to declaratives, functioning to reduce 

the assertive force of the declarative.  

 Cross-linguistically, a mitigator can modify a specific illocution or all kinds of 

illocutions. As argued in Section 3.2, in FDG a mitigator that co-occurs with all 

possible illocution types is treated as an operator at the layer of the Discourse Act, 

thus modifying the Discourse Act as a whole. As shown in (3), the presence of ba 

reduces the force of all types of illocution. Therefore, ba may be analyzed as operating 

at the Discourse Act layer rather than at the layer of the Illocution. This stands in 

contrast to much of the existing literature, in which ba is often regarded as modifying 

some specific illocutionary force, such as estimation (Wang 1943[1985]: 174; Li 

2007: 274–276), soliciting agreement (Li & Thompson 1981: 307–311), suggestion 

(Lü 2016: 56–57; Wiedenhof 2015: 241–242), etc. Li (2006: 21-71) comes closest to 

our position, as she argues that ba has a unified function of marking a low degree of 

commitment in different sentence types, focusing on “ba’s semantic contributions” 

(2006: 28). However, she equals the strength of the speaker’s intention to the sentence 

force. She maintains that ba marks “a low degree of strength with respect to the 

speaker’s intention to have an action carried out when occurring in imperatives, as 

well as in various types of questions.” (2006: 36). In our view, what’s being weakened 

by the presence of ba, is not the speaker’s intention but the illocutionary force 

concerned. For instance, in directives, the speaker uses ba not to indicate his/her weak 

intention to have the action carried out, but to indicate his/her openness to negotiate 

the strong intention of having the action carried out. In other words, what’s being 

modified is not the intention itself but the strong directive force for the sake of 

reducing the unwelcome perlocutionary effects that a directive might bring along. 

 In this section, we have shown that ba behaves differently from modals in two 

respects in terms of its combinability with different types of illocutions. First, modals 

have restrictions as to which types of illocutions they can occur with; however, there 

are no such restrictions on ba as it can combine freely with any type of illocution. 

Second, modals are expected to occur most frequently in declaratives; however, our 

data show that the most frequent illocution in which ba occurs is the directive.    

 

3.4.3 Ba and modality 

In the literature, ba is considered to express the subjective epistemic modality of 

uncertainty (e.g. Wang 1943[1985]: 174; Zhu 1999: 234–241; Hu 1981: 416), which 

will be argued in this section to be a wrong analysis, as ba cannot be a modal if it itself 
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can co-occur with all kinds of modals, including modals of subjective epistemic 

modality.    

 In our sub-corpus, there are 235 declarative sentences with ba, among which 95 

co-occur with one or two modal elements, listed in Table 3. Among the four types of 

modality distinguished in FDG (see Section 3.2), subjective epistemic modality and 

objective epistemic modality are the most difficult ones to classify. We adopt Olbertz 

and Dall’Aglio Hattnher’s (2018: 139) content question test to distinguish subjective 

modality from objective modality in our sub-corpus. Subjective modalities occur in 

propositional contents, which, as such, cannot be located in space or time, while 

objective modalities occur in episodes, which can be located in space or time. We use 

content question words of time such as shen-me shi-hou ‘when’ or content words of 

space such as zai na-er or shen-me di-fang ‘where’ to test each declarative sentence 

in which an epistemic modal occurs. If the sentence becomes unacceptable after the 

insertion of the relevant question words, the modal expression is categorized as 

expressing subjective epistemic modality as in (4).  

 

(4) a. 人生   最  幸福  的  状态…   大概  就  是 

  ren-sheng  zui  xing-fu de  zhuang-tai… da-gai  jiu  shi  

  life     most happy  ATTR state   probably even COP  

 
  知足  吧 

  zhi-zu  ba 

  content MIT 

  ‘The happiest state of life… must be being content.’ (517.1) 

 

 b. *  人生   最  幸福  的 状态…   大概 什么  时候/ 

  ren-sheng  zui  xing-fu de zhuang-tai… da-gai shen-me  shi-hou/  

 
  在  哪儿 就 是  知足？ 

  zai  na-er  jiu shi  zhi-zu? 

  ‘When/where must the happiest state of life … be being content?’ 

  

 (5)a. 在  这  种  天气  里  一定  更加  怀念   

  zai  zhe  zhong tian-qi  li  yi-ding geng-jia huai-nian  

  exist this CLF weather in  certainly more  miss  

 
  妈妈  亲手    做  的   热  汤  面   吧  

  ma-ma  qin-shou   zuo  de   re  tang mian  ba. 

  mother with.own.hands make ATTR  hot  soup noodles MIT 

  ‘In such weather, (you) are likely to miss the hot noodles that your mother 

made by her own hands a lot.’ (2705.2) 
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 b. 在  哪儿 一定  更加  怀念   妈妈  亲手  

  zai  na-er yi-ding  geng-jia huai-nian  ma-ma  qin-shou  

  exist where certainly more  miss   mother  with.own.hands 

 
  做  的   热  汤  面？ 

  zuo  de   re  tang mian? 

  make ATTR  hot  soup noodles 

 ‘Where are you likely to miss the hot noodles that your mother made by her 

own hands a lot?’ 

 

If the sentence is acceptable, the modal word is considered to be an objective 

epistemic modal, as is the case in (5).  

 To distinguish between event-oriented, and participant-oriented modality, it is 

necessary to determine whether the modal expression involves/concerns external 

circumstances or participants. In (6a), it involves the external circumstances. In this 

case, a general rule requires the summing up rather than the experience and the lessons 

themselves; therefore, ying-gai ‘should’ expresses an event-oriented modality. In 

(6b), the understanding involves the ability of the participant ni-men ‘you’, so hui 

‘will’ expresses a participant-oriented modality.    

 

(6) a.  这  经验   教训  总是  应该  总结   一   
  zhe  jing-yan  jiao-xun zong-shi ying-gai zong-jie  yi   

  this experience lesson  always  should  summarize one 

 
  下  的  吧 
  xia  de  ba 
  CLF CERT MIT 
  ‘The experience and lessons should always be summed up.’  (7395.1) 

 

 b. 到此  你们  就  会  明白   我  对   该   

  dao-ci  ni-men  jiu  hui  ming-bai  wo  dui   gai   

  by.then 2.PL  then will  understand 1.SG towards this 

 
  剧  的  观  感   与  评价   了  吧 

  ju  de  guan gan  yu  ping-jia  le  ba 

  play ATTR see  feelings and comment  MIR MIT 

 ‘By then, you will come to understand my reviews and comments on this 

play.’(7358.1) 

 

On the basis of these criteria, we classified modal expressions in the 95 declarative 

sentences and caculated their frequencies.6 The results are presented in Table 3.  

 

 
6 Of course, this classification is sub-corpus-specific and sub-corpus-bound. We don’t mean to 

rule out the possibility that some of the modal expressions mentioned here may express other 

types of modal meaning in corpora without the presence of ba.  
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Table 3. The frequency of co-occurrence of ba with four types of modality 

 
Type of modality Modal elements Frequency Percentage 

Subjective epistemic modality da-gai ‘probably’7 

ye-xu /huo-xu ‘perhaps’  

da-yue  ‘probably’ 
ke-neng ‘possibly’  

bu-yi-ding ‘uncertainly’  

21 

19 

5 
14 

1 

22.1% 

20.0% 

5.2% 
14.7% 

1.1% 

53.1% 

Objective epistemic modality yi-ding ‘certainly’  
ken-ding ‘certainly’  

4 
1 

  

4.2% 
1.1% 

5.3% 

Event-oriented modality gai ‘should’  
ke-yi ‘may’  

bu-neng ‘cannot’  

neng ‘can’ 

11 
1 

8 

1 

11.5% 
1.1% 

8.4% 

1.1% 
22.1% 

Participant-oriented modality ke ‘can’ 
hui ‘would’  

ke-yi ‘can’ 

1 
7 

1 

1,1% 
7,3% 

1,1% 

9.5% 

 

As Table 3 shows, ba co-occurs with all types of modality. The most frequent one is 

subjective epistemic modality, especially with the expressions da-gai, ye-xu and ke-

neng.  

 As we have shown in example (2), modal elements may co-occur when they 

belong to different classes, but not when they belong to the same class. What Table 3 

shows, however, is that ba may co-occur with any type of modality, so this means that 

it cannot itself belong to any of these classes.  

 Examples of combinations of ba with all other types of modality are shown in (7). 

da-gai in (7a) expresses subjective epistemic modality, yi-ding in (7b) expresses 

objective epistemic modality; gai in (7c) event-oriented modality; and hui in (7d) 

participant-oriented modality. 

 

(7) a. 大概  是  前   年   吧 

  da-gai  shi  qian  nian  ba   

  probably COP before  year  MIT 

  ‘Probably it was in the year before last.’ (6474.1) 

 

 
7 Among the 21 sentences of da-gai, there are two that can be changed into a content question, 

but in both cases, the meaning of da-gai changes into a non-epistemic meaning ‘approximately’; 

therefore, we still categorize da-gai as an expression of subjective epistemic modality.  
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 b. 有  哈里 这  样  的  儿子，你  一定  感到  十分 

  you ha-li zhe  yang de  er-zi, ni  yi-ding gan-dao shi-fen 

  have Henry this like ATTR son  2.SG certainly feel  very 

 
  自豪  吧！ 

  zi-hao  ba! 

  proud  MIT 

  ‘Having a son like Henry, you must be very proud of yourself.’ (2746.1) 

 

 c. 你   是  在  北京  时间  最长  的   

  ni   shi  zai  Beijing shi-jian zui-chang de   

  2.SG  COP at  Beijing time  longest ATTR   

 
  大使，   分手  时  总   该   说  声  再见 

  da-shi,   fen-shou shi  zong  gai   shuo sheng zai-jian 

  ambassador depart  when always  should  say  CLF goodbye 

 
  吧 

  ba. 

  MIT 
 ‘You are the ambassador who has stayed the longest time at Beijing. When you 

leave, you should at least say goodbye (because if you don’t, it would be 

impolite).’ (7776.1) 

 

 d. 估计 波浪  理论  当代    掌门人    的  

  gu-ji bo-lang li-lun  dang-dai   zhang-men-ren de   

  guess wave  theory  contemporary  leader    ATTR   

 
  错误  分析  也  会   符合  波浪  理论  的  

  cuo-wu  fen-xi  ye  hui   fu-he  bo-lang li-lun  de  

  mistake analysis too  would  comply wave  theory  ATTR 

 
  游戏  规则 吧 

  you-xi  gui-ze ba. 

  game  rule MIT 

 ‘I guess that even the wrong analysis made by the leader of the Wave Theory 

would comply with the rules of the game in the Wave Theory.’  (2718.1) 

 

 In the sub-corpus, there are five cases of ba occurring with two modal elements in 

a single declarative sentence. Since each type of modality pertains to a different layer 

in FDG (see Table 1), it is theoretically legitimate for them to co-occur. In (8a), ba 

co-occurs with the subjective modal da-gai and the event-oriented modal neng, 

whereas in (8b) it co-occurs with the objective epistemic modal ken-ding and the 

participant-oriented modal hui.  
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(8) a. 闲  时  总是  睡  大  觉、 打  麻将，   大概  

  xian shi  zong-shi shui da  jiao da  Ma-Jiang,  da-gai  

  free time always  sleep big  sleep play Ma-Jiang  probably

  
  不  能   算是   最好  的   选择   吧 

  bu  neng  suan-shi  zui-hao de   xuan-zhe  ba 

  NEG can   considered best  ATTR  choice   MIT 
 ‘In your free time, you always sleep or play Ma-Jiang, which probably cannot 

be considered to be the best choice.’ (8480.1) 

 

 b. 这些  地方  肯定   不  会  在乎  什么  

  zhe-xie di-fang ken-ding  bu  hui  zai-hu  shen-me  

  these  places  certainly  NEG will concern what  

 
  北京  户口  的  吧 

  Beijing hu-kou  de  ba 

  Beijing Hu-Kou CERT MIT 
 ‘These places certainly won’t be concerned about any Beijing Hu-Kou.’  

(1110.1)  

 

In our corpus, there are no co-occurrences of three modal elements with ba. 

Nevertheless, the fact that ba can co-occur with all types of modality and even with 

more than one type of modality in a single sentence demonstrates that ba cannot itself 

be a modal, since, if it were a modal, the combination with at least one of these types 

would lead to ungrammaticality. 

 There is an even stronger argument to support this observation. If the particle ba 

and a modal expression are both grammatical, their co-occurrence would even be 

more severely restricted, as grammatical elements belonging to the same class 

constitute a paradigm. Among the class of subjective epistemic modals in Mandarin 

there are two that are grammatical in nature: da-gai and ye-xu.8  

 If ba, as a grammatical element, were to express subjective epistemic modality, it 

would share its categorical grammatical features with da-gai and ye-xu. Therefore, 

they would fall into the same paradigm and would thus be mutually exclusive in a 

single sentence. The fact that there are 21 cases of co-occurrence of ba with da-gai 

and 19 with ye-xu shows that there is no restriction for ba to co-occur with subjective 

epistemic modality. Examples are given in (9a) - (9b): 

 

 
8 The grammatical nature of da-gai and ye-xu can be established by a criterion used in Keizer 

(2007: 40-43) and Hengeveld (2017: 30-31), according to which grammatical elements cannot 

be modified. This is true for da-gai and ye-xu, but not, for instance, for ke-neng ‘possibly’, 

which can be modified as in hen ke-neng ‘very possibly.  
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(9) a. 这  大概  就是  动物  和  人   的   一  

  zhe  da-gai  jiu-shi  dong-wu he  ren   de   yi   

  this probably exactly animals and humans ATTR  one 

 
  个  很  大  的   区别  吧  

  ge  hen da   de   qu-bie  ba 

  CLF very big  ATTR   difference MIT 
  ‘Probably this is indeed a big difference between animals and human beings.’ 

(1137.1) 

 

 b. 也许，  这  正是   游牧  文化  的   一  大  

  ye-xu,  zhe  zheng-shi  you-mu wen-hua de   yi  da  

  perhaps, this indeed   nomadic  culture  ATTR  one big  

 
  特色    吧 

  te-se    ba 

  characteristic  MIT 
  ‘Perhaps, this is indeed one big characteristic of the nomadic culture.’ (7783.1)  

      

In all, we must conclude that ba cannot be a modal marker, due to its co-occurrence 

with modal elements of all possible types. The uncertainty reading of the sentence in 

which ba occurs is not due to an inherent modal property of ba, but to the mitigating 

effect that ba brings about when it interacts with the illocutionary force of the 

sentence. We will come back to this effect in Section 3.4.4 and 3.5.4.  

 

3.4.4 Ba in expressions with strong truth commitment 

If ba were a modal marker of uncertainty (Hu 1981: 416; Lu 1984: 334; Chu 1998: 

139; Zhou 2009: 16–22; Zhao & Sun 2015: 121–132), then a speaker could use ba to 

show he/she is uncertain about what he/she is asserting. However, ba can occur in 

sentences in which the speaker displays a high degree of confidence in the truth of the 

statement (Tantucci 2017). In (10), the village head is highly confident that Chen Yue-

Qing is reluctant to sell the orchard because no one would sell something that is very 

profitable.  

 

(10)  (Chen Yue-Qing owned an apple orchard. She wanted to sell it because she 

thought she couldn’t handle this alone after her husband died in a traffic 

accident. The village head persuaded her not to sell it and lent her some money. 

After some time, she began to gain profit from the orchard. On a visit to her 

orchard, the village head said in a happy voice to her,) 
  现在  你   可  舍不得   转让   了  吧！ 

  xian-zai ni   ke  she-bu-de  zhuan-rang le   ba! 

   now  2.SG  yet  reluctant  make over  MIR MIT 

  ‘Yet now you are reluctant to sell the orchard.’(8492.1) 
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There are even cases in which the speaker explicitly expresses high confidence by 

using expressions such as yi-ding and ken-ding, as shown in (7b) above and (11a) 

below. In these cases, ba cannot encode uncertainty because it would be contradictory 

for the speaker to explicitly express high confidence in what he/she said and at the 

same time present it as being uncertain. This can be confirmed by replacing ba in (11a) 

by an expression of subjective possibility such as ye-xu ‘perhaps’, which would render 

the sentence unacceptable, as shown in (11b).  

 

(11) a. 那  一  夜,  董文华    也  一定  睡  了  吧 

  na  yi  ye,  Dong Wen-Hua ye  yi-ding shui le  ba. 

  that one night Dong Wen-Hua too  certainly sleep PRF MIT 

  ‘At that night, Dong Wen-Hua must be asleep.’ (3856.1) 

 

 b. *那  一  夜,  董文华    也许  也  一定   

  na  yi  ye,  Dong Wen-Hua ye-xu   ye  yi-ding  

  that one night Dong Wen Hua perhaps too  certainly 

 
  睡  了 

  shui le. 

  sleep PRF 

  ‘At that night, Dong Wen-Hua must perhaps be asleep.’  

 

The ungrammaticality of (11b) is due to the clash between the modal expression yi-

ding ‘certainly’ and the modal expression ye-xu ‘perhaps’, which expresses the 

opposite modal value. The fact that ba does not have such an effect shows that it 

cannot itself be modal. 

 However, it is not the case that ba can occur in all declaratives in which the speaker 

expresses strong confidence. The typical example is a bare assertion concerning the 

speaker’s own past behavior, as in (12a). 

 

(12) a.我  昨天   去  北京  了 

  wo  zuo-tian  qu  Beijing le. 

  1.SG yesterday  go  Beijing PRF 

  ‘I went to Beijing yesterday.’ 

 

  b.*我 昨天  去  北京  了  吧。 

  wo  zuo-tian qu  Beijing le   ba. 

  1.SG yesterday go  Beijing PRF MIT 

  ‘I went to Beijing yesterday.’ 

 

  c. 我  昨天  去  北京  了 吧？ 

  wo  zuo-tian qu  Beijing le  ba? 

  ‘I went to Beijing yesterday?’ 

 

In (12a), the speaker’s going to Beijing is presented as a fact, leaving no space for 

negotiation. The addition of ba to such a bare assertion makes the sentence 
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unacceptable, as in (12b), because when one shows less than full commitment towards 

his/her own actions, one calls himself/herself into question. However, if (12b) is 

changed into a rhetorical question, it becomes acceptable, as in (12c). Similar to (10), 

ba in (12c) is legitimate despite the fact that the speaker has full confidence in what’s 

being stated. The difference between (12a) and (12c) is that in (12c), the speaker 

leaves space for negotiation with the addressee, while this is not the case in (12a).  

 The fact that the speaker uses ba even when he/she has high confidence in what’s 

being asserted reveals that ba is not used to encode the speaker’s real uncertainty but 

instead is used strategically to achieve pragmatic purposes, functioning in the same 

way as hedges and pragmatic markers across languages. Hence, to express uncertainty 

is not ba’s inherent nature; rather, when the illocutionary force of an assertion is 

mitigated, the assertion consequently sounds less certain as this involves a weakening 

of the speaker’s commitment to the truth of the proposition. To put it more simply, 

the uncertainty reading of the sentence is just the mitigating effect that ba brings about 

in an assertion.  

 As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, Li (2006: 21-71) argues that ba marks a low degree 

of the assertive force, which seems to be similar to our argument that ba has a 

mitigating function in declaratives. However, what she means by “a low degree” is 

that “with ba the speaker is not wholly certain about the factual status of the 

proposition and makes a weak assertion” (2006: 60). This shows that her approach 

reflects a modal perspective rather than one in which ba’s pragmatic mitigating 

functions are recognized.   

 

3.4.5 Ba in non-propositional utterances 

Ba not only occurs in sentences with strong epistemic commitment but also in non-

propositional sentences. The most frequent co-occurrence is with hao ‘okay’. For 

instance, 

 

(13) (The son is afraid of swinging. His father is trying to encourage him to have a 

try by showing him how. Seeing that his father is enjoying himself on the swing, 

the son says,) 
 好  吧， 但  我  不  要  荡  得  那么  高 

 hao  ba,  dan wo  bu  yao dang de  na-me  gao 

 okay  MIT but  1.SG NEG want swing ATTR that  high 

 ‘Alright then, but I don’t want to swing that high.’ (2735.1) 

 

As mentioned in 3.4.2, human interactions involve two kinds of exchange, an 

exchange of propositions and an exchange of proposals. The former refers to 

statements and questions that can be ‘argued about−−something that can be affirmed 

or denied, and also doubted, contradicted, insisted on, accepted with reservation, 

qualified, tempered, regretted and so on’ (Halliday 1994: 70), whereas the latter refers 

to offers and commands that cannot be affirmed or denied (Halliday 1994: 70). A 

proposition can be related to epistemic uncertainty but a proposal cannot. For instance, 

in English, propositional (14) is correct, but it is awkward to say (15). 
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(14) I am not so sure whether we should go or not. 

(15) *Let’s probably go. 

 

In Mandarin, hao is actional since it reacts to a proposal, not to a propositional content. 

In (13), hao ba is a reaction to the father’s suggestion to swing, rather than an 

epistemic agreement as to whether the statement is true or not. It is not grammatical 

to use (16) in response to the father’s encouragement in the context given in (13). 

 

(16) *是  的 

  shi  de. 

  yes  CERT 

  ‘Yes.’  

 

Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008: 146–149) point out that yes is propositional in nature 

and can be used to substitute for full Propositional Contents. Hence it is used in 

reaction to a statement or a question but cannot be used to react to a directive because 

a directive evokes a State-of-Affairs rather than a Propositional Content. The reaction 

to a directive would be an actional one like okay. 9 This means that it is incorrect for 

Zhou (2009: 16–22), Chu (1998: 132–139) and Zhao & Sun (2015: 121–132) to claim 

that ba is used in directives to show that the speaker is unsure of or dubious about the 

enactment of the speech act. Actually, when ba occurs with actional hao ‘okay’, it 

mitigates the willingness to carry out the required action. In (13), without ba, the 

sentence means ‘okay’, implying I would like to do that; with ba, it means ‘alright’, 

implying I will do that but I am somewhat reluctant.  

  

3.4.6 Ba and other sentence-final particles 

As introduced in Section 3.2, FDG recognizes four levels, two of which are relevant 

in our discussions, namely the Representational Level and the Interpersonal Level. 

The former is concerned with semantics while the latter deals with pragmatics. The 

hierarchical layout presented in Table 1 predicts the actual ordering of linguistic 

elements pertaining to different layers and levels. If ba is modal, it expresses semantic 

categories, and thus pertains to the Representational Level. In this section, based on 

ba’s positioning with respect to other sentence-final particles, we will argue that this 

cannot be the case.   

 Mandarin Chinese has a rich inventory of sentence-final particles. Two 

distinguishing features of Mandarin sentence-final particles are that they have a very 

high frequency of occurrence in daily conversations and that they can occur in clusters 

which have a highly restricted linear order. The most basic sentence-final particles are 

the following six: de (的), le (了), ne (呢), ba (吧), ma (吗) and a (啊). They have 

different degrees of scope over the content of the sentence and can thus cluster 

hierarchically at the end of a sentence. We searched all the logically possible 

 
9 Shi is propositional except when used in the military forces as a response to an order issued 

by someone higher in rank. In this case, shi is actional as can be proven by the illegitimacy of 

adding the certainty marker de to it.  
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permutations of these six particles10 in the CCL corpus (see Chapter 5), finding that 

the maximal combination of those basic particles is three in a single sentence. The 

most frequent combination is de le a, which is phonetically fused into de la (的啦) 

due to the adjacency of two vowels. The second most frequent one is de le ma and the 

third is de le ba. The third combination is illustrated in (17).  

 

(17) 你  一定  会  愿意  跟  爸爸  出  来  

  ni  yi-ding  hui  yuan-yi gen ba-ba  chu lai   

  2.SG  certainly will willing  with Dad  go  come 

 
  玩  的  了  吧 

  wan  de  le  ba. 

  play  CERT MIR MIT 
  ‘You will certainly be willing to go and hang out with Dad.’  

 

De in (17) is a modal marker of certainty, which pertains to the layer of the 

Propositional Content at the Representational Level. Le is a mirative marker at the 

layer of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level (Chapter 2). The 

Representational Level is lower than the Interpersonal Level, which is iconically 

reflected in the ordering of de and le. The sequence de le ba shows that ba has scope 

over both le and de, and thus occupies a layer higher than the layer at the Interpersonal 

Level that le pertains to. The fact that ba is located at the Interpersonal Level, not at 

the Representational Level, invalidates the claim that ba is a modal marker; instead, 

it validates our argument that ba is a pragmatic marker.  

 Then the question arises as to which layer ba pertains to at the Interpersonal Level. 

The two layers higher than the Communicated Content are the layer of the Illocution 

and the layer of the Discourse Act, as shown in Table 1. As mentioned in Section 3.2, 

the difference between an operator at the layer of the Illocution and an operator at the 

layer of Discourse Act is that the former accounts for grammatical emphasis and 

mitigation of a specific illocution or a limited range of illocutions, whereas the latter 

can combine with all types of illocutions, thus reinforcing or mitigating the Discourse 

Act as a whole. Accordingly, ba is an operator at the layer of the Discourse Act, which 

can combine with all kinds of illocutions (see 3.4.2) and has a mitigating effect on any 

of the illocutions that it occurs with.  

   

3.5 Contextual interpretation of ba  

 

3.5.1 Introduction 

In the preceding section we have shown, using a variety of tests, that ba cannot be 

analyzed as a modal element. In this section, we will show that ba should instead be 

analyzed as having a generalized mitigating function, which acquires specific effects 

 
10 Actually, eight particles are investigated in Chapter 5. Detailed explanations are provided in 

that chapter. 
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depending on the context in which it occurs. Since these varying and multiple 

contextual meanings of ba are specifically dependent on the kind of speech act in 

which they occur, we organize this section in terms of illocutionary values. For each 

of these, we show how the type of speech act interacts with the general mitigating 

function of ba in producing a specific perlocutionary effect. The illocutionary values 

that we will discuss are directive (Section 3.5.2), interrogative (Section 3.5.3), 

declarative (Section 3.5.4), exclamative (Section 3.5.5), and prohibitive (Section 

3.5.6). We summarize our findings in Section 3.5.7. 

 

3.5.2 Directives 

Directives in Mandarin very often contain overt first person (wo; wo-men) and second 

person (ni; ni-men) pronouns, expressing, depending on the nature of the subject, 

imperative and hortative illocutions. With a subject that includes the first person, they 

generally involve actions that the speaker expects to carry out without or with the 

Addressee. The first person singular wo indicates that the speaker offers to do 

something on his or her own, as in (18a); the first person plural wo-men can indicate 

that the proposed action is inclusive or exclusive of the addressee. For instance, (18b) 

could mean that the speaker invites the addressee to do something together with 

him/her, or that the speaker tells the addressee which action he/she plans to carry out 

with another person present. With a subject in the second person, singular or plural, 

directives concern actions that the speaker or addressee(s) is/are expected to carry out, 

as in (18c) and (18d). Among the examples in (18), (18a) and (18b) are hortative while 

(18c) and (18d) are imperative.  

 

(18) a.我  自己  去  吧 

  wo  zi-ji  qu  ba 

  1.SG myself  go  MIT 

  ‘Let me go by myself.’ (711.2) 

 

  b.我们  走  吧 

  wo-men zou  ba. 

  1.PL  go  MIT 

  ‘Let’s go.’    (Li & Thompson 1981: 307) 

 

   c. 你  给  我们  慢慢  道  来  吧 

  ni  gei  wo-men man-man dao lai  ba 

   2.SG give 1.PL  slowly  say  come MIT 

   ‘Tell us and speak slowly.’ (701.1) 

   

  d.你们  看  着  办  吧 

  ni-men  kan zhe  ban ba 

  2.PL  see  PROG do  MIT 

  ‘Do whatever you think is right.’ (925.1)  
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For Li & Thompson (1981: 307), ba in (18b) is used to solicit agreement. This, 

however, is not the correct characterization, as the speaker intends the addressee to 

carry out the action rather than to agree with a proposition. As argued in Section 3.4.5, 

ba for that same reason cannot be a modal here, nor is it a marker to encode the 

directive mood, as the removal of ba does not affect its directive illocution. The 

difference between the presence and absence of ba in (18) lies in the overtones of the 

utterances. Without ba, the sentences are a neutral order or exhortation, whereas with 

ba, the directive illocutionary force is softened, so that the speech act becomes 

negotiable and more suggestive. The fact that ba often co-occurs with expressions of 

politeness such as nin (a honorific pronoun, similar to vous in French, Qi & Zhu 2005: 

62–67) also proves that ba is interpersonally/pragmatically oriented. The basic 

function of a directive is to order, request, or to encourage the speaker or the 

addressee, sometimes together with the speaker, to perform some action. All these 

acts are potentially face-threatening; therefore, in order to build up solidarity between 

interlocutors, a language must equip its users with means to be polite, to prevent loss 

of face, to leave room for the addressee to refuse or disagree, to make the addressee 

feel more comfortable, etc. (Hengeveld 1989: 131). In a directive speech act, 

mitigation, as remarked by Thaler (2012: 909), allows for the possibility of refusal 

and thus meets the addressee’s negative face needs, such as the desire for freedom of 

action and freedom from constraints imposed by others. Ba in Mandarin serves this 

very purpose.   

  In addition to softening a request or a command, ba can mitigate the intensity of 

negative emotions in directives. Both (19a) and (19b) are directives that involve the 

strong negative emotions on the part of the speaker. Compared with the directives 

without ba, the intensity of negative emotions in directives with ba is reduced.  

 

(19) a.快   滚  出  去  吧！ 

  kuai  gun chu qu  ba. 

  quickly roll  out  go  MIT 
  ‘Get out as quickly as possible!’ (Wo Ju/ Liu Liu/CCL) 

 

  b.行   了， 你   闭  嘴   吧！ 

  xing  le,  ni   bi  zui   ba! 

  Alright MIR 2.SG  shut mouth  MIT 

  ‘Alright, shut up!’  (Pi Pi/ writer’s name unspecified/CCL) 

 

In conclusion, we may say that the addition of ba to a directive sentence leads to the 

mitigation of the directive force of the sentence. 

 

3.5.3 Interrogatives 

The interrogatives in which ba occurs are often tag questions, which are more 

consultative than assertions and less inquisitive than polar questions. As observed by 

Dik (1989: 257), in a tag question, the proposition is not being questioned and the 

nature of a declarative is altered in such a way that it sounds less assertive. Fraser 

(1980: 342) points out that tag questions are used by the speaker to mitigate the force 
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of a speech act. In the case of polar questions, when their interrogative force is 

mitigated, they can become tag questions, which sound less inquisitive and more 

confirmation-seeking.   

 We agree with Li & Thompson (1981: 307) that ba in interrogatives has the effect 

of soliciting agreement from the addressee, as in (20), but we differ from them in that 

we consider this effect to be a result of the general mitigating function of ba. 

 

(20) 他  不  会  做  这样   的   事  吧？ 

  ta  bu  hui  zuo  zhe-yang  de   shi  ba? 

  3.SG  NEG will do  this.manner ATTR  thing MIT 

  ‘He wouldn’t do such things; wouldn't you agree?’  (Li & Thompson 1981:307) 

 

Without ba, (20) would be a straightforward question; with ba, the original 

interrogative force is mitigated such that the speaker is not asking a question but 

seeking confirmation from the addressee.  

 In addition to polar questions, there are three other types of questions in Mandarin, 

namely WH-questions, alternative questions and Verb-Not-Verb questions. WH-

questions request the filling of an information gap by using question words; 

alternative questions provide an either-or choice for the addressee, usually with the 

expression hai-shi ‘or’; and Verb-Not-Verb questions likewise offer two alternatives 

of an event, but in this case one is the negative counterpart of the other. 

 When ba occurs in these question types, the interrogative force is reduced and the 

sentence conveys a more explicit invitation to provide an answer, as shown in the 

following examples (Zhu 1982: 211):  

 

(21) a.一共   多少   钱   吧？ 

  yi-gong  duo-shao  qian  ba? 

  altogether  how.much  money  MIT 

  ‘How much altogether? Please tell me.’  

 

  b.你   什么  时候  来  吧？ 

  ni   shen-me shi-hou lai  ba? 

  2.SG  what  time  come MIT 

  ‘Please tell me what time you will come.’ 

 

  c. 你   吃  饭  还是  吃  面   吧？ 
  ni   chi  fan  hai-shi chi  mian  ba? 

  2.SG  eat  rice or   eat  noodles MIT 

  ‘You eat rice or noodles, please tell me.’ 

 

  d.你  去  不  去  吧？ 

  ni  qu  bu  qu  ba? 

  2.SG go  NEG go  MIT 

  ‘Would you tell me whether you are going or not?’  
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(21a) and (21b) are WH-questions; (21c) is an alternative question and (21d) is a Verb-

Not-Verb question. The presence of ba creates the perlocutionary effect of inviting 

the addressee more explicitly to respond to what has been proposed by the speaker.  

  No such examples are found in our sub-corpus, so we used the question keywords 

italicized in (21) to search the Modern Corpus of CCL; we found instances of ba in 

WH-questions and Verb-Not-Verb questions such as (22a), (22b) and (22c) but not in 

alternative questions parallel to (22d), which apparently are somewhat less common.  

 

(22) a.你  打算   花   多少   钱   吧？ 

  ni  da-suan  hua  duo-shao  qian  ba? 

  2.SG intend   spend  how.much  money  MIT 

  ‘How much do you want to spend? Please do tell me.’  

              (Guo De Gang Xiang Sheng Ji/CCL) 

 

  b.你   知道  些  什么   吧？ 
  ni   zhi-dao xie  shen-me  ba? 

  2.SG  know  some what   MIT 

  ‘Please do tell me how much you know.’  

(Translated Works/ Ke Ai De Gu Tou/CCL)  

 

  c.你   说  不  说  吧？ 
  ni   shuo bu  shuo ba? 

  2.SG  say  NEG say  MIT 
  ‘Would you say that or not? Tell me.’ (Liu Liu/ Lie Huo Jin Gang/CCL) 

 

From the above it can be concluded that the addition of ba to an interrogative sentence 

other than a polar one creates a more inviting speech act. 

 

3.5.4 Declaratives  

When the speaker makes a statement, he/she can present it as a fact as in (23a), leaving 

no space for negotiation, or add ba to reduce its assertive force as (23b), making it 

easier for the addressee to disagree (see Section 3.4.4).  

 

(23) a. 你  在  开  玩笑 

  ni  zai  kai  wan-xiao  

  2.SG PROG make joke 

   ‘You are joking.’ 

 

  b.你  在  开  玩笑  吧 

  ni  zai  kai  wan-xiao ba 

  2.SG PROG make  joke   MIT  
  ‘You are joking.’ (524.1) 

 

When ba is added to a declarative with a regular falling intonation, it mitigates the 

assertiveness of the statement.  
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 When the assertion is negative rather than neutral, as when it contains a criticism, 

it is expressed with a prolonged duration on the final syllable. When ba is used, this 

prolonged duration is then expressed on ba itself. The addition of ba reduces the 

negative overtone. In (24a), the mother is blaming her son for not listening to her 

advice. With ba, the harshness of this criticism is softened. The same is true for (24b).  

 

(24) a.(When the son was leaving for a football match, the mother told him that he 

should carry a thicker jacket but the son wouldn’t listen and came back 

coughing and sneezing. Then the mother said,) 

  ‘感冒   了  吧。’ 
  ‘gan-mao  le  ba.’ 

   catch.cold  PRF MIT 

  ‘You’ve caught a cold. (I told you to be careful, you just didn’t listen).’ 

                   (Chu & Li 2004: 3)11 

 

  b.(Someone thought he could fix the computer very easily but it turned out that 

the computer completely broke down. Another one said,) 

  ‘你  看  你， 吹牛吹    大  了  吧’  
  ‘ni  kan ni,   chui-niu-chui  da  le  ba.’ 

   2.SG look 2.SG brag    big  PRF MIT 

  ‘Look at yourself, you bragged too much about yourself. (You shouldn’t have 

done that).’ (ibid) 

 

 To summarize, the effects of ba in declaratives are as follows: when the sentence 

has a regular falling tone, ba mitigates the assertiveness of a statement; when the 

sentence has a falling and prolonged tone, ba mitigates a criticism. 

 

3.5.5 Exclamatives 

Mandarin exclamatives, expressing the speaker’s emotions (Gao 1986[2011]: 584), 

can be made explicit by having exclamative markers such as demonstrative pronouns 

(zhe-me ‘like this’; na-me ‘like that’), adverbs (zhen ‘really’; hao ‘well’; tai ‘too’) as 

well as particles (like a), or can be free of any such explicit markers. In the latter case 

the exclamative is recognized based on its prosodic contour. Zhao & Sun (2015: 124) 

claim that ba cannot occur in exclamatives because exclamatives are incompatible 

with ba’s semantic function of undetermined intention (uncertainty). It is true that 

epistemic modal expressions cannot occur in exclamatives. The fact that ba does 

occur, however, once again supports our argument that ba is not modal at all. In our 

sub-corpus, four exclamative instances with ba were found. In addition to example 

(3d) in Section 3.4.2, two more are exemplified in (25) below:  

 

 
11 No similar examples to (24) have been found in CCL. 
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 (25) a.爷爷  奶奶  想  独  吞  不成？   太   

  ye-ye  nai-nai xiang du  tun  bu-cheng?  tai   

  grandpa grandma want alone take RHET   too   

 
  小气  了  吧！ 

  xiao-qi le   ba! 

  mean  MIR MIT 

  ‘How could grandpa and grandma want to take exclusive possession of it? This 

is too mean, isn’t it!’ (2709.1)  

 
  b.可是 发  一  个  获  奖  证书   还  要  收  

  ke-shi fa  yi  ge  huo jiang zheng-shu  hai  yao shou  

  but  award one CLF get  prize certificate  still want take 

 
  钱,   这  做法 似乎 有些  太  过分   了  吧！ 

  qian,  zhe  zuo fa si-hu you-xie tai  guo-fen  le  ba! 

  money  this way seem some  too  excessive  MIR MIT 

  ‘But you have to pay to get the award certificate. That's taking things too far, 

surely? (7389.1)  

 

Exclamatives “express the speaker’s affective response to a situation” (Siemund 2015: 

702). Both (25a) and (25b) have a specific prosodic contour to express strong negative 

emotions of anger by complaining and criticizing. According to phonetic experiments 

by Chen (2007: 50), the explicit marker tai ‘too’ exhibits the highest pitch as well as 

a longer duration with the word right after it taking a lower pitch. Each sentence ends 

with a stressed and falling tone on ba. All four instances of ba in exclamatives in our 

sub-corpus express strong negative emotions of the speaker, as xiao-qi ‘mean’ in (25a) 

and guo-fen ‘go too far’ in (25b). In both situations, the speaker is expressing anger 

as he/she regards the situation as illegitimate, unfair, or contrary to what is right. As 

people have prescriptive norms about the appropriateness of emotions in particular 

situations, failure to regulate their emotions may lead to face damage and affective 

impoliteness as displaying anger at someone or doing so publicly may be regarded as 

being inappropriately or unfairly hurtful, causing an emotional reaction such as 

embarrassment or anger (Culpeper 2012: 58-59). Therefore, it is understandable for 

the speaker to use a mitigator to reduce the intensity of an emotion for the purpose of 

diminishing these undesired perlocutionary effects. In comparison with the absence 

of ba, the presence of ba softens the strong negative emotions, making them less harsh 

and offensive.  

 

3.5.6 Prohibitives 

Prohibitives are used to prohibit an addressee from carrying out the action evoked by 

the Communicated Content. In Mandarin, negative words such as bu-yao and bie 

‘don’t’ are used to express prohibitive meaning. Prohibitives are similar to directives 

in that they are both imperatives and can be perceived as challenging the negative face 

needs of the addressee. In order to make the prohibition less imposing and 
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challenging, the speaker uses ba to mitigate the intensity of the prohibitive 

illocutionary force.  

 

 (26) a.不要  让  我  失望   吧！ 

  bu-yao  rang wo  shi-wang  ba!  

  PROH  let  1.SG disappoint  MIT 

  ‘Please don’t let me down!’   (Hu Xiao Shan Zhuang /CCL) 

 

  b.先  不要  忙   着  做  结论   吧 
  xian bu-yao  mang  zhe  zuo  jie-lun   ba. 

  first PROH  busy  PROG make conclusion MIT 

  ‘First, don’t jump to conclusions.’   (Zhan Dou De Qing Chun/ CCL) 

  

The effect of ba in prohibitions is thus to mitigate the strength of a prohibition. 

 

3.5.7 Summary 

In this section, we have described in some detail the specific mitigating effects of ba 

in different contexts. These effects may be summarized as follows:  

 

(i)   DIR + ba: mitigate a directive speech act (offer, command, request, etc.) 

(ii)  Y/N INT + ba: solicit confirmation 

(iii) WH-INT/ALT-INT/VnotV-INT + ba: invite a response 

(iv) DECL + ba + a falling tone: mitigate assertiveness 

(v)  DECL+ ba with a falling and prolonged tone: mitigate criticism 

(vi) EXCLAM + ba: reduce the harshness of the expression of a negative emotion 

(vii)  PROH + ba = mitigate the strength of a prohibition 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

Using the grammatical framework of Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG) and 

authentic data from the CCL Corpus, we have argued on the basis of five criteria that 

Mandarin ba is not a modal element. Firstly, ba can occur in sentences with all 

possible basic illocutions; secondly, ba may co-occur with modal elements of all 

different subtypes; thirdly, ba may occur in sentences in which the speaker is strongly 

committed to the propositional content; fourthly, unlike modal elements, ba may 

occur in certain types of non-propositional utterances, and fifthly, the position that ba 

occupies with respect to other sentence-final particles reveals that it has scope over 

the utterance as a whole. Next, we have shown that ba should be treated as having a 

unified mitigating function − attaining a higher degree of politeness and leaving more 

space for negotiation. The general mitigating function accommodates the specific 

values that the literature has previously attributed to the use of ba occurring under/in 

various contextual conditions. 

 Our findings confirm the adequacy of the treatment of mitigation proposed in 

FDG, the framework we have applied in this chapter. The fact that generalized 

mitigation is treated as an operator on the Discourse Act in FDG helps to explain both 
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formal and functional aspects of the particle. From a formal perspective, it accounts 

for the position of ba with respect to other sentence final particles, as discussed in 

Section 3.4.6. From a functional perspective, it explains why the specific contextual 

uses of ba have to be understood in relation to the specific illocutions with which it 

combines.



4 The Non-Interrogative Sentence-Final Particle ne (呢) 1 
 

4.1 Introduction 

Mandarin Chinese has a rich inventory of sentence-final particles, which occur 

frequently in daily conversations. Due to their elusive nature, the meanings and 

functions of these particles are constantly under debate. More often than not, the 

meanings and functions assigned to them are not inherent to the particles themselves 

at all, but rather result either from the occurrence of other elements in the sentence, or 

from the interaction between the sentence and the context. The sentence-final particle 

ne (henceforth SF ne) is no exception in this respect. Consider examples (1a) and (1b). 

 

(1) a.  说  着   话   呢 

   shuo zhe   hua  ne 

   speak PROG  words  CTR 

   ‘(They) are talking, (line busy).’ (Chao 1968: 805)  

 

 b. 他  会  开  飞机  呢 

   ta   hui  kai  fei-ji  ne       

   3.SG can  fly  airplane CTR 

   ‘He can fly an airplane!’  (Zhu 1982: 213) 

 

In sentences like (1a), SF ne is believed to indicate a continued state (Chao 1968: 805; 

Zhu 1982: 208; Lü 2016: 412-413; Constant 2011: 21-25), which is, however, 

incorrect, as the continued state reading in sentences with ne is not due to ne’s 

presence but to the occurrence of the progressive marker zhe (Li & Thompson 1981: 

302-303; Qi 2002: 42; Hu 1981: 108). As for (1b), SF ne is believed to indicate 

exaggeration (Lin 1984: 218; Zhu 1982: 213; Lü 2016: 413). This is also incorrect, as 

the exaggeration reading of the sentence is retained even with the absence of ne (Lin 

1984: 218-219; Shi 2000: 33; Qi 2002: 42), when the speaker is overstating the 

subject’s ability to impress the addressee.   

 As is the case with most other Mandarin particle research, there are two divergent 

approaches to SF ne as observed, for instance, by Qi (2002: 35-36) and Wu (2009: 1-

8): the maximal meaning approach and the minimal meaning approach. The former 

tries to attribute multiple meanings to SF ne (e.g. Chao 1968: 804-805; Zhu 1982: 208; 

Lü 2016: 412-413; Qi 2002: 34-35) while the latter tries to provide a unified treatment 

by finding a common denominator that can account for all the uses of SF ne (e.g. Li 

& Thompson 1981: 300-307; Hu 1981: 108-109; Lin 1984: 237; Chu 2006: 127-134; 

Li 2006: 11-19; Xu 2008: 159; Wu 2009: 1-25). However, no matter which approach 

is adopted, there is a consensus that SF ne has an interrogative and a non-interrogative 

use. These two uses have different historical sources (Qi 2002: 37-41), although there 

is still disagreement about what specific origins they have. According to Simpson 

(2014: 161), “[w]hether it is possible to arrive at a convincing uniform analysis of ne 

 
1 This is a slightly adapted version of: Fang, Hongmei. subm. The non-interrogative sentence-

final particle ne (呢) in Mandarin. 
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in all its occurrences might seem to remain open as a question”. Actually, the attempts 

to unify the divided interrogative and non-interrogative uses within an umbrella 

function often lead to very general characterizations. For instance, the particle ne is 

argued to have a unified function of appealing to the hearer’s active participation 

(Alleton 1981: 91-115), signaling relevance to the context (Chu 2006: 127-134) or 

mutual manifestness (Ljungqvist 2011: 165-181). “Participation”, “relevance” and 

“manifestness” seem to be too general to capture the different uses of ne. Some other 

scholars (Li & Thompson 1981: 300-307; Xu 2008: 159; Lin 1984: 217-240; Wu 2009: 

1-25) propose less general characterizations. SF ne is claimed to have a function of 

‘response to expectation’ (Li & Thompson 1981: 300-307), to indicate contrastiveness 

(Lin 1984: 217-240), to have a function of looking back in the context of contrast 

(Chu 2006: 7-29), to call attention to a discrepancy (Wu 2009: 1-25), and to signal 

difference (Xu 2008: 159). What is overlapping in these proposals is that there is an 

element of contrast and difference in the meaning of SF ne. 

 This chapter, applying the separate treatment of the interrogative ne and the non-

interrogative ne, argues that the non-interrogative SF ne is a contradiction marker. 

Also, I will discuss how contradiction should be treated in Functional Discourse 

Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008), the theoretical framework adopted 

in this chapter. The examples provided are mostly retrieved from the CCL corpus, 

which is a freely-available online corpus created by Peking University, consisting of 

all kinds of naturally-occurring data.  

 The structure of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 will 

introduce the theoretical framework adopted and the methods used in this chapter 

respectively. Section 4.4 will be devoted to arguing that the non-interrogative SF ne 

is a contradiction marker. Before this chapter is rounded off in Section 4.6, the 

treatment of contradiction in FDG will be discussed in Section 4.5.   

 

4.2 Theoretical framework  

This chapter adopts the theoretical framework of Functional Discourse Grammar. In 

this section I will briefly introduce some notions directly relevant to this chapter. 

 Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008), a 

typologically-based theory of language structure, recognizes four different levels of 

linguistic organization: the Interpersonal, Representational, Morphosyntactic and 

Phonological Levels. These four levels are organized in a top down fashion, with the 

Interpersonal Level dominating the Representational Level as well as the other two 

levels, the Representational Level dominating the Morphosyntactic and Phonological 

Levels, and the Morphosyntactic Level dominating the Phonological one. The 

Interpersonal Level captures pragmatics whereas the Representational Level captures 

semantics, as far as systematically coded by either grammatical or lexical means. For 

each Level, there exists an internal organization of a series of layers that are in a 

hierarchical relationship in terms of scope. All layers at the Interpersonal level have a 

wider scope than all layers at the Representational Level. As especially the 

Interpersonal Level is relevant to this chapter, I will concentrate on that level in what 

follows. 
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 As shown in Figure 1, there are five layers at the Interpersonal Level, with the 

layer of Discourse Act having the widest scope, the layer of Ascriptive Subact having 

the most narrow scope, and the layer of the Communicated Content occupying a 

position in the middle.   

 
Discourse Act > Illocution > Communicated Content > Referential Subact > Ascriptive 

Subact 

 

Figure 1. Layers and scope relations at the Interpersonal Level in FDG (adapted 

from Hengeveld 2017: 16) 

 

What is relevant here is the layer of the Communicated Content, which “contains the 

totality of what the speaker wishes to evoke in his/her communication with the 

addressee” (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 87), and the layer of the Referential 

Subact, which is a subact of reference performed by the speaker in order to evoke an 

entity (ibid: 113).  

 Since the publication of Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2008), FDG has gradually 

expanded the hierarchical structure of grammatical categories at the clausal level, 

currently including tense, aspect, mood, evidentiality, mirativity, polarity and 

localization. Each category is located on one or more layers, depending on the number 

of subtypes that each has. Negation is a subtype of polarity, with denial being a 

subtype of negation that operates at the layer of the Communicated Content. Denial is 

used to deny the appropriateness of a Communicated Content (Hengeveld & 

Mackenzie 2018: 39). For instance, in (2), denial is expressed through the periphrastic 

structure it is not that in (2B), by which the speaker B denies the appropriateness of 

the communicated content you hate me. 

 

(2) A: You hate me! 

 B: It’s not that I hate you, it’s just that I think you are a bit annoying.  

             (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2018: 39)  

 

4.3 Methods 

This chapter uses naturally-occurring data retrieved from the CCL modern corpus, 

which consists of 509,913,589 words and covers a wide range of text types. I first 

retrieved 4032 sentences with ne from this corpus, and then manually analyzed each 

of them as the CCL corpus is not annotated. After excluding those sentences that 

contain the interrogative use of ne and the non-sentence-final use of ne, I obtained a 

set of 351 sentences with the non-interrogative SF ne. These 351 sentences were then 

randomized and the first 200 sentences were selected to constitute my sub-corpus for 

analysis. If not otherwise stated, all the examples given in this chapter are from this 

sub-corpus.  
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4.4 A contradiction marker 

 

4.4.1 Introduction 

As observed by Blakemore (1989: 22), interpreting an utterance involves not only 

identifying the proposition it expresses but involves working out the consequences of 

it for the addressee’s existing assumptions as well. These existing assumptions can be 

either used to establish the relevance of a new item of information or be modified or 

affected by that new item of information. In other words, a new item of information 

may provide evidence for an existing assumption or alternatively evidence against an 

existing assumption. I use Blakemore’s term assumption as a cover term for related 

notions such as belief, claim, expectation, assertion, etc. When an existing assumption 

is being argued against, the speaker may explicitly signal this relationship through 

various means, intonational, lexical or grammatical. For instance, in (3) the English 

but indicates a denial of assumption2. The existing assumption associated with Mark 

is a billionaire is that Mark should be generous and willing to spend money; however, 

the presence of but explicitly indicates that this assumption is incorrect.  

 

(3) Mark is a billionaire but he is stingy. 

 

 I label this kind of relationship contradiction. A contradiction marker is used to 

signal that the currently stated information contradicts the existing assumption3, be it 

a preceding message, or an assumption either implicit in that message or already 

existing in the context. In this section, I argue from seven perspectives that the non-

interrogative SF ne in Mandarin is a grammatical marker to signal contradiction. 

These seven perspectives are: negation (4.4.2), felicitous context (4.4.3), participant 

being contradicted (4.4.4), co-occurrences (4.4.5), illocutions (4.4.6), contradiction or 

contrast (4.4.7) and mirativity (4.4.8).  

 

4.4.2 Contradiction versus negation 

Consider the following example:4 

 

(4) Context: 

 A guest remarks to Harry Truman’s mother that she must be very proud of her son 

because he is the President of the United States. Truman’s mother agrees and says 

smilingly, 

 
2 Blakemore (1989) terms this function of but a denial of expectation. More discussion can be 

found in Section 4.4.7.   
3 This is true in most cases; however, when the speaker explicitly expresses the previously 

existing assumption, the contradiction lies in between the stated assumption and what really 

happened in the context. See Section 4.4.4 for details.     
4 All the sentences retrieved from the CCL corpus are presented along with their context and 

contradiction information; however, those sentences from other sources are not presented in 

this pattern due to the unavailability of the relevant information.  
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 Sentence:  
 不过，  我  还  有  一  个  儿子，他  同样 

 bu-guo , wo  hai  you yi  ge  er-zi ta  tong-yang  

 however 1.SG still have one CLF son  3.SG likewise 

 
 让  我  感到  非常   自豪。  他  现在  正在 

 rang wo  gan-dao fei-chang  zi-hao.  ta  xian-zai zheng-zai  

 let  1.SG feel  very   proud  3.SG now  in.course.of 

 
 地  里  挖  土豆  呢。 

 di  li  wa  tu-dou  ne. 

 field in  dig  potato  CTR 

 ‘However, I have another son. He made me equally very proud. But he is digging 

up potatoes in the field.’ 

 

 Contradiction: 

This son of mine is also very successful. He could not be a farmer. 

He is a farmer.   

 

In (4), when a mother of a US president says that she is equally proud of another son, 

the addressee is expected to derive an assumption that this son would be as successful 

as a President. However, the succeeding remark that the son is digging up potatoes 

contradicts this assumption. SF ne here is used to explicitly mark this contradiction 

between the assumption implicitly expressed in the previous sentence and the newly 

presented information. If ne is removed from (4), the utterance is a neutral statement. 

Its relationship with a previous assumption is not made explicit.  

 This contradiction occurs in the implicit or explicit form of an affirmative and 

negative pair. More often than not, what is being contradicted is a negative assumption 

in the context while the contradicting information, being expressed in the current 

sentence, is affirmative in nature. In my sub-corpus, among the 200 examples, there 

are 149 affirmative cases and 51 negative cases in terms of their polarity. As in (4) 

above, the polarity of the sentence with ne is affirmative while the assumption hinted 

at by the preceding sentence is negative (this son could not be a farmer). Another 

illustration is given in (5). 

 

(5) Context: 

An old man has adopted a girl for one year and her biological father comes to take 

the girl back and offers the old man two thousand yuan for having taken care of 

her. The old man says angrily, 
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 Sentence: 
 咱  是  干亲    呢， 干亲    还  兴  

 zan  shi  gan-qin   ne  gan-qin   hai  xing  

 1.PL COP fictive  relative CTR fictive.relative even may  

   
 要  钱？！ 

 yao qian? 

 ask  money 

 ‘We are adoptive relatives. Do adoptive relatives ask for money?!’ 

 

 Contradiction: 

 You do not consider us as adoptive relatives as you are trying to pay.  

 We are adoptive relatives, so you do not need to pay. 

  

In (5), the sentence with ne is positive in terms of its polarity. It emphasizes the fact 

that the two interlocutors are adoptive relatives, which contradicts the biological 

father’s behavior in the context that is incongruent with such a relationship. However, 

unlike in (4), the contradicted assumption in (5) is not derived from the preceding 

sentence but implicitly expressed in the context. Both (4) and (5) have an affirmative 

polarity, paired with the assumption of a negative polarity.  

 Contrary to (4) and (5) above, in example (6), the polarity of the sentence with ne 

is negative, as shown by the presence of the negative word bu, which contradicts the 

positive assumption in the context that a child will write better after being criticized.  

 

(6) Context:  

The narrator is talking about how to educate children. He gives an example to 

illustrate his point. A mother is so upset about her child’s careless homework that 

she tears the notebook into pieces and asks the child to rewrite. Looking at the torn 

homework, the child is very angry and does not change his or her attitude. The 

narrator continues saying:  

 

 Sentence:  
 写  得   还  不  如    上  次  好  呢 

 xie  de   hai  bu  ru    shang ci  hao ne 

 write RESULT  even NEG as.good.as  last  CLF good CTR 

 ‘The writing is even worse than the previous time.’ 

 

 Contradiction: 

 A child will writer better after being criticized by a parent.   

 The new writing turns out to be worse than the previous time.   

 

 Apart from the fact that the contradicted assumption can be implicit either in the 

preceding message as in (4) or from the context as in (5), it can also be partly contained, 

as in (7), or fully contained as in (8), in the preceding sentence. In (7), the preceding 

sentence mentions explicitly that “Ming De” is the largest club in Peking University. 

This leads to the assumption that Ming De is already a club, which is contradicted by 

the succeeding sentence. The contradiction, in this case, is not targeted towards the 
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whole preceding sentence, but part of it, the part concerning only the assumed official 

status of Ming De.  

 

(7) Context: 

Several students of Peking University want to organize those “Ming De” 

scholarship winners to do something meaningful together. They are quickly 

supported and funded by RMB 100,000.  

 

 Sentence: 
 一下子   “明德” 就  成为   了  北大  

 yi-xia-zi  ming-de jiu  cheng-wei  le  bei-da   

 suddenly  Ming De then become  PFV Peking.University 

 
 经费  最  充裕   的   社团。   可是，  请 

 jing-fei zui  chong-yu  de   she-tuan  ke-shi  qing  

 funding best ample   ATTR  club   but   please 

 
 等等，   我们  还  不  是  一  个  社团  呢 

 deng-deng  wo-men hai  bu  shi  yi  ge  she-tuan ne 

 wait   1.PL  still NEG COP one CLF club  CTR 

‘Suddenly, Ming De became the club which has the amplest funding in Peking 

University. But, please wait a moment; we are not even a club yet.’ 

 

 Contradiction: 

 Ming De is a club already.   

 Ming De is not officially a club yet.   

 

In (8), the whole sentence uttered by Speaker A is contradicted by Speaker B as can 

be seen clearly from the repetition of Speaker A’s sentence in Speaker B’s response.  

 

(8) Context: 

 talking about a game. 

 

 Conversation:   

 A: 真  好  玩 

  zhen hao  wan 

  really good play 

  ‘What fun!’ 

 B: 还  真  好  玩  呢 

  hai  zhen hao wan ne 

  still really good play CTR 

  ‘You still call that real fun! (This is not fun at all.)’  (Chao 1968: 805) 
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 Contradiction:  

 What fun it is!    

 It is not fun at all.   

 

 The above discussions show that SF ne can combine freely with sentences of either 

polarity. In none of the examples in my sub-corpus, the removal of SF ne changes the 

polarity status of the sentence. The difference between the presence and absence of 

SF ne lies in the explicitness of the contradiction relationship between the currently 

stated information and the previously existing assumption, be it contained in or 

inferred from the preceding sentence, or existing in the context. That is to say, the 

assumption being contradicted can be the previous sentence, part of the previous 

sentence, or the message either derived from the previous sentence or assumed in the 

context. Upon signaling contradiction, SF ne provides a linguistic clue for participants 

as to how to process the current sentence with regard to existing assumptions. 

Although SF ne itself does not indicate negation, as exemplified in the examples of 

ne throughout this chapter, it is closely related to polarity, as in all the sentences that 

ne combines with, there always exists a corresponding negative or positive 

assumption, be it implicit or explicit.   

 The phenomenon that ne combines with a far greater number of sentences of 

affirmative polarity is in line with the underlying principles of human conceptual 

strategies. Givón (1978: 105-109) explains why affirmative constructions outnumber 

negative ones in human communication based on the perceptual figure/ground 

ontology of negation, which considers the negative as the ground/norm while the 

affirmative is the figure/counter-norm, as “[e]vents, or actions — which are 

AGENTED events — in language, are changes in the state of the universe across a 

certain time axis” (1978: 105, original emphasis) and “information is defined as 

‘surprise’ (original emphasis) or ‘breaking the norm’. In terms of perception precisely 

the same is true: Our attention is attracted to the figure over the background, to the 

change over the norm” (1978: 109). To put it simply, perceptually speaking, 

something not happening is default and infinite whereas a change can stand out against 

the normal inertia of the universe. With regard to ne, its greater combinability with 

affirmatives is very likely for the reason that when a norm is broken, there seems to 

be a greater need to help the addressee navigate its connection with previously existing 

assumptions.   

 All in all, SF ne does not indicate negation, as will be further explored in Section 

4.5.  

 

4.4.3 Felicitous contexts for contradiction 

As pointed out by Givón (1978: 80), a felicitous context for a negative requires the 

existence of a previous affirmation. 
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…a felicitous discourse context for the negative is the previous 

mention of the corresponding affirmative, or alternatively the belief 

by the speaker that the hearer has heard of the possibility of that 

corresponding affirmative being true, and in fact has tipped his 

belief toward the truth of that corresponding affirmative.  

 

Otherwise, it is infelicitous to present a negative as in (9). The utterance my wife’s not 

pregnant presupposes something in the context related to the pregnancy, such as 

discussions about it or its likelihood, etc. If there is no such previous context, it is 

inappropriate to say (9), which can thus be challenged by the addressee as in (10). 

 

(9) Context:  

I meet a friend in the street by accident. My friend knows I’m married. I greet him 

and he says, what’s happening? I volunteer the following information: 

 

 Sentence: 

 ? Oh, my wife’s not pregnant. (Givón 1978: 80) 

 

(10) a. Wait a minute ─ was she supposed to be pregnant? 

  b. Hold it ─ I didn’t know she was supposed to be pregnant! (ibid.) 

 

In a similar vein, although ne is not used for negation, it also requires the existence of 

a previous assumption that can be contradicted. In other words, it is infelicitous to use 

ne if there is no previously existing assumption.   

 Li (2006: 11-12) considers ne as a marker that indicates that the speaker considers 

the information that is being conveyed as extraordinary in character. She believes that 

(11B1) is infelicitous because there is nothing of extraordinary importance if the car 

accident happened in a place where car accidents occur very often; by contrast, it is 

felicitous to use ne in (11B3) because “the content of the information that is conveyed 

by (11B3) is considered by the speaker to be unusual” (2006: 12) as it is against the 

common knowledge that it rarely snows in Hong Kong.  

 

(11)  A: 有 什么  新闻？ 

    you shen-me xin-wen? 

    have what  news 

    ‘Any news?’  

 

  B1:(In a place where car accidents occur very often) 

  ⃰那  边  出   车  祸   了  呢 

  na  bian chu  che  huo  le  ne 

  that side happen car  accident MIR CTR 

  ‘There is a car accident over there.’  
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  B2: (In a place where it is unlikely for a car accident to occur) 
   那  边  出   车  祸   了  呢 

   na  bian chu  che  huo  le  ne 

   that side happen car  accident MIR CTR 

   ‘There is a car accident over there.’ 

 

  B3: 香港   最近  下   雪  了  呢 

   Xiang-gang zui-jin  xia   xue  le   ne 

   Hong Kong recently descend snow MIR CTR 

   ‘It snowed in Hong Kong recently.’  (Li 2006: 11-12) 

 

In my opinion, the reason why ne is infelicitous in (11B1) but felicitous in (11B3) is 

that ne signals contradiction, which requires a previously existing assumption. If 

speaker A does not have any knowledge at all about the car accidents in the place 

concerned, then there is no previous assumption, and therefore ne in (11B1) would be 

inappropriate, as it would build up a connection with a non-existing assumption. As 

in the case of an inappropriate negative statement such as (9), the speaker may respond 

to (11B1) by means of (12). 

 

(12)  怎么，  那  边  不  应该  出   车  祸   吗？ 

  zen-me , na  bian bu  ying-gai chu  che  huo  ma? 

  what  that side NEG should  happen car  accident REINF 

  ‘What? Car accidents are not supposed to happen over there?’ 

 

As for (11B3), ne is felicitous because the common knowledge about the rareness of 

snow in Hong Kong is the previously existing assumption, which provides the target 

for contradiction.  

 Li (2006: 12) also argues that ne can be felicitous in (11B2) as its context (it is 

unlikely for a car accident to occur) legitimizes the use of ne to mark the information 

as of extraordinary importance. In my view, this is inaccurate, since the felicity of 

both (11B2) and (11B3) results from the contradiction between the previously existing 

assumption and the ongoing message as paired in (13).   

 

(13) a.  Over there it is unlikely for a car accident to occur. 

    There is a car accident over there. 

  b. It rarely snows in Hong Kong. 

   It snowed in Hong Kong recently. 

 

As mentioned earlier in this section, Li (2006: 12) believes that (11B1) is infelicitous 

in a context where car accidents happen very often because the information being 

conveyed is not of extraordinary importance. As a matter of fact, a different 

explanation is that there is no contradiction involved between the contextual 

information and the information being conveyed, as in shown (14). 

 

(14) Car accidents occur very often over there. 

  There is a car accident over there. 
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Besides, it is not accurate to equate the importance of the information to the frequency 

of occurrence of events or activities. For instance, suppose a context like this: a man 

who witnesses a car accident in a crossroad where car accidents happen very 

frequently runs to the nearest police station to report this. He shouts (15a) at the police, 

but the police do not believe him, because people usually make a phone call in case 

of an emergency. Under such circumstances, it is then fully acceptable for him to 

subsequently shout out (11B1), repeated as (15b) below.   

 

(15) (In a place where car accidents occur very often) 

 a. 那  边  出   车  祸   了   

  na  bian chu  che  huo  le   

  that  side happen car  accident MIR  

  ‘There is a car accident over there.’ 

 

 b.那  边  出   车  祸   了  呢 

  na  bian chu  che  huo  le  ne  

  that  side happen car  accident MIR CTR 

  ‘There is a car accident over there.’ 

 

In (15a), the information being conveyed is considered very important by the speaker; 

however, it is still infelicitous to use ne. This clearly demonstrates that ne is not used 

to mark the importance of a message. This is shown by the later felicitous use of ne 

in (15b) when the police show disbelief at what the speaker says. It is the police’s 

disbelief that is in contradiction with the speaker’s that legitimates the use of ne in 

(15b). 

 The above discussion shows that two requirements have to be met to make the 

occurrence of ne felicitous in a sentence, a previously existing assumption, and a 

contradiction between this existing assumption and the current utterance.    

 

4.4.4 Whose assumption is being contradicted? 

It is usually believed that SF ne is used by the speaker to call on the addressee to pay 

particular attention to the sentence being presented (e.g. Chao 1968: 805; Alleton 

1981: 91-115; Li & Thompson 1981: 300-305; Wu 2009: 1-25; Ljungqvist 2011: 165-

181). This is true, because when the speaker utters a piece of information, he/she 

usually targets it towards the addressee, who is believed by the speaker to hold an 

assumption which is in need of updating. In (16), the speaker uses ne to indicate that 

the assumption entertained by the addressee that tea farmers do not sell their tea 

themselves is corrected by the new item of information that tea farmers too sell the 

tea that they have produced.  

 

(16) Context: 

The speaker is talking about tea farmers. A big tea market has been set up in 

which the sales people are the tea farmers from Huang Shan and other provinces 

themselves. He continues commenting: 
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  Sentence: 
  如今   的   茶  农   不  再  只  管 

  ru-jin  de   cha nong  bu  zai  zhi  guan  

  nowadays ATTR  tea  farmer  NEG again only in.charge 

 
  种  茶、 制  茶  了， 他们  正   尝试 

  zhong cha zhi  cha le  ta-men  zheng  chang-shi  

  grow  tea  make tea  MIR they  PROG  taste 

 
  商品    经济  的   滋味  呢！ 

  shang-pin  jing-ji  de   zi-wei  ne！ 

  commodity  economy ATTR  flavor  CTR 

‘Nowadays, tea farmers no longer only grow and produce tea. They are having 

a taste of the commodity economy.’ 

 

  Contradiction:   

  Tea farmers grow and produce tea; they do not sell it themselves.   

  Tea farmers do the selling job. 

 

The contradiction with an assumption entertained by the addressee can be seen even 

more clearly in conversations such as the one in (8) above, repeated here as (17).  

 

(17) Context: 

  talking about a game. 

 

  Conversation:   

  A:真  好  玩 

  zhen hao  wan 

   really good play 

   ‘What fun!’ 

 

  B:还  真  好  玩  呢 

   hai  zhen hao wan ne 

   still really good play CTR 

   ‘You still call that real fun! (This is not fun at all.)’  (Chao 1968: 805) 

 

  Contradiction:  

  What fun it is!    

  It is not fun at all.   

 

In (17), the possible context might be two participants talking about a game. Speaker 

B is directly contradicting speaker A, implicitly indicating that what is being talked 

about (e.g. a game) is not fun at all. This is made explicit through the presence of ne.  

 However, the addressee is not the only person whose assumption needs to be 

updated. It is also common for speakers to renew their own knowledge upon the 
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discovery of a new information. Hence, the contradiction can also be targeted towards 

the speaker him/herself.   

 

(18) Context:  

An official, along with many others, accompanies the Vice Prime Minister Li on 

a visit to a local school located in the countryside. Having some other errands, 

the official leaves the group. After a while, he hears someone playing the piano 

beautifully. Subsequently, 

 

  Sentence:  
  心  想  农村   学校  音乐  教师  

  xin  xiang nong-cun  xue-xiao yin-yue jiao-shi  

  heart  think country  school  music  teacher 

 
  水平   还  不  低  呢 

  shui-ping hai  bu  di  ne. 

  level   even NEG low CTR  

  ‘He thinks to himself that the music level of country teachers is not bad.’ 

 

  Contradiction:  

  The music level of teachers in the countryside is bad.   

   The music level of teachers in the countryside is not bad.   

 

In (18), the speaker is surprised to find that the musical performance of country school 

teachers is not as poor as he expected. He is alone at that time and the presence of “xin 

xiang” shows that he is thinking to himself, so the sentence being uttered is not 

targeted towards any other person but himself. The presence of ne signals that this 

new discovery contradicts his own former assumption.  

 Sometimes, the speaker uses expressions such as yi-wei to explicitly correct 

him/herself.  

 

(19) Context:  

The speaker’s mother sent the letter to the Chinese consulate in America, asking 

them to pass it on to her daughter; however, when the speaker went to collect the 

letter, she was told that the consulate was not supposed to provide such private 

services. The speaker remarked, 

 

  Sentence:   
  我  还  以为  领事馆    是  为  国民  服务  

  wo  hai  yi-wei  ling-shi-guan  shi  wei  guo-min fu-wu  

  1.SG  even think  consulate   COP for  citizens serve  

 
  的  地方  呢 

  de  di-fang ne 

  ATTR place  CTR    

  ‘I thought that the consulate is to serve its people.’  
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  Contradiction:    

  You refused to serve me. 

  I thought that the consulate is to serve its people ( I was wrong.) 

   

In (19), the context puts yi-wei in a past time frame, which indicates what is being said 

is the speaker’s past thought, which is corrected by the new discovery that the 

consulate is unwilling to help. Note that, in this case, there is a flip of the contradictory 

relationship. Unlike most others, the current statement is the pre-existing assumption 

whereas the new discovery is left unsaid in the context. The exceptional cases such as 

(19) actually further reveal the inherent nature of ne as a marker of contradiction, as 

it does not matter whether it marks a contradiction with the verbalized previous 

assumption or the information that goes against the previous assumption, as long as 

there is a contradiction involved. As discussed in Sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, 

contradiction works in pairs. The marking of either one of a pair calls attention to the 

contradictory relationship as a whole.  

  In addition to contradicting the speaker or the addressee’s assumption or utterance, 

the contradiction can be targeted towards both the speaker and the addressee when the 

occasion arises.  

 

(20) Context:  

Liu, a veteran of the Red Army, holds a higher social status than the other 

villagers and thus is supposed to have a more comfortable life. However, he 

smokes the cheapest cigarettes, drinks the cheapest wine, and owns a black and 

white TV set of more than ten years old. Upon finding this out, the villagers say 

to him, 

 

  Sentence:   
  刘 老  头， 你  这  个  老  红军  的   生活 

  Liu lao  tou, ni  zhe  ge  lao  hong-jun de   sheng-huo 

  Liu old  head 2.SG this CLF old  red .army ATTR  life  

 
  还 不  如  我们  呢 

  hai bu   ru   wo-men  ne   

  even NEG better 1.PL  CTR 

  ‘Old Liu, you, a veteran of the Red Army, are living a life even worse than ours.’  

 

  Contradiction:  

Veterans who has fought for the country have a more comfortable life than 

ordinary people.   

  Liu is living a life worse than ordinary people. 

 

In (20), the implicit message is that the villagers believe that Liu entertains the same 

assumption that a veteran lives a life more comfortable than ordinary villagers. They 

use ne to signal that this shared assumption is in contradiction with the current 

situation and thus should be abandoned by both parties. It is not clear whether Liu 

really holds the same assumption, but that is what the villagers assume at the moment 

of speaking. As seen from (20), the use of ne can be oriented towards both the speaker 
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and the addressee when the newly presented information is against an assumption 

supposedly shared by both. 

 As pointed out by Blakemore (1989: 18), the speaker may provide linguistic clues 

for the addressee to process how relevant a new item of information is to the 

addressee’s existing beliefs and assumptions. This is true because to help the 

addressee process information the speaker uses linguistic means. However, as shown 

in this section, these linguistic clues are not targeted towards the addressee only. 

Human interactions do not always involve the addressee as the speaker may speak to 

him/herself in the form of a monologue. In this case, it is not impossible for the 

speaker to use linguistic means to build a connection between a new item of 

information and his/her own existing assumptions or knowledge. Also, if the existing 

assumption is shared by both the speaker and the addressee as common knowledge, it 

is possible for the speaker to explicitly signal how to process the newly presented 

information with regard to this common knowledge. Therefore, the use of a pragmatic 

signal can be oriented not only towards the addressee, but also towards the speaker 

him/herself, or even towards both the speaker and the addressee. SF ne provides such 

a pragmatic signal in Mandarin.   

 

4.4.5 Co-occurrences 

It is believed that SF ne occurs frequently with adverbs hai and cai in declaratives (Hu 

1981: 108; Lin 1984: 223-227; Lü 2016: 413). In my sub-corpus, as shown in Table 

1, the adverb hai does occur very frequently with ne; however, the adverb cai does 

not co-occur as frequently as claimed. In addition to hai and cai, other words, phrases 

or even structures can also co-occur with ne, albeit much less frequently.  

 

Table 1 The co-occurrence frequencies with ne 

 
hai ‘even, still, yet, after all’ 88 ye ‘also’ 3 

cai ‘really, then and only then’ 6 jiu (for emphasis) 2 

lian…hai ‘even…yet’ 3 shen-zhi hai  ‘even still’ 1 

lian … ye ‘even…also’ 2 dao-shi ‘unexpectedly’ 1 

jing ‘unexpectedly’ 2 bing (for emphasis) 1 

jing … ye ‘unexpectedly also’ 1 guai bu de ‘no wonder’ 1 

  
 The adverb hai means ‘even’, ‘still’, ‘yet’, or ‘after all’ in different sentences. In 

(21), it means even, which gives rise to the interpretation that the praise is unexpected 

from her teacher. The presence of hai brings about an emphatic effect on biao-yang 

‘praise’, which is in opposition with the criticism expressed by the mother in the 

context.    
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(21) Context: 

  The mother criticizes her daughter for not getting scores as high as she expected 

and asks her to work harder. The daughter asks her mother why she thinks so, as 

her scores this time are actually higher than last time. The daughter adds, 

 

  Sentence:   
  老师  还  表扬   我   进步  了  呢 

  lao-shi hai  biao-yang  wo   jin-bu  le  ne 

  teacher  even praise   1.SG  progress MIR CTR 

  ‘My teacher even praised me for my progress.’  

 

  Contradiction:  

  You assume that I didn’t do well in the exam.   

  I did very well in the exam and even the teacher praised me for that.   

 

The same is true for the occurrence of cai, as in (22a), and the other linguistic 

expressions listed in Table 1, of which (22b) is an example.  

 

(22) a.Context:  

A hooligan occupied a family’s house by force. The son came back home, 

telling his father what has happened. The father responds, 

 

  Sentence:  
  俺   才  不  管  那  些  事   呢 

  an   cai  bu  guan na  xie  shi   ne 

  1.SG  really NEG care that some affairs  CTR 

  ‘I really don’t care about those affairs!’  

 

  Contradiction:  

  You think that I should care.   

  I don’t care at all.   

 

In (22b), there is a structure lian…hai, which reinforces the emphatic effect brought 

about by the single occurrence of hai.    

 

(22) b. Context:   

Du Le, a refrigerator-manufacturing factory, promises that every purchase can 

be refunded in five years. Five years later, they are unable to fulfill their 

promise. The factory representative explains their difficulties. 

 

   Sentence:  
  现在  连  买  原  材料  的   钱   还 

  xian-zai lian mai yuan cai-liao de   qian  hai  

  now  even buy raw material ATTR  money  still  
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  没  有  呢 

  mei you ne 

  NEG have CTR 

  ‘At the moment we still don’t even have the money to buy raw materials.’ 

 

   Contradiction:   

  We are able to refund every purchase.   

   We are not able to.   

 

 The emphatic expressions listed in Table 1 are related to unexpectedness or 

surprise, which unavoidably hints at a contradiction with the current sentence’s 

corresponding negative or affirmative assumption. The free combination of ne with 

these expressions indicates clearly in what kinds of sentential environments ne is able 

to and likely to occur.  

 If these emphatic expressions already express some kind of contradiction, the 

question arises whether it is redundant to use ne. The answer is ‘no’, as the emphatic 

expressions and SF ne have different scope. The emphatic expressions usually occur 

before the predicate of the sentence, thus having scope over the predicate, as in (21), 

(22a) and (22b), whereas SF ne always occurs in the sentence-final position, signaling 

the relationships across propositions, having scope over the sentence as a whole. It is 

entirely legitimate for elements of different scope to occur in the same sentence, even 

if they express similar categorial meanings. The co-occurrence of emphatic 

expressions and SF ne brings out the cumulative effect of enhancing the contradiction 

between what is being stated and the assumption in the context. 

 

4.4.6 Illocutions 

It is usually believed that SF ne occurs in declaratives and interrogatives only (e.g. Li 

& Thompson 1981: 300-307; Xu 2008: 159; Chu 2006: 127-134; Li 2006: 11-21). 

Consequently, the discussions about SF ne are restricted to its functions in these two 

sentence types. However, Hu (1981: 109) points out that ne can occur in directives as 

well, albeit rarely. Both (23a) and (23b) are directives in which the speaker is urging 

the addressee to say or do something, which is in contradiction with the addressee’s 

reluctance or unwillingness to carry out the desired action.  

 

(23) a. 您    说   呢！ 

  nin    shuo  ne 

  you.HONR  say   CTR 

  ‘Please say it, say it.’  (Hu 1981: 109) 

 

  b. 好  妹妹，  替    我  梳  梳  呢 

  hao mei-mei, ti    wo  shu  shu  ne 

  good sister  substitute  1.SG comb comb CTR 

  ‘Good sister, comb for me, please.’  (Lü 2014: 422)   
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Although no such directive has been found in my sub-corpus, both (23a) and (23b) 

are perfectly natural. The sub-corpus does contain an example of ne used in a 

prohibitive sentence, as in (24). The prohibitive use of ne has not been mentioned in 

the literature, to the best of my knowledge. 

 

(24) Context:  

Memorial temples are for the dead who have made great contributions to the 

country. In order to flatter the prime minister, one official built such a temple for 

him although the prime minister is still alive. Since then, other officials have 

followed suit and thus such temples are built all over the country. Da Hong 

doubts whether the emperor allows this to continue. Ma Cheng Lin responds, 

   

  Sentence:  
  你  别  以为  皇上   有  多  正派   呢 

  ni  bie  yi-wei  huang-shang you duo zheng-pai  ne. 

  2.SG don’t  believe emperor  have how upright  CTR  

  ‘Don’t believe that the emperor is very upright.’ 

 

  Contradiction:  

  An emperor is so upright as to not tolerate any misconduct.   

  Don’t trust the emperor to be upright.   

 

The negative word bie ‘don’t’ is used in Mandarin prohibitives exclusively. In (24), 

the speaker is suggesting the addressee to not trust the emperor, which is in 

contradiction with the proposition the speaker assumes the addressee is entertaining. 

More examples of the presence of ne in prohibitives are found in the searching of the 

CCL corpus, as in (25).   

 

(25) Context:  

The sister-in-law has a headache, so she doesn’t want to go and have dinner 

outside. The younger sister says with a begging look, 

 

  Sentence:  
  别   扫   兴   呢 

  bie   sao   xing  ne!  

  don’t  sweep  interest CTR 

  ‘Don’t spoil our pleasure!’ 

 

  Contradiction:  

  Not joining people for dinner outside spoils other people’s pleasure.   

   Don’t do that.   

 

 With regard to questions, there are five types in Mandarin, namely the polar 

question, the wh question, the Verb-not-Verb question, the alternative question and 

the phatic question. It is believed that interrogative ne occurs in all kinds except the 

polar one (e.g. Chao 1968: 804-805; Zhu 1982: 208; Lü 2016: 412-413). Based on 

this criterion, I removed the interrogative use of ne from the 4032 examples retrieved 
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from the CCL modern corpus, resulting in 351 examples, more than half of which 

were selected randomly to constitute my sub-corpus, as introduced in Section 4.3. 

Interestingly, three cases of the non-interrogative ne were found in a polar question 

with the particle ne expressing contradiction. Example (26) is a rhetorical question, 

uttered by a mother to show slight disapproval of the daughter’s possible reluctance 

to leave the father alone.  

 

(26) Context:  

The father is a TV journalist whose job is to help TV viewers solve problems 

and deal with complaints. The family is just about to go somewhere together 

when the telephone rings. It is another serious complaint. Upon hearing this, the 

wife knows that her husband is going to be very busy, so she says in a low voice 

to her daughter, 

 

  Sentence:  
  咱们   先  走  吧， 没  看见  爸爸  正   忙 

  zan-men  xian zou  ba,  mei kan-jian ba-ba  zheng  mang 

  1.PL   first go  MIT NEG see   Dad  PROG  busy

  
  着   呢  吗？ 

  zhe    ne  ma？ 

  PROG CTR MIT 

  ‘Let’s go first. Don’t you see Dad is busy right now?’ 

  

  Contradiction:  

  Dad is not being busy at the moment.   

  Dad is being busy at the moment.   

 

 Chapter 5 argues that the interrogative ne and ma are both illocutionary reinforcers 

at the layer of Discourse Act, thus mutually exclusive. However, in (26), ne and ma 

do co-occur. This is possible, as ne is non-interrogative in this case, hence functioning 

as a contradiction marker. This shows that, although SF ne occurs in polar 

interrogatives, it does not indicate interrogativity. In fact, this is quite reasonable, as 

it is acceptable for a contradicting message to be questioned at the same time. As in 

(26), the mother not only signals that the message ‘Dad is being busy’ contradicts the 

daughter’s assumption that Dad is not, but also presents this contradicting message in 

the form of a question. Only in this case, the question is a rhetorical one which is not 

a real question and does not expect an answer from the daughter but to make the point 

that the father is really very busy. If ne can signal contradiction in polar questions, 

albeit in a small number of cases in my sub-corpus, the question arises as to whether 

ne functions similarly in other types of interrogation. This is not the case in the 

relevant examples in the CCL corpus, which of course needs further exploration but 

is beyond the scope of this chapter.  

 From the above discussions, we can see that the non-interrogative SF ne can occur 

in polar interrogatives, directives, prohibitives, and declaratives, despite the fact that 

it is predominantly present in declaratives (3 polar interrogatives and 1 prohibitive, 

out of 200 in my sub-corpus). In all these three types of sentences, ne has an invariable 
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function of indicating contradiction. What is different is that ne in declaratives and 

polar interrogatives signals a contradiction between propositions, and is thus aimed at 

updating old information, whereas in both directives and prohibitives ne signals a 

contradiction between actions specified, thus leading to the abandonment of either the 

reluctance to carry out the desired action or to the abandonment of the willingness to 

take some action which is later prohibited by the speaker. Actually, the fact that ne 

can occur in these four sentence types reveals its contradicting nature, as contradiction 

should not be confined to statements only. It is quite reasonable for two actions to be 

in contradiction with each other, and the evaluation of the contradiction between two 

propositions is negotiable with the participants concerned. In directives, the speaker 

urges the addressee to take some action, which it is assumed by the speaker that the 

addressee is reluctant to take; in prohibitives, the speaker prohibits some action that 

is assumed by the speaker that the addressee is about to take; in polar questions, the 

speaker presents a contradicting proposition in an inquisitive way.      

 

4.4.7 Contradiction or contrast/difference? 

Lin (1984: 217-240) argues that the particle ne has an invariant meaning of 

contrastiveness, by which he means “when ne is used, what has been guessed, claimed, 

expected or believed to be a certain way is pointed out to be another way. In other 

words, two or more objects, or situations are put in contrast.” Similarly, Chu (2006: 

7-29) holds that ne has a function of looking back in the context for contrast; Wu 

(2009: 1-25) proposes that ne is used to call the addressee’s special attention to a 

discrepancy in the common ground shared by the speaker and the addressee; Xu (2008: 

159) believes that ne in statements signals the difference between what the speaker 

says and the addressee’s claims or expectations. In my opinion, it is not accurate to 

categorize ne as marking ‘contrast’, ‘discrepancy’ or ‘difference’ as these 

categorizations do not capture the denying and abandoning property of SF ne.  

 The English word but has two uses: contrast and a denial of expectation 

(Blakemore 1989) as illustrated in (27). 

 

(27) a. Susan is tall but Mary is short. (contrast) 

  b. John is a Republican but he’s honest. (a denial of expectation)   

                   (Blakemore 1989: 15) 

 

As demonstrated by Blakemore (1989: 30-32), the difference between these two 

different uses is that contrast indicates that the speaker is drawing the addressee’s 

attention to the difference or differences between things while a denial of expectation, 

which I term as contradiction, indicates that the speaker is abandoning one proposition 

in favor of the other previously existing assumption. These two meanings of but are 

realized in some languages by different words, such as sondern and aber in German 

and sino and pero in Spanish (Blakemore 1989: 15)5 as exemplified in (28). 

 
5 There are disagreements in the literature as to whether the meanings of these words are as 

clear cut as claimed. However, this still serves my purpose to show that contrast and denial of 

expectation are different.  
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(28) Semantic opposition: contrast (German sondern and Spanish sino) 

  a. das ist  nicht bewusst,  sondern ganz   automatisch. 

   that is  not  conscious  but   completely automatic 

  b. Eso no es consciente, sino totalmente  automático. 

   that no is conscious  but  totally   automatic 

   ‘It is not conscious but completely automatic.’ 

 

  Denial of expectation (German aber and Spanish pero)  

  a.  Er  ist intelligent, aber nicht sehr arbeitsam. 

   He  is intelligent  but  not  very hard.working 

  b. Es  inteligente,  pero poco trabajador. 

   he.is  intelligent   but  little hard.working 

   ‘He is intelligent, but does not work hard.’ 

              (Anscombre& Ducrot 1977: 23-40) 

 

In Mandarin, this distinction corresponds to the use of ne in different sentential 

positions. In the non-sentence-final position, ne is a marker of contrastive topic, while 

in the non-interrogative sentence-final position, ne is a contradiction marker. The 

separation of these two different uses can be clearly observed in sentences in which 

two ne’s co-occur, as in (29).  

 

(29) Context:  

The speaker is talking about whether children with high academic degrees can 

bring happiness to old people’s later life. First, he gives an example of a 

renowned professor whose children have PhD degrees but they cannot take care 

of him even when he is sick because they live abroad. Then, by comparison, the 

speaker gives another example in which an old man has two children, a son and 

a daughter, both of whom had only secondary school education but live very 

near the man.  

 

  Sentence:  
  他   初中     毕业，  在  马路  对面   修   

  ta   chu-zhong    bi-ye,  zai  ma-lu  dui-mian  xiu 

  3.SG  secondary.school  graduate at  road  opposite  repair

  
  自行车，  就  在  附近；  闺女  呢， 胡同  口 

  zi-xing-che  jiu  zai  fu-jin  gui-nv  ne  hu-tong kou  

  bike    right at  nearby  daughter TOP alley  mouth  
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  对面   卖  酱油    呢 

  dui-mian mai jiang-you   ne. 

  opposite  sell  soybean.sauce CTR 

‘He (the son) has a secondary school diploma, making a living by repairing 

bicycles just across the street, very close by while his daughter sells soybean 

sauce at the entrance of the alley.’  (outside of my sub-corpus, still from the CCL 

corpus) 

 

  Contradiction:  

The son works very closely to the old man’s home. It is not likely that the 

daughter also works so close by.   

The daughter sells soybean sauce just at the entrance of the alley (She also works 

close by).   

 

In (29), the first ne is a topic marker, indicating that the topic about the daughter is in 

contrast with the previous topic about the son; the second ne is used to indicate that 

the information about what the daughter does contradicts the addressee’s assumption 

that the son works so close to the old man’s home and it is unlikely that the daughter 

also works so close by. The co-occurrence of two nes in a single sentence shows that 

the particle ne functions differently in different sentential positions as it is redundant 

to have the same linguistic element occupy two sentential positions expressing the 

same meaning in a single sentence. Hence, it is not correct to categorize the sentence-

final ne as having the same function of marking contrast or difference. To claim that 

the contrastive topic marker ne and sentence-final ne function in the same way is 

similar to saying that German aber and sondern and Spanish pero and sino are of no 

difference.  

 What is more, although there are divergent views concerning the labeling of SF ne 

in the literature, the contradicting and correcting functions are sometimes explicitly 

acknowledged. Li & Thompson (1981: 301) and Wu (2009: 13) point out that the 

information with ne contradicts the addressee’s expectation in some situations; Lin 

(1984: 226) argues that ne is used to “correct a claim, guess, expectation or belief”.  

 Therefore, in order to capture the correcting and abandoning property of SF ne, it 

is better to differentiate it from the contrast use and label it as a contradiction marker.  

 

4.4.8 SF ne is not a mirative marker 

As discussed in Section 4.4.5, SF ne combines very frequently with emphatic 

expressions. The sentences in which they occur have a reading of unexpectedness or 

surprise. This gives rise to the question whether ne indicates mirativity. Mirativity is 

a grammatical category that characterizes a proposition as newsworthy, unexpected, 

or surprising (Hengeveld & Olbertz 2012: 488). When the speaker presents 

contradicting information, it is highly possible that this information is unexpected or 

surprising. For instance, (1b), repeated as (30) below, has a possible reading of both 

unexpectedness and surprise.    
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(30) 他   会  开  飞机  呢 

  ta   hui  kai  fei-ji  ne! 

  3.SG  can  fly  airplane CTR 

  ‘He can fly an airplane!’ (Zhu 1982: 213) 

 

However, this reading is not due to the occurrence of ne as its removal does not affect 

this reading. In fact, it is the interaction of the content of the sentence with the context 

that leads to this reading, as to be able to fly a plane itself is not common and surprising 

when the subject in the sentence is just an ordinary person who is known only to be 

able to drive a car. The reason why ne is not a mirative marker can be seen from the 

fact that it can occur in sentences that do not have a mirative reading. As discussed in 

Section 4.4.6, ne can occur in directives and prohibitives. In all the three examples 

given, there is no reading of surprise. Let us consider another example.  

 

(31) Context:  

The boy is lying in bed when it is time to get up. The mother wakes him up and 

tells him to hurry. But after a while, the boy is still in bed. The mother says, 

   

  Sentence:  
  起来  呢， 怎么  还  不  起来？ 

  qi-lai ne,  zen-me  hai  bu  qi-lai?    

  get.up CTR how  still NEG get.up 

  ‘Get up. How could you not get up?’ 

 

  Contradiction:  

  The boy wants to stay in bed.   

  Get up quickly.  (Author’s own example)      

 

In (31), the mother might be surprised to find that the boy has not gotten up, but the 

directive in which ne occurs itself does not give such a surprise reading since it is a 

repeated request, which is neither surprising nor newsworthy to either of them. The 

following (32) is another example to show that ne does not indicate newsworthiness. 

 

(32) a.Context: 

A boy is about to go for a picnic with friends. When he is leaving, his mother 

says,   

 

  Sentence: 
  下   雨  了 

  xia   yu  le  

  descend rain PRF.MIR 

  ‘It is raining.’ 
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  b.Context:  

The boy waits for a while, hoping that the rain will stop soon. However, after 

ten minutes or so, it is still raining. The boy does not want to wait any more 

and decides to go despite of the rain. At this time, both the mother and the boy 

know that it is still raining and each knows that the other knows about the rain. 

Then the mother says,  

 

  Sentence:  
  下   雨  呢 

  xia   yu  ne. 

  descend rain CTR 

  ‘It is raining.’  (Author’s own example) 

 

(32a) is a new piece of information presented by the mother to the boy. The mirative 

le is used to signal its newsworthiness. By contrast, (32b) is not new to the boy at all 

as the boy knows about the rain and the speaker (the mother) knows that the boy 

knows it. Nevertheless, it is still legitimate to use ne in (32b). This indicates that ne 

cannot be used to mark the newsworthiness of the information. Instead, ne is used to 

signal the contradiction between the mother’s ‘you shouldn’t go as it is raining’ and 

the boy’s ‘I will go despite of the rain’.  

 In addition to the fact that SF ne can occur in contexts involving no newsworthy 

or surprising information, SF ne can co-occur with a mirative marker. The sentence-

final particle le is a marker of mirativity (Chapter 2). In (33), the speaker is using le 

to signal to the addressee that the stated information is new and worthy of notice in 

the sense of, for instance, trying to remind him/her to make less salty dumplings next 

time.  

 

(33) 晚上    的   饺子   有   点   咸   了 

  wan-shang  de   jiao-zi   you  dian  xian  le 

  night    ATTR  dumpling  have  a.little  salty  MIR 

‘The dumplings I had last night were a little salty!’ (outside my sub-corpus but 

in the CCL corpus) 

 

In (11B2), (11B3), and (15b) in Section 4.4.3, and (21) in Section 4.4.5, le and ne co-

occur, a fact that also shows that ne could not indicate mirativity as markers of the 

same category are mutually exclusive in a single sentence.  

  

(34) 他们  的   态度  也  转变   了，  作  了  

  ta-men de   tai-du  ye  zhuan-bian le   zuo  le   

  3.PL  ATTR  attitude also change   PRF.MIR do  PFV  

 
  检讨，  报纸   上   还  登   了  呢 

  jian-tao,  bao-zhi  shang  hai  deng  le  ne 

  criticism  newspaper DIR  even publish MIR CTR 

‘Their attitude have also changed and they made self-criticism. All this is even 

published in newspapers.’  
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 To summarize, ne is not a mirative marker, as it can occur in sentences that do not 

convey a new, unexpected or surprising message and as it can co-occur with a mirative 

marker. Even if it occurs in sentences that have a mirative reading, ne does not 

contribute to this reading; the propositional content of the sentence does.  

 

4.4.9 Summary 

In Section 4.4, I have argued from seven perspectives that SF ne is a marker of 

contradiction, signaling the relationship between the currently stated information and 

the previously existing assumption, directly contained in/implicitly expressed by the 

preceding sentence or implicit in the context. Firstly, SF ne does not express negation, 

as it combines freely with sentences of either polarity without changing their polarity 

status; secondly, to make ne felicitous requires the existence of something that can be 

contradicted; thirdly, the contradiction can be oriented towards the previous 

assumption held by the speaker, the addressee, or even both the speaker and the 

addressee; fourthly, the frequent co-occurrences with emphatic expressions confirm 

ne’s inherent nature of contradiction; fifthly, SF ne can signal contradiction not only 

in declaratives but in directives and prohibitives as well; sixthly, the non-interrogative 

SF ne does not indicate contrast or difference but functions similarly to aber in 

German and pero in Spanish; lastly, ne is not a mirative marker as it can co-occur with 

the mirative marker le and it can occur in sentences that do not convey a new, 

unexpected or surprising message.  

 

4.5 Contradiction in FDG 

As introduced in Section 4.2, FDG recognizes a hierarchically layered organization 

across levels. Based on this organization, Chapter 5 investigates the meanings and 

functions as well as the rigid sentential sequencing of eight Mandarin sentence-final 

particles (ou, a, ma, ba, le, ne1, ne2 and de; ne1 is the non-interrogative SF ne), locating 

the non-interrogative SF ne at the layer of the Communicated Content at the 

Interpersonal Level, as given in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. The hierarchical layering of Mandarin sentence-final particles (Chapter 5)6 

 

 

Interpersonal Level Representational 

Level 

Move Discourse Act Communicated Content Propositional 

Content 

Mood a, ou ba, ma, ne2  de 

Polarity   ne1  

Mirativity   le  

 

 
6  In this table, ne1 refers to the non-interrogative sentence-final ne and ne2 refers to the 

interrogative sentence-final ne.  
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According to the analysis in Chapter 2, SF le is another particle that is located at the 

layer of the Communicated Content. Grammatical elements at the same layer are 

mutually exclusive when they pertain to the same category, but when they pertain to 

different categories, they can co-occur in a single sentence. Hence, the possible 

explanation for the sequence of le ne in a single sentence is that they fall into different 

categories. As argued in Chapter 2, SF le falls into the category of mirativity, while 

SF ne falls into the category of polarity.  

 Hengeveld & Mackenzie (2018) explore how the category of negation operates 

across all the layers of both the Representational Level and the Interpersonal Level. 

As introduced in Section 4.2, they state that denial is the category of negation that 

pertains to the layer of the Communicated Content. As argued in Section 4.4.2, SF ne 

does not indicate negation as its presence or absence does not affect the polarity status 

of the sentence and it can combine freely with sentences of both affirmative and 

negative polarities. Therefore, SF ne does not indicate denial. However, so far, 

negation is the only category of polarity and denial is the only sub-category of 

negation at the layer of the Communicated Content recognized in FDG’s TAMEP 

(tense – aspect – modality – evidentiality – polarity) hierarchical framework.  

 In fact, there is another type of polarity that has recently gained more attention in 

the literature: polarity contrast, which is defined as a device to highlight the polarity 

meaning of a sentence and to contrast sentences with negative and positive polarity in 

discourse (Dimroth & Sudhoff 2018: 1). Polarity contrast is realized in natural 

languages through different devices. For instance, German may use the accentuation 

of a finite verb as in (35) and Dutch may use the particle wel as in (36).  

 

(35) German (Turco et al. 2014: 95) 

  a. A: Das Kind hat  nicht geweint. 

    the  child has  not  cry 

    ‘The child did not cry.’ 

   B: Das Kind HAT geweint. 

    the  child HAS cry 

    ‘The child Did cry.’  

  b. A: Das Kind hat  geweint. 

    the  child has  cry 

    ‘The child cried.’ 

   B:   Das Kind HAT nicht geweint. 

    the  child HAS not  cry 

    ‘The child DID NOT cry.’ 

 

(36) Dutch (Turco et al. 2014:100) 

  De  meneer leest   het  boek wel. 

  the  man  read.3.SG  the  book CTR 

  ‘The man DOES read the book.’   

 

As can be seen from (35), similar to the case of SF ne, the German accentuation of the 

finite verb can always involve an affirmative or negative assumption in the preceding 

context. In (35a), there is a negative preceding sentence/assumption whereas in (35b), 

there is a positive preceding sentence/assumption. The Dutch particle wel, however, 
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enjoys more restrictions as it can only occur in affirmative sentences. Unlike the 

German accentuation device, it is ungrammatical for wel to mark polarity contrast in 

negative sentences as in (37). 

 

(37) *Het  kind heeft WEL niet gehuild.  

    the  child has  CTR not  cry 

  ‘The child DID not cry.’ (Dimroth & Sudhoff 2018: 4) 

  

 Despite of this, according to Turco et al. (2014: 94-106), both the German 

accentuation of a finite verb and the Dutch affirmative particle wel can be used to 

signal either polarity contrast or polarity correction. The latter can be clearly seen in 

(35a), which corrects/contradicts Speaker A’s utterance The child did not cry, as well 

as in (35b), which corrects/contradicts Speaker A’s utterance The child cried. If an 

element of correction or contradiction is expressed by these linguistic means, then it 

is inadequate for the term polarity contrast to be a cover term for both polarity contrast 

and polarity contradiction, at least as far as German and Dutch are concerned. 

 Also, the term polarity contrast does not adequately cover the uses of SF ne. As 

argued in Section 4.4.7, the reason why SF ne is labeled as a contradiction marker, not 

a contrast marker, is that the term contradiction captures the abandoning and 

correcting properties which the term contrast is incapable of indicating. Along this 

line, the term polarity contrast fails to give sufficient credit to polarity contradiction 

expressed by linguistic devices such as SF ne that indicates meanings beyond polarity 

contrast and enjoys less restrictions (e.g. unlike the Dutch affirmative particle wel, ne 

can occur in sentences of negative polarity). Thus, polarity contradiction should be 

separated from polarity contrast, enjoying an independent status under the category of 

polarity. Accordingly, I propose that a sub-category of contradiction should be added 

to the category of polarity in the TAMEP structure to accommodate a pragmatic 

strategy used by the speaker to signal at the Interpersonal Level that a Communicated 

Content is in contradiction with another Communicated Content or with a previously 

existing assumption in the context.  

 More research needs to be done to see whether there are dedicated markers of 

contradiction in other natural languages.  

 

4.6 Conclusion 

I have argued that the Mandarin non-interrogative SF ne is a contradiction marker in 

its own right, signaling that the current information contradicts the existing 

assumption, be it a preceding message, or an assumption either implicitly expressed 

in that message or already existing in the context. With the presence of ne, the speaker 

makes his/her intentions clearer and more explicit, as if guiding the addressee through 

the interpretation process; without ne, it then depends on the addressee to process how 

relevant the currently stated information is to the preceding sentence or within the 

context.  

 In addition, I have discussed how contradiction should be accommodated in FDG. 

I have suggested that contradiction should be recognized as a sub-category of polarity 

at the layer of the Communicated Content in the TAMEP framework. I have 
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furthermore argued that SF ne is a polarity operator of contradiction at the layer of the 

Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level.  



5 A Hierarchical Approach to Sentence-Final Particles1   
 

5.1 Introduction 

Mandarin is rich in sentence-final particles which, though not obligatory, have a high 

frequency of occurrence in daily conversations. One of the prominent features of 

Mandarin is that sentence-final particles can cluster in a rigid linear order. For instance, 

any permutation of the order of the particles de, le, and a (的了啊) in (1) results in an 

ungrammatical sentence.2  

 

(1)  就   是  这  方面   的   专家   也  没 

  jiu   shi  zhe  fang-mian  de   zhuan-jia,  ye  mei  

  even  COP this aspect   ATTR  expert   also NEG  

 
  那么  多  可  讲  的  了  啊！ 

  na-me duo ke  jiang de  le  a! 

  that  much can  say  CERT MIR MIT 

  ‘Even an expert in this field surely does not have that much to say, either.’ 

 

The meanings and functions of Mandarin sentence-final particles are notoriously 

elusive and surprisingly controversial, which has led to a focus on the specific 

contextual interpretations of individual particles by many researchers, rather than to 

attempts to assign individual particles to specific semantic or pragmatic categories 

such as modality or mirativity. As compared to the many studies on the interpretations 

of individual particles, much less attention has been paid to the explanation of their 

highly restricted order. There is much support in the literature for the idea that the 

ordering can be explained by a three-way split among particles, albeit with variations 

as regards which particles are included in the discussions (cf. Zhu 1982; Hu 1981; 

Huang & Liao 2011; Paul 2014; Simpson 2014). This split, however, has been 

challenged by Pan (2015), who proposes a different split of more than three. One of 

the problems with several of these explanations is that they are limited to constructed 

sentences or sentences taken from classical literary works. As observed by Simpson 

(2014: 177), “[c]urrently, the full range of permitted SFP sequences has not been 

established, despite predictions and expectations that a range of multiple SFP clusters 

should be possible.” To the best of our knowledge, there is only one study that 

attempts to investigate the ordering possibilities using corpus data (Wang 2017). By 

 
1 This is a slightly adapted version of: Fang, Hongmei & Kees Hengeveld. subm. Sentence-

final particles in Mandarin.  
2 The alternative order le de a is acceptable only when le is not a mirative marker but an 

aspectual marker, in which case it is not a sentence-final particle but a postverbal particle. 

Sentence-final particles in languages are often used to communicate a range of meanings 

relating to speaker attitude, force of assertion, evidentiality, clause type, etc. (Simpson 2014: 

157). Post-verbal particles often express meanings that bring restrictions to the verb, such as 

tense or aspect. Hence postverbal particles have different functions from sentence-final 

particles.  
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comparison, extensive research has been carried out on a far greater number of 

sentence-final particles in spoken Cantonese (e.g. Law 2002; Li 2006; Sybesma & Li 

2007). There is, therefore, still a definite need to establish the full range of permitted 

orderings based on large amounts of naturally occurring data, and provide a systematic 

explanation for it. 

 This chapter aims first of all to determine which semantic or pragmatic category 

each individual particle falls into and then to explore the full range of combinatory 

possibilities of particles, using the CCL corpus3. Secondly, we propose a systematic 

explanation for why some particles can be combined and why they are restricted to a 

rigid linear order in a sentence. The theoretical framework adopted in this chapter is 

Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG, Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008), and more 

specifically its multi-layered approach to Tense-Aspect-Modality/Mirativity-

Evidentiality-Polarity (TAMEP) (Hengeveld 2017), in which each TAMEP category 

is assigned to a hierarchical layer.     

The organization of this chapter is as follows. After a brief introduction to the 

relevant aspects of the theoretical framework adopted in this chapter in Section 5.2, 

Section 5.3 formulates predictions and explains the methods used in this study. 

Section 5.4 discusses the semantic and pragmatic categories that the individual 

sentence-final particle falls into. Section 5.5 provides the corpus findings, discusses 

the clustering of the particles and explains why the clustering is rigid and highly 

restricted. Section 5.6 presents the conclusions.  

 

5.2 Hierarchies in FDG 

This section will give a short and selective introduction to the hierarchical approach 

used in this study, focusing on the points that are directly relevant to our later 

discussion. 

 Functional Discourse Grammar (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008) is a top-down 

model of language structure, and is typologically-based. It consists of several levels 

of organization: the Interpersonal Level, dealing with pragmatics, the 

Representational Level, dealing with semantics, and the Morphosyntactic and 

Phonological Levels. Only the first two levels are relevant here.  

 Each level is hierarchically organized in terms of scopal layers. At the 

Interpersonal Level, the highest layer is the Move, which is a complete contribution 

to a discourse; the next highest layer is the Discourse Act, which is the smallest unit 

of communicative behaviour. The Discourse Act consists of an Illocution, the speech 

act Participants, and a Communicated Content, which is the message that is being 

communicated. The Communicated Content itself is built up with Subacts of 

Ascription and Reference. At the Representational Level, the highest layer is the 

Propositional Content, which is a mental construct. It contains one or more Episodes, 

which are coherent combinations of States-of-Affairs which share participants, 

absolute time, and location. A State of Affairs is an event or state that can be situated 

in relative time. It contains a Configurational Property, which is a predication frame 

 
3 All the examples, unless otherwise stated, are from this corpus. Further information can be 

found in Section 5.3. 
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specifying a combination of a property/relation and its arguments that describes the 

State of Affairs. Finally, the Lexical Property represents the predicate on which the 

predication frame is built. 

 Each layer may be modified by a corresponding set of operators, which are 

grammatical expressions of categories such as aspectual, temporal, and modal. Recent 

years have witnessed the development of a systematic hierarchical approach within 

FDG to Tense, Aspect, Mood/Modality, Mirativity, Evidentiality, and Polarity 

(TAMEP) systems (Hengeveld 1989; Hengeveld 2017; Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018) 

as shown in Table 1. This approach aims at predicting, describing, and explaining a 

number of properties of relevant systems, such as “the ordering and co-occurrence or 

non-occurrence of the relevant morphemes, as well as the degrees of their 

grammaticalization” (Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 323). 

 

Table 1. Tense, aspect, mood, evidentiality, mirativity, polarity, and localization 

categories in FDG (adapted from Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 325) 
 

Interpersonal level 

 Discourse Act  Illocution Communicated 

Content 

Ascriptive Subact 

Mood illocutionary 

modification 

basic illocution; 

illocutionary 

modification 

  

Polarity rejection negative basic 

illocutions 

denial metalinguistic negation 

Evidentiality 

 

quotative  reportative reportative 

Mirativity 
 

  mirative  

 

Representational level 

 

 Propositional 

Content  

Episode State-of-

Affairs 

Configurational 

Property 

Lexical 

Property 

Mood 

 

p-modality ep-modality e-modality fc-modality  

Polarity disagreement co-negation non-

occurrence 

failure local negation 

Tense  absolute 
tense 

relative tense   

Aspect   event 

quantification 

qualitative aspect, 

participant-oriented 
quantification 

property 

quantification 

Localization   event 

location 

 directionality 

Evidentiality inference deduction event 

perception 

  

 

 

As can be seen in Table 1, semantic and pragmatic categories are organized in terms 

of their scope. More specifically, they pertain to the various hierarchical levels and 

layers distinguished above. Semantic categories are organized at the Representational 

Level whereas pragmatic categories are organized at the Interpersonal Level. The 

Interpersonal Level has scope over the Representational Level and within each level, 
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reading from left to right, each layer has higher scope than the next. Let us illustrate 

the scope relations by means of (2) from Hidatsa.  

 

(2)  Wíra  i  ápáari  ki    stao   ski. 

  tree   it  grow   INGR   REM.PST  CERT 

‘The tree must have begun to grow a long time ago.’ (Hengeveld 2017: 14, 

citing Matthews 1965) 

 

In (2), the ingressive aspect ki, specifying the internal temporal structure of the event, 

is at the layer of Configurational Property; the absolute tense marker stao, indicating 

the external temporal structure of the event, is at the layer of Episode; the modality 

marker ski, indicating certainty, is at the layer of Propositional Content. Thus their 

hierarchical relations are as follows: ski (Propositional Content) > stao (Episode) > ki 

(Configurational Property). This hierarchy precisely mirrors their relative order in (2). 

This also holds for the clustering of expressions at other layers or of other categories 

allocated in Table 1 when they use the same morphological strategy, such as affixes, 

auxiliaries or particles (Hengeveld 2017: 15).   

 We propose two modifications of the system proposed in Table 1. First of all, as 

explained above, the Discourse Act contains the Illocution, the speech act Participants, 

and the Communicated Content as elements of like rank. It is therefore incorrect to 

say that the Illocution has scope over the Communicated Content, as these are sisters, 

though it is correct to say that the Communicated Content is within the scope of the 

Discourse Act. Secondly, we do not agree with the distinction made by Hengeveld & 

Mackenzie (2008) between two types of illocutionary modification: one at the layer 

of the Discourse Act and one at the layer of the Illocution. Hengeveld & Mackenzie 

(2008: 66-68) argue that illocutionary modification applies at the layer of the 

Discourse Act when one and the same marker of mitigation or reinforcement can be 

combined with more than one Illocution; it applies at the layer of the Illocution 

(Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 83) when it can be combined with one Illocution only. 

This approach means that, contrary to the general principles of FDG, operators with 

exactly the same pragmatic effect end up at different layers on distributional grounds 

only. We therefore will treat all instances of illocutionary modification as operators 

of the Discourse Act, as their function is to mitigate or reinforce the effects of a 

Discourse Act as a whole. 

 With these modifications in mind, the layers relevant to our discussion of 

Mandarin sentence-final particles are from among those listed in Table 1 are the 

Propositional Content, the Communicated Content, and the Discourse Act. The 

Propositional Content is defined as a mental construct entertained about a series of 

states of affairs; the Communicated Content is the message transmitted in an utterance; 

the Discourse Act represents the basic unit of communicative behavior (Hengeveld & 

Olbertz 2018: 324; for more details see Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008; 2010). Their 

scope relations are as follows: Discourse Act > Communicated Content > Proposition.  

 The operator categories relevant for our discussion are proposition-oriented 

modality, mirativity, polarity, and illocutionary modification. There are four types of 

modality in FDG, but what is relevant here is just proposition-oriented modality, 

which expresses the degree of commitment of a speaker with respect to the truth value 

of a proposition. Mirativity is concerned with the information status of the content of 
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a speech act in terms of whether the information is newsworthy or surprising; polarity 

operates at every layer of the Interpersonal and Representational Levels. We will show 

below that the subtype of polarity of denial, which operates at the layer of the 

Communicated Content, is relevant for the analysis of sentence final particles in 

Mandarin. Illocutionary modification, finally, modifies a Discourse Act by either 

mitigating or reinforcing it.  

 Table 2 summarizes the layers and operator categories from Table 1 that are 

relevant for the current chapter. Note that we will add a further layer and category 

later on based on our discussion of the Mandarin particles below. 

 

Table 2. Relevant mood, mirativity, and polarity categories in FDG  

 

 

Interpersonal Level Representational 

Level 

Discourse Act Communicated Content Propositional 

Content 

Mood 
illocutionary 
modification 

 
proposition-oriented 

modality 

Polarity  denial  

Mirativity  mirative  

 

5.3 Predictions and methods 

The following predictions follow from the hierarchical FDG approach: (i) each 

sentence-final particle can be assigned to a pragmatic or semantic layer once its 

functions are identified; (ii) particles that pertain to the same layer but belong to 

different categories, or particles that pertain to different layers, can cluster together; 

(iii) the linear ordering within clusters is determined by the particles’ hierarchical 

positioning in the layered FDG framework, which it iconically reflects.  

 In order to test our predictions, we use corpus data. The corpus we use is the CCL 

modern corpus, made up of 509,913,589 words and including various text types, 

ranging from novels, newspaper articles, academic papers, talk shows, to cyber texts. 

We searched the CCL corpus for all logically possible combinations of the sentence-

final particles under investigation. We first searched for all combinations of two and 

then for all combinations of three particles. Starting from the latter, we also searched 

for combinations of four, which turned out not to occur in the corpus.  

 We also designed a questionnaire to test the acceptability of certain orderings of 

the particles in cases in which there was a frequency lower than five and went against 

the intuition of the first author. Based on these criteria, we collected seven sentences 

in total from the corpus, which were given in the questionnaire along with their 

counterparts with a reversed particle order. The sentences were randomized before 

they were submitted to the informants. Fifteen native speakers of Mandarin were 

asked to fill out the questionnaire. Two extra pairs of sentences whose particle 

ordering is undisputed were also included as controls with the aim to test the reliability 

of the answers. 
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5.4 Sentence-final particles in Mandarin 

 

5.4.1 Introduction 

The most frequently used sentence-final particles in Mandarin Chinese are the 

following six: de (的), le (了), ne (呢), ba (吧), ma (吗)4, and a (啊) (Huang and Liao 

2011: 31).5 Since, as we will show, there are two homophonous particles with the 

form ne, we are in fact dealing with seven particles here. Apart from these seven 

particles, this chapter will also study the particle ou6 (哦), as ou is a particle that is 

recently increasingly used (Zhang 2013: 82). In all, then, this chapter will deal with 

eight particles. 

 In this section, we shall explore each individual particle’s semantic or pragmatic 

function(s)7. 

 

5.4.2 The sentence-final particle de 

The sentence-final particle de is a modal marker of certainty 8 (Chao 1968: 800; 

Huang & Liao 2011: 32; Li 2007: 270; Lü 2016: 162; Paul 2014: 99). For instance, in 

 
4 The graphic form of ma can also be 嘛. Further explanation can be found in Section 5.4.4.  
5 Less frequently used particles are ma (嘛), bei (呗), ba le (罢了), er yi (而已), ye ba (也罢), 

ye hao (也好), la (啦), lei (嘞), lou (喽) and zhe ne (着呢) (Huang and Liao 2011: 31).  
6 Actually, the Pinyin for 哦 is ‘o’; for the sake of convenience we use ou to refer to 哦. Further 

explanations can be found in Section 5.4.7.  
7 If not otherwise stated, the term ‘particle’ means sentence-final particle.  
8 However, what is complicated in its identification is that the particle de can also be an 

attributive marker that marks a modifier within a noun phrase. Additionally, when the head of 

the noun phrase is dropped, it functions as a nominalizer. In these cases the contextual 

information is sufficient to retrieve the modified element. For  the sake of consistency, we gloss 

it as an attributive marker in this use as well, as the nominalizing use seems to be derived from 

the attributive one. When the original last element of the sentence happens to be the omitted 

one, this leaves the attributive de to occupy the sentence-final position as in (i).  

 

(i)  (我  不  在乎), 现在  你  是  最  重要  的。 

  wo  bu  zai-hu xian-zai ni  shi  zui  zhong-yao de. 

  1.SG  NEG care now  2.SG COP most important ATTR 

  ‘(I don’t care), now you are the most important one.’ 

 

In this case, one of the most effective ways to distinguish the attributive de from the modal de 

is to see whether the deletion of de results in incompleteness of the sentence or a change of its 

basic meaning. In (3), the modal de can be deleted with the loss concerning the modal meaning 

only, whereas the deletion of the attributive de in (i) leads to ungrammaticality of the sentence.  

The copula shi occurs highly frequently with de, which avails a negation test to distinguish the 

two kinds of de (Huang & Liao 2011: 33-34). If the negative word bu or mei can be added 

before shi, then de is attributive; if bu immediately follows shi, then de is modal. When shi is 

added to (3), the negative word has to follow shi as in (iia) and cannot precede shi as in (iib); 

conversely, as regards (iii), bu can precede but not follow shi as shown in (iiia) and (iiib).   
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(3), the presence of de indicates that the speaker is quite certain about the propositional 

content wo wen guo Lao-wu, whereas its absence leads to a neutral statement.  

 

(3)  我  问  过  老吴  的。 

  wo  wen guo Lao-wu de. 

  1.SG  ask  EXP Lao-wu CERT 

  ‘Surely I have asked Lao-wu.’ (Lü 2016: 162) 

 

If certainty is the meaning that de expresses, it has scope over the entire proposition 

and thus can be assigned to the category of proposition-oriented modality. In FDG, it 

is a subjective epistemic modal that operates at the layer of the Propositional Content 

at the Representational Level. As shown in Table 2, this makes de the only sentence-

final particle that operates at the Representational Level.  

 There is controversy in the literature over whether the sentence-final de is a 

certainty marker or a construction marker in the “shi…de” construction. Xiong (2007: 

321-330) conflates these two different uses of de, arguing that de expresses certainty 

in the “shi…de” construction. This stance is followed by Paul & Whitman (2008: 413-

451; Paul 2014: 99-102), who claim that the construction with the sentence-final 

particle de is actually a subtype of the shi … de construction which they label the 

‘propositional assertion’ construction, and which Hengeveld (1990) calls a ‘veridical 

construction’. An example of this construction is given in (4): 

 

(4)  我  是  从来  不  抽   烟   的。 

  wo  shi  cong-lai bu  chou  yan  de.  

  1.SG  COP ever  NEG inhale   smoke  ATTR 

  ‘(It is the case that) I have never smoked.’ (Paul 2014: 99, glossing ours) 

 

In this construction the copula shi takes the nominalized clause cong lai bu chou yan 

de as its complement. Since the copula is optional in Mandarin, Paul (2014) argues 

that cases with and without the copula shi are equivalent, and that cases such as the 

one in (3) are underlyingly to cases such as the one in (4). Though we think that this 

may well provide a diachronic explanation for the existence of de as a sentence-final 

 
(ii)  a. 我  是  没  问  过  老吴  的。 

 wo  shi   mei  wen guo  Lao-wu  de. 

 1.SG  COP not  ask  EXP Lao-wu  CERT 

 ‘Surely I haven’t asked Lao-wu.’ 

 b.*wo  bu/mei shi  wen guo  Lao-wu  de. 

 

(iii) a. 我 不  在乎， 现在  你  不  是  最  重要  的。 

 wo bu  zai-hu, xian-zai ni  bu  shi  zui  zhong-yao de. 

 1.SG NEG care now  2.SG NEG COP most important ATTR 

 ‘I don’t care, now you are not the most important.’ 

 b. *wo bu  zai-hu,  xian-zai ni  shi  bu  zui  zhong-yao  de. 

  

A negation test like this might prove not to be effective when there is a complex sentence, the 

negation of which might involve the interaction with other constituents. Hence, in the following 

relevant sections, we will use the deletion test only. 
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marker of certainty, we do not agree that sentences with and without shi are equivalent, 

as shi has a focalizing effect that is not present in sentences in which shi is absent. 

Besides, although there is already a negative word bu in the complement, we can still 

add the same negative word bu before shi, as in (5). This clearly shows that de in (4) 

is not a modal particle as argued by Paul but an attributive marker, as according to 

(Huang & Liao 2011: 33-34), de is not a modal element if a negative word can precede 

shi (for details, see footnote 8). We thus consider de in (3) to be a certainty marker 

rather than a specific instance of the attributive marker de. 

 

(5)  我  不  是  从来  不  抽   烟   的。 

  wo  bu  shi  cong-lai bu  chou  yan  de.  

  1.SG  NEG COP ever  NEG inhale   smoke  ATTR 

  ‘(It is not the case that) I have never smoked.’ 

 

5.4.3 The sentence-final le3
9 

Sentence-final le3 is a mirative marker, encoding newsworthiness or surprise (Chapter 

2). In (6), the speaker uses le3 to signal to the addressee that this information 

transmitted is worthy of notice in the sense of, for instance, trying to remind him/her 

to make less salty dumplings next time.  

 

(6) 晚上   的  饺子   有  点   咸  了。 
 wan-shang de  jiao-zi   you dian  xian le3 

 night   ATTR dumpling  have a.little  salty MIR 

 ‘The dumplings I had last night were a little salty!’ 

 

The meaning of le3 is highly controversial. The opinions are surprisingly divergent as 

regards the functions that it realizes as well as the category that it falls into. It is 

believed to indicate “change of state” (Zhu 1982: 209; Lü 2016: 352), or “currently 

relevant state” (Li & Thompson 1981: 240), and the completion of a sentence (Wang 

2016: 351; Huang and Liao 2011: 32). According to other authors, it expresses mood 

(Lü 2014: 321, Peng 2009), tense (Liu 2002, Chen 2005), aspect (Jin 2003), and even 

evidentiality (Shi 2000). However, as argued in Chapter 2, le3 is a mirative marker in 

its own right as it always occurs in contexts involving a new situation. In other 

contexts the sentence would be infelicitous. I further demonstrate this by applying 

Peterson's (2017) tests for mirativity. One further reason for controversy about le3 is 

that there are two more le’s: a perfective le1 and a perfect le2 (Chapter 2). The former 

occupies the post-verbal position, encoding completion, whereas the latter occupies 

the sentence-final position, encoding that a state-of-affairs started in the past and 

continues to the present. As such, the sentence-final le could be a mirative le3 or a 

perfect le2. Despite the fact that there are clear cases in which sentence-final le is 

 
9 There are three different particles le: le1 — a perfective marker; le2 — a perfect marker; and 

le3— a mirative marker. In this chapter, we only take le3 into consideration. See Chapter 2 for 

further discussion of all three particles. 
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mirative as in (4), sometimes the perfect le2 and the mirative le3 can coincide as shown 

in (7).    

 

(7) 小   明  也  喜欢  跳舞  了。 

 Xiao  Ming ye  xi-huan tiao-wu le2.3  

 Xiao  Ming too  like  dance  PRF.MIR 

‘(You may not know that) Xiao Ming has come to like dancing, too.’ 

                  (Lü 2016: 352) 

 

In (7), the speaker not only means that Xiao Ming began to like dancing, but also 

indicates that this information is newsworthy to the addressee. 10  In this case, le 

expresses both perfect and mirative meanings which are impossible to separate. Hence, 

we incorporate perfect le2 into our investigation. 

 The sentence-final le3, as a mirative marker, presents the communicated content 

as newsworthy or surprising, thus operating at the layer of the Communicated Content 

at the Interpersonal Level. 

 

5.4.4 The particle ma 

The particle ma has two common graphic forms: 吗 and 嘛. The first has been argued 

to be an interrogative marker in polar questions (Simpson 2014: 160), while the 

second would be used in the remaining sentence types. However, we here follow Li 

(2006: 28-36), who convincingly argues that ma is a single particle that should be 

given a unified treatment, because the two graphic forms come from one and the same 

etymological source and are furthermore used in complementary textual distribution 

in terms of sentence types. The fact that the second written form can also occur in 

polar questions in the CCL written corpus, as in (8), shows that it is not really different 

from the first. 

 

(8) 我  喜欢  教导  别人，  帮  别人  拿  主意， 

 wo  xi-huan jiao-dao bie-ren, bang bie-ren na  zhu-yi,  

 1.SG  like  instruct others  help others  make ideas 

  
 做  决定…  这  很  容易  嘛？ 

 zuo  jue-ding… zhe  hen rong-yi ma? 

 make decide  this very easy  REINF 

‘I like to instruct people and help them to make a decision… Can you call this 

very easy? Not at all!’ 

 

Chao (1968: 803), too, considers 吗 and 嘛 as just graphic variants, although 吗 and 

嘛 give the impression that 吗 has a high tone and 嘛 has a low tone. Actually, particles 

are in neutral tones and always unstressed (Chao 1968: 798). For this reason, the high 

 
10 We have found that sentence final le may express mirativity only, both mirativity and perfect 

meaning, but never just perfect meaning. This may have to do with the fact that in many 

languages the mirative is historically derived from the perfect (Hengeveld & Olbertz 2012). 
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or low tone that they seemingly have is attributed by the prosodic contour of the 

sentence, not by their inherent tonal features.  

 The general function of ma is to reinforce a speech act. (9) is a further example of 

this use of ma in a polar question, in which the speaker’s interrogative intention is 

made explicit with the presence of ma. If we compare the corresponding sentences 

with and without ma, the difference lies in the explicitness of the interrogative force; 

therefore, ma can be said to reinforce this interrogative force.  

 

(9) 你  懂    我  的   意思  吗？ 

 ni  dong   wo  de   yi-si  ma? 

 2.SG  understand 1.SG ATTR  meaning REINF 

 ‘Do you understand what I mean?’ 

 

Ma also has a reinforcing effect in other sentence types, such as declaratives, 

directives, and prohibitives. (10a) is a declarative in which ma reinforces the 

assertiveness, in the sense that what’s being asserted is very obvious; (10b) is a wh-

question in which ma indicates that the speaker is insisting on the addressee providing 

an answer; (10c) is a directive in which ma2 makes the directive force stronger; and 

(10d) is a prohibitive in which the speaker is urging the addressee to not be nervous. 

  

(10) a. 再   大  也  是  孩子  嘛！ 

  zai   da  ye  shi  hai-zi  ma!   

  whatever old  also COP child  REINF 

  ‘No matter how old, (he) is still a child (in front of me). Don’t you see?’ 

 

 b.我  犯   了  哪门子   法  嘛？ 

  wo  fan   le  na-men-zi  fa  ma? 

  1.SG violate  PFV what   law REINF 

  ‘(I insist to tell me) What crime did I commit?’ 

 

 c. 再   忍耐  一  下  嘛！ 

  zai   ren-nai yi  xia  ma!   

  continue tolerate one CLF REINF 

  ‘Please have some patience.’ 

 

 d.不要  紧张   嘛，  慢慢   地   讲。 

  bu-yao  jin-zhang  ma,  man-man  de   jiang 

  don’t  nervous  REINF  slowly   COMP  speak 

  ‘Don’t be nervous, don’t. Speak slowly.’ 

  

As ma expresses illocutionary modification, it pertains to the layer of Discourse Act 

at the Interpersonal Level in the FDG framework. 
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5.4.5 The sentence-final ne 

The sentence-final ne, one of the most controversial particles, is by some believed to 

have a unified function (Li & Thompson 1981: 300-307; Hu 1981: 108-109; 

Chauncey 2006: 127-134; Li 2006: 11-19; Wu 2009: 1-25), and by others to have 

multiple separate functions (Chao 1968: 804-805; Zhu 1982: 208; Lü 2016: 412-413). 

Both approaches, however, agree that sentence-final ne has an interrogative use and a 

non-interrogative use. According to Qi (2002: 128), these two uses are generally 

believed to originate from different sources and to have undergone different 

grammaticalization paths. Although ne has finally grammaticalized into the same 

pronunciation and written form, its functions remain different. In our opinion, ne1 is 

a marker of contradiction while ne2 is a reinforcer which enhances the interrogative 

illocutionary force of all question types except the polar one. 

  Chapter 4 argues that ne1 is used to signal that what’s being said is in contradiction 

with the preceding utterances or with the existing expectation, assertion, claim, belief, 

assumption, etc. Consider the following example from Chao (1968: 805): 

 

(11) 他  还  会  扯  谎   呢。 

  ta  hai  hui  che  huang  ne1 

  3.SG  even can  pull lie   CTR 

  ‘He can even tell lies, which is not expected.’ 

 

Without ne1, (11) is just a neutral statement; with ne1, the speaker is highlighting that 

the information being conveyed contradicts the existing assumption that the third 

person subject cannot tell lies. Similarly, in (12), the speaker tries to signal that the 

information provided is against the assumption that hospitals do not test on dogs. In 

both cases, the previous belief or assumption is being contradicted and abandoned.   

 

(12) 医院    用  狗  做  实验   呢。 

  yi-yuan  yong gou zuo  shi-yan  ne1. 

  hospital  use  dog make experiment CTR 

  ‘The hospital tests on dogs.’ 

 

The intention of the speaker to call attention to the contradicted information can be 

further proven by the fact that ne1 is very often followed by an exclamation mark 

despite the fact that the sentence is not exclamative as such, as observed by Hu (1981: 

108). The use of an exclamation mark is triggered by the emphatic stress on other 

constituents of the sentence, as, in the case of (13), on xia ban er.  

 

(13) 还 没  到  下  班  儿  的   时候  呢！ 

  hai mei dao xia  ban er  de   shi-hou ne1! 

  still NEG arrive down work FILL ATTR  time  CTR 

  ‘It’s not yet time to get off work!’  (Hu 1981: 108) 

 

 It is generally believed that ne1 occurs in statements only; however, Hu (1981: 109) 

notices that ne1 can occasionally occur in directives, having the function of calling the 

addressee’s attention. In the following two sentences, the speaker is urging the 
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addressee to do something that the addressee is not willing to do, as can be revealed 

by the adjacent clauses wei-shen-me bu shuo in (14a) and hao mei-mei in (14b). 

Therefore, ne1 in directives, as in statements, also functions to signal a contradiction, 

more specifically with the addressee’s unwillingness/reluctance to carry out the 

proposed action.  

 

(14) a. 说  呢， 为什么   不  说？ 

   shuo ne1  wei-shen-me bu  shuo 

   say  CTR why   NEG say 

   ‘Say, please, why not say it?’   (Authors’ own example) 

 

  b.好  妹妹，  替  我  梳  梳  呢。 

   hao mei-mei ti  wo  shu  shu  ne1 

   good sister  for  1.SG comb comb CTR 

   ‘Good sister, come on. Comb for me.’  (Lü 2014: 422) 

 

As a matter of fact, statements and directives are not the only sentence types in which 

ne1 can occur.  It can also occur in interrogatives as in (15).  

 

(15) The family of three plans to go somewhere, but when they are about to depart,  

 the father is notified to have some urgent work to do. Then the mother says in a 

low voice to her daughter, 
  咱们   先  走  吧， 没  看见  爸爸 正   忙  

  zan-men  xian zou  ba,  mei kan-jian ba-ba zheng  mang  

  1.PL   first go  MIT NEG see   Dad being  busy  

 
  着  呢  吗？ 

  zhe  ne1  ma? 
  PROG CTR MIT 
  ‘Let’s go first. Don’t you see Dad is busy right now?’  

 

Although ne1 occurs in (15), it is not to reinforce the interrogative force of the sentence, 

which, instead, is executed by the presence of ma. The fact that both ne1 and ne2 can 

occur in interrogatives but function differently indicates that they are different 

particles that cannot be differentiated only by the sentence types they occur in. The 

function of ne1 is argued by Chauncey (2006: 127-134) and Lin (1984: 237) to indicate 

contrast, by Wu (2009: 20-23) to indicate discrepancy, and by Xu (2008: 159) to 

indicate difference. ‘Contrast’, ‘discrepancy’ and ‘difference’ share the same semantic 

domain — difference, focusing on varying degrees of it. The reason why we prefer 

the term ‘contradiction’ is because it more accurately captures ne1’s corrective or 

eliminating property. Ne1 not only indicates that the information being communicated 

is contrastive with and different from the previous belief, assumption, claim etc., but 

also indicates that the information provided or implied is corrected and eliminated.  

  Sentence-final ne2 can occur in all interrogative types other than polar questions, 

namely wh-questions such as (16), Verb-Not-Verb questions such as (17), alternative 

questions such as (18).  
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(16) 什么   是  教育学   的  研究  对象   呢？ 

  shen-me  shi  jiao-yu-xue de  yan-jiu  dui-xiang  ne2? 

  what   COP pedagogy  ATTR study  object   REINF 

  ‘What is the object of study for pedagogy?’  

 

(17) 这  个  快乐   他  得到  没  得到  呢？ 

  zhe  ge  kuai-le   ta  de-dao  mei de-dao  ne2? 

  DEM  CLF happiness  3.SG gain  NEG gain  REINF 

  ‘Has he gained this kind of happiness? 

 

(18) 他  宣传   他  那些  呆板  的   东西，  对  

  ta  xuan-chuan ta  na-xie  dai-ban de   dong-xi, dui 

  3.SG  advertise  3.SG those  rigid  ATTR  things  for  

 
  我们  是  好  影响   还是  坏  影响   呢？ 

  wo-men shi  hao ying-xiang hai-shi huai ying-xiang ne2? 

  1.PL  COP good influence  or   bad influence  REINF 

  ‘As for the rigid things he advertised, do they have a good or bad impact on us?’ 

 

In addition, the sentence-final ne2 can occur in truncated questions and phatic 

questions. The truncated questions in which ne2 occurs, are made up of a noun or a 

noun phrase with the wh-word being unambiguously retrievable from the context, 

either zai na er ‘where’ or zen me yang ‘what/how about’ (Lü 2016: 412; Hu 1981: 

109) as in (19a) and (19b).  

 

(19) a. 陈白鹿：…  告诉  我， 你  妈妈  呢？ 

   Chen Bai Lu:  … gao-su  wo,  ni  ma-ma  ne2? 

   Chen Bai Lu  tell   1.SG 2.SG Mum  REINF 

 
   小东西：   在  楼上。 

   Xiao Dong Xi:   zai  lou-shang. 

   Xiao Dong Xi  at  upstairs 

   ‘Chen Bai Lu:  Tell me. Where is your Mum? 

   Xiao Dong Xi:  Upstairs.’ 

 

  b.我  明天   回  上海，   你  呢？ 

   wo  ming-tian  hui  Shanghai,  ni  ne2? 

   1.SG tomorrow  back Shanghai  2.SG REINF 

  ‘I will go back to Shanghai tomorrow. What about you?’ (Lü 2016: 412) 

 

Actually, there is another type of truncated questions in which ne2 occurs very often 

as in (20).   
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(20) 如果  你  是  政治   人物  呢？ 

  ru-guo ni  shi  zheng-zhi  ren-wu  ne2? 

  if   2.SG COP politics  figure  REINF 

  ‘What if you are a political figure?’ 

 

As opposed to (19), (20) involves a conditional clause plus ne2, with a meaning similar 

to ‘what if…’ in English. The ‘what’ reading of the sentence is attributed to the 

occurrence of ne2, without which the sentence becomes incomplete and 

ungrammatical.  

 The last type of questions in which ne2 occurs is phatic questions, which are not 

real questions asked by the speaker to solicit an answer, but serve pragmatic functions 

such as ‘How are you?’ in English.  

 

(21) (Situation: the son comes home in the evening and sees his father drinking alone, 

  as he often does.) 

  Son: 喝  着  呢？ 

    he  zhe  ne2? 

    drink PROG REINF  

    ‘Having a drink?’ 

 

  Father: 嗯， 回  来  了？ 

     ng,  hui  lai  le? 

     Yes back come PRF 

     ‘Yes, you are back?’ (Wu 2009: 4)  

 

In whatever type of question, the occurrence of ne2 makes the sentence more explicitly 

inquisitive as compared its counterparts without ne2 (Chauncey 2006: 18; Li 2006: 

14). In other words, ne2 has the function of reinforcing the interrogative illocution.  

 Sentence-final ne1 and ne2 have different functions and thus operate at different 

layers in FDG. Ne1 indicates contradiction, signaling the inconsistent information 

status of the ongoing information with the previously existing one, so it is at the layer 

of the Communicated Content. Ne2 is an illocutionary modifier, and thus operates at 

the layer of the Discourse Act at the Interpersonal Level. 

 

5.4.6 The sentence-final ba 

Chapter 3 argues that the sentence-final ba has a unified function of mitigating the 

illocutionary force of all sentence types. We follow Han (1995: 100) and Li (2006: 35) 

here, who made a similar point, though using a different terminology. In different 

contexts, this general mitigating function accommodates different specific values. 

Let’s look at the following sentences. 
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(22) a. 你  在  开  玩笑   吧。  

   ni  zai  kai  wan-xiao  ba 

    2.SG  PROG make  joke    MIT  

   ‘You are joking, I suppose.’  

 

  b. 你  明白   我  的  意思  吧？ 

   ni  ming-bai  wo  de  yi-si  ba？ 

   2.SG  understand 1.SG ATTR meaning MIT  

   ‘You understand what I meant, right?’  

 

  c. 一共   多少   钱   吧？ 

   yi-gong  duo-shao  qian  ba? 

   altogether how.much  money  MIT 

   ‘How much altogether? Please tell me.’ (Zhu 1982: 211) 

 

  d. 你  给  我们  慢慢   道  来  吧。 

   ni  gei  wo-men man-man  dao lai  ba 

   2.SG  give 1.PL  slowly   say  come MIT 

   ‘Tell us and speak slowly, OK?’  

 

  e. 爷爷   奶奶  想  独  吞  不成？   太  小气  

   ye-ye   nai-nai xiang du  tun  bu-cheng?  tai  xiao-qi 

   grandpa  grandma want alone take RHET   too  mean  

 
   了  吧！ 

   le   ba! 

   MIR  MIT 

‘How could grandpa and grandma want to take exclusive possession of it? 

This is too mean, isn’t it!’  

 

  f. 别  吊   了  吧。 

   bie  diao  le  ba. 

   PROH sling  MIR MIT 

   ‘Don’t sling it any more, OK?’  

 

  g.  (The son is afraid of swinging. His father is trying to encourage him to have 

a try by showing him how. Seeing that his father is enjoying himself on the 

swing, the son says,) 
   好 吧， 但  我  不  要  荡   得  那么  高。 

   hao ba,  dan wo  bu  yao dang  de  na-me  gao 

   okay MIT but  1.SG NEG want swing  ATTR that  high 

   ‘Alright then, but I don’t want to swing that high.’  

 

In comparison with the absence of ba, the illocutionary force of all the sentences in 

(22) is mitigated and different mitigating effects are obtained depending on the 
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sentence type: (22a) sounds less assertive and less committed by the speaker; in (22b), 

the speaker is soliciting confirmation rather than giving a direct statement; in (22c), 

the speaker is urging the addressee to give an answer to the content question without 

sounding too inquisitive; in (22d), ba softens a request, making it less face-threatening; 

in (22e), ba mitigates the intensity of strong negative emotions, making it less harsh; 

in (22f), a prohibition sounds less offensive; in (22g), the presence of ba reduces the 

degree of the willingness embedded in the actional yes ‘hao’. In general, in all the 

sentences in (22), the speaker is using the mitigator ba to negotiate with the addressee 

in order to maintain their interpersonal relationships. Hence, negotiation is ba’s 

general mitigating function.  

 The functions of the particle ba are highly controversial in the literature. As shown 

in Chapter 3, it has been interpreted in the literature as expressing modal meanings 

(e.g. Li 2007: 274–276; Wang 1943[1985]: 174; Zhu 1999: 234–241; Chu 1998: 139; 

Zhao & Sun 2015: 121–132; Zhang 1997: 19) as well as in many other ways, for 

instance as a particle expressing estimation (Wang 1943[1985]: 174), soliciting 

agreement (Li & Thompson 1981: 307–311), encoding a suggestion (Wiedenhof 

2015: 241–242), or undetermined intention (Zhao & Sun 2015: 121–132). In addition 

to categorizing the sentence-final ba as a mitigator, Chapter 3 has argued on the basis 

of the following five aspects that ba is not a modal marker: first of all, unlike a modal 

marker that occurs only in declaratives and restrictively in interrogatives, ba can occur 

in all basic sentence types of Mandarin, as also emphasized in Li (2006); secondly, ba 

can co-occur with all different subtypes of modal elements; thirdly, ba is used even 

when the speaker assumes a high confidence in the propositional content; fourthly, ba 

can occur in non-propositional utterances (such as imperatives), and fifthly, the 

hierarchical ordering of ba and other sentence-final particles when they cluster shows 

that ba has scope over the utterance as a whole.  

 As an illocutionary modifier, the sentence-final ba operates at the layer of the 

Discourse Act, and is thus similar to ma and ne2 which are its reinforcing counterparts 

(see Sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.6). 

 

5.4.7 The sentence-final ou 11 

We argue that the sentence-final ou is a marker of reinforcement, highlighting the 

importance of the information being conveyed. As shown in the following examples, 

ou can modify, more specifically, reinforce the illocutionary force of all sentence 

types. (23a) is a statement, in which the speaker uses ou to call the addressee’s 

attention to his/her assessment that the addressee is not like a Shanghainese at all; 

(23b) is a directive in which the speaker is highlighting his/her request for the 

addressee to do something in case that the addressee would forget or fails to take it 

seriously; (23c) is an interrogative in which the speaker questions strongly what they 

are doing; (23d) is an exclamative in which the speaker is emphasizing his/her 

excitement.   

 

 
11 One of the issues concerned with ou is what its written form is. Some (Chao 1968: 810; Zhu 

1982: 207; Hu 1981: 83) use the form 呕, but others (Li & Thompson 1981: 311-313; Wu 2005: 
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(23) a. 你  一点  不  像  上海   人   哦！ 

   ni  yi-dian bu  xiang Shanghai  ren   ou!   

   2.SG  a little  NEG like Shanghai  people  REINF 

   ‘You are not like a Shanghainese at all. Maybe even you yourself are not  

   aware of this.’ 

 

  b. 拜托   了  哦。 

   bai-tuo  le  ou.  

   entrust   MIR REINF 

   ‘I leave all that to you. Please don’t forget.’ 

 

  c.  我们   这  是  在  干  什么  哦？ 

   wo-men  zhe  shi  zai  gan shen-me ou?     

   1.PL   this COP be  do  what  REINF 

   ‘What are we doing now?’  

 

  d. 我  好  兴奋  哦！ 

   wo  hao xing-fen ou! 

   1.SG  good excited REINF 

   ‘I am so excited! You should know this.’ (Zhang 2013: 83) 

 

In whatever sentence type ou may occur, its presence shows that the speaker intends 

that the addressee should pay special attention to what he/she says. In the literature, 

there are not many studies on sentence-final ou, and opinions are divergent about the 

functions of ou. It is believed to function as a ‘warning reminder’ (Chao 1968: 810; 

Paul 2014: 92; Pan & Paul 2016: 25), as just a ‘reminder’ (Zhu 1982: 208; Hu 1981: 

109), as a ‘friendly warning’ (Li and Thompson 1981: 311), or to ‘highlight the 

salience and newsworthiness of a focal event’ (Wu 2005: 993). Li and Thompson 

(1981: 311) claim that ou is often used in a command, which is also implicitly agreed 

upon by most as can be gathered from the examples given in the literature. However, 

as shown in (23c) and (23d), ou can occur in interrogatives and exclamatives as well, 

in both of which it does not function as expressing a warning or reminder. Let us look 

at (24), an example given by Li and Thompson (1981: 311), in which ou is believed 

to have the function of converting the command into a concerned warning. However, 

if we remove ou from (24), it is still a warning issued by the speaker to ask the 

 
967-995) do not specify the form. The attribution of ou to 呕 could be either a mistake or be 

chosen for reasons not yet known. A Dictionary of Current Chinese (2012: 962) defines 呕 only 

as a verb that has a third tone ([ɔѡ]3) and means ‘vomit’. Hence, 呕 couldn’t be the right form 

for ou for the obvious reasons that a lexical verb cannot be a grammatical particle. Furthermore, 

a sentence-final particle cannot have a third tone, because all particles have a neutral tone. In 

modern Mandarin, 哦 is a sentence-final particle that has a similar pronunciation to the third 

toned 呕. If we replace 呕 with 哦, or assign 哦 to ou in the examples provided in the literature, 

the sentential meanings remain unchanged. Hence, despite the fact that the Romanized form for

呕 is ou and for 哦 is o, in this chapter, we equal 呕 in the literature to 哦 but our corpus data 

are confined to 哦 only. 
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addressee to be careful. Therefore, the warning reading of (24) is not due to ou, but to 

xiao-xin.  

 

(24) 小心   哦 

  xiao-xin  ou 

  careful  REINF   

  ‘Be careful. Please do!’ 

 

Nevertheless, even if ou occurs in a ‘warning’ or as a ‘reminder’, it has the effect of 

reinforcement as both highlight the importance of the information in a more specific 

way. Hence, reinforcing is a general function that ou realizes in different sentence 

types.   

 As ou is a reinforcing illocutionary modifier, similar to the particles ma and ne2, it 

also seems to operate at the layer of the Discourse Act at the Interpersonal Level. 

However, as we will show in Section 5.4.9, some aspects of its behaviour show that 

it operates at an even higher layer. 

 

5.4.8 The sentence-final a 

The sentence-final a is another particle that has a unified function of mitigation, 

mitigating all kinds of sentence types. As observed by Li and Thompson (1981: 313-

317), sentence-final a performs the function of reducing the forcefulness of the 

sentence and indicating friendliness. In (25a), the occurrence of a softens the force of 

an assertion, making it less blunt; in (25b), the wh-question is asked in a more polite 

and welcoming way; in (25c), the request sounds more suggestive and thus much less 

pushy and face-threatening; in (25d), the intensity of strong emotions is softened and 

in (25e), the interjection hao is given with willingness and gladness.  

  

(25) a. 实在  是  没  有  时间   啊。 

    shi-zai shi  mei you shi-jian  a.  

    really COP NEG have time   MIT 

    ‘I really don’t have the time. I wish I had the time.’ 

 

  b. 哪  本  书  啊？ 

   na  ben shu  a?  

   which CLF book MIT 

   ‘Which book is it then?’ 

 

  c. 大家   记住    啊 

   da-jia  ji-zhu    a     

   everyone learn.by.heart  MIT 

   ‘Everyone, please learn it by heart.’ 
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  d. 这 多么   好笑   啊！ 

   zhe duo-me  hao-xiao  a!      

   this how.much  funny   MIT 

   ‘How funny this is! ‘  

 

  e. 好  啊。 

   hao  a.     

   good  MIT 

   ‘Okay! I’d love to.’ 

 

As discussed in Section 5.4.6, sentence-final ba is also a mitigator. The difference 

between ba and a in mitigation is that the former mitigates to negotiate with the 

addressee while the latter mitigates to show friendliness towards the addressee.   

 Similar to the particle ba, there is much controversy concerning the functions of 

sentence-final a. This controversy is largely due to two kinds of misinterpretations. 

First, very often the meanings of other elements of the sentence, or the illocutionary 

force, are attributed to the particle a. Chao (1968: 805-808) lists ten uses of a, most 

of which have been argued by Li and Thompson (1981: 313-317) to be unrelated to 

the occurrence of a. For example, Chao (1968: 807) holds that a can signal commands, 

but Li and Thompson (1981: 314-315) argue that a does not signal commands because 

the sentence itself is a command as in (26), in which a instead has the function of 

reducing the forcefulness of the command, thus making the sentence more of a 

suggestion or an encouragement than a command. 

 

(26) 你  来  啊 

  ni  lai  a 

  2.SG  come MIT 

  ‘Come here then.’  (Li &Thompson 1981: 315) 

 

Paul (2014: 92) believes that a expresses astonishment as in (27).  

 

(27) 你  要  去  啊？ 

  ni  yao qu  a? 

  2.SG  want go  MIT 

  ‘You are going as well? Did I hear you right?’ (Paul 2014: 92) 

 

There is indeed a surprise reading in the sentence; however, this reading is due to the 

remaining elements of the sentence as well as to a certain intonation rather than to the 

occurrence of a, as this reading persists even after a is removed. Apart from surprise, 

the particle a is also considered to express emotions and feelings (e.g. Hu 1987: 86) 

such as lamentation in (28). The speaker is expressing emotions about how pitiable 

certain children are. However, again, the particle a is not responsible for expressing 

the emotions of the sentence as the sentence still sounds emotive after the removal of 
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a. The presence of a just reduces the intensity of the emotions12; therefore, a is also a 

mitigator in highly expressive sentences.  

 

(28) 想  想   孩子们   吧， 多  可怜  啊！ 

  xiang xiang  hai-zi-men ba,  duo ke-lian  a! 

  think  think  children  MIT more pitiable MIT 

  ‘Come on, think about children. How pitiable they are!’ 

 

The second misinterpretation involves the secondary connotation of sentence-final a. 

This connotation results from the interaction between the interrogative illocutionary 

force of the sentence and the generalized mitigating function that the sentence-final a 

carries. For instance, sentence-final ba has a confirmation-soliciting reading in 

interrogatives. However, this is not a direct function that ba realizes; instead, it is a 

mitigating effect resulting from the interaction between the general mitigating 

function and the inquisitiveness of a question. With regard to sentence-final a, it is 

also considered to have the function of seeking confirmation (Chao 1968: 806; Lü 

2016: 46-47; Zhu 1982: 212), which has been argued against by Li and Thompson 

(1981: 314), who show that the particle a does not signal a confirmation question. The 

sentences in (29) both have a confirmation reading but differ in degrees and 

explicitness. When compared on a question continuum, (29a) is closer to a polar 

question while (29b) is closer to a tag question. The inquisitiveness of a polar question 

is higher and more imposing than that of a tag question. Therefore, the function that 

a plays in (29b) is not to encode confirmation-seeking but to reduce the potential face-

threatening effect that a question might have, as a result of which the confirmation-

seeking intention becomes more explicit.   

 

(29) a.  你  不  去？ 

   ni  bu  qu? 

   2.SG  NEG go    

   ‘Aren’t you going?’   

 

  b. 你  不  去  啊？ 

   ni  bu  qu  a? 

   2.SG  NEG go  MIT 

   ‘Aren’t you going then?’ (Chao 1968:806) 

 

Furthermore, in (29a), the speaker expresses a high expectation that the addressee is 

going, whereas in (29b) the speaker still implies this expectation, but its intensity is 

 
12 This mitigation becomes apparent when compared with the sentence without the presence of 

a. In (i), the emotional intensity is stronger than that of (28). The motivation for the speaker to 

mitigate strong emotions is to avoid sounding too intense and to leave space for the addressee 

to think otherwise. 

 

(i) xiang xiang hai-zi-men  ba,  duo  ke-lian! 

 think think children  MIT more pitiable   

 ‘Come on, think about children. How pitiable they are!’ 
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much softened and the question sounds more friendly and consultative. Again, this 

effect is a result of the interaction between the mitigating function of a and the force 

of an interrogation.  

 Note that there is a difference between the confirmation-soliciting sentences with 

ba and those with a, although both function as mitigators. With a, as in (29b), the 

speaker is trying to show friendliness and kindness with the implicature that the 

speaker expects the addressee to go but that it is also fine if the addressee is not going. 

With ba, on the other hand, as in (30), the speaker is trying to leave space for 

negotiation with the implicature that the speaker assumes that the addressee is not 

going and is just confirming this assumption. As a consequence, the sentence with ba 

is more confirmation-inviting than that with a.    

 

(30) 你  不  去  吧？ 

  ni  bu  qu  ba? 

  2.SG  NEG go  MIT 

  ‘You are not going?’ 

 

From the above discussions about the pragmatic functions of a, it seems that the 

particle a functions also at the layer of the Discourse Act in FDG. However, some 

aspects of its behavior, such as its combinability with ba in (28), for instance, suggest 

that it operates at an even higher layer. We will pursue this issue further in Section 

5.5.2.   

 

5.4.9 The positioning of Mandarin sentence-final particles in FDG  

In the previous sections, we have categorized each individual particle according to its 

semantic or pragmatic function(s). The way in which each particle operates at a 

specific layer in the FDG framework can be preliminarily summarized as follows: 

 

de:  a modal marker of uncertainty at the layer of the Propositional Content; 

le3:  a mirative marker of newsworthiness and surprise at the layer of the 

 Communicated Content;  

ma: a reinforcer of different illocutionary forces at the layer of the Discourse Act; 

ne1: a contradiction marker at the layer of the Communicated Content;  

ne2: a reinforcer of interrogative force at the layer of the Discourse Act; 

ba:  a mitigator of negotiation at the layer of the Discourse Act; 

ou:  a reinforcer of emphasis at the layer of the Discourse Act, or perhaps at a higher 

layer; 

a:  a mitigator of friendliness at the layer of the Discourse Act, or perhaps at a higher 

layer. 

 

After we locate each particle into Table 2, we get Table 3.  
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Table 3. The predicted hierarchical layering of Mandarin sentence-final particles 

(preliminary) 

 

 
Interpersonal Level Representational Level 

Discourse Act Communicated Content Propositional Content 

Mood a, ba, ma, ne2, ou  de 

Polarity  ne1  

Mirativity  le3  

 

Table 3 shows which layer each individual particle pertains to and how the particles 

are hierarchically related. As seen from this table, the particles a, ba, ma, ne2, and ou, 

as illocutionary modifiers, operate at the layer of the Discourse Act (or at an even 

higher layer); particles ne1 and le3, as markers of contradiction and mirativity, 

respectively, are located at the layer of the Communicated Content; the particle de, a 

modal marker of uncertainty, operates at the layer of the Propositional Content. The 

particle de is the only one that applies at the Representational level while the 

remaining seven apply at the Interpersonal Level. 

 As in FDG pragmatics governs semantics, the Interpersonal Level occupies a 

hierarchically higher position than the Representational Level, the particle de occupies 

the lowest layer while for those that are at the Interpersonal Level, the hierarchy that 

applies from higher to lower layers is: a/ba/ma/ou/ne2 > ne1/le3. As all layers maintain 

hierarchical relations with each other, we expect that particles pertaining to these 

layers manifest themselves in such a way that the higher the layer at which they 

operate, the more remote from the predicate they will be expressed, irrespective of 

their category (e.g. Mood). With regard to the particles that pertain to the same layer, 

either they are mutually exclusive if they fall into the same category (e.g. Mirativity), 

or they can co-occur if they belong to different categories (e.g. one belonging to Mood 

and the other to Polarity). Therefore, it is predicted that the linear orderings of particle 

clusters should be restricted by both their hierarchical positioning in Table 3 and their 

membership of specific categories.  

 

5.5 Particle layering 

 

5.5.1 Introduction 

In order to test the above prediction and to see the actual full range of possible 

sequences of these particles, we searched the CCL corpus for all logically possible 

permutations of these eight particles. Since two of these are homophonous and cannot 

be distinguished graphically in the corpus (ne1 and ne2), we would in theory expect 

that there would be 7×6×5×4×3×2×1 = 5040 possibilities for combining them. The 

result will be discussed in detail in this section. 
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5.5.2 The three-particle sequence and the layering of de and le 

Although there are immense possibilities for the eight particles to combine with each 

other, in reality maximally three sentence-final particles are found to cluster in a 

sentence, which is consistent with Wang’s (2017) findings. After extracting the raw 

frequencies of the combinations of three particles from the corpus, we manually 

annotated each sentence, eliminating non-final uses such as attributive de and 

aspectual le. In this phase we also split out the two different uses of ne. The results 

are presented in Table 4.  

 

Table 4. Frequencies of three particle sequences  

 

Particle sequence Frequency 

de la (le3+ a) 229 

de le3 ba 26 

de lou (le3 +ou) 23 

de le3 ma 4 

de le3 ne1 1 

de le3 ne2 2 

de le3 a 1 

de ma le3 1 

 

The most frequent cluster is de la (le3+a). In (31), de la indicates that the speaker is 

certain about the smell of the petroleum because as a local, he/she smells it all the year 

around and presents this information as newsworthy to the addressee, who fusses 

about it, in a less assertive and thus friendlier way. 

  

(31) (The locals smell petroleum after it rained. Some think this is serious but more  

  others don’t regard it as right, commenting,)   
  汽油   味？ 整   年  都  有  的   啦， 

  qi-you  wei? zheng  nian dou you de   la,   

  petroleum smell whole  year all  have CERT  MIR.MIT 

 
  有  什么  值得  大惊小怪    的！ 

  you  shen-me zhi-de  da-jing-xiao-guai  de! 

  have  what  worthy  fuss     CERT 

‘Petroleum smell? (We) have it all the year around. There is nothing to fuss 

about.’ 

 

As shown in Table 4, the second and third most frequent combinations are de le3 ba 

and de lou (le3+ou). In (32a), with de le3 ba, the speaker is soliciting confirmation (ba) 

from the addressee about the propositional content that he/she is quite sure of (de), 

which is however beyond the present knowledge of the addressee (le3). In (32b), with 

de lou, the speaker is not only certain about the positive answer (de), but also signals 
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its newsworthiness (le3), and presents it in a forceful way (ou) to the addressee, 

although immediately after this he/she corrects his/her strong commitment to it.  

 

(32) a. 我  说  得   够   清楚   的   了  吧？ 

   wo  shuo de   gou  qing-chu  de   le3  ba? 

   1.SG  speak COMP  enough clear   CERT  MIR MIT 

   ‘I have surely made it clear, right?’ 

 

  b. 是 的  喽，   啊， 也  不  一定，  不  一定 

   shi de  lou,   a,  ye  bu  yi-ding, bu   yi-ding 

   yes CERT MIR.REIN  INTJ too  NEG certain  NEG certain 

   ‘Yes, indeed. Ah, it may not be so certain, not so certain.’  

 

Table 4 shows the high degree of combinability of de le3 with all the other particles 

(ba, ou, ma, ne1/ne2 and a)13. This is in agreement with the hierarchical relations 

predicted in Table 3 between de and le3 themselves as well as between both de le3 and 

the other particles. Although there are quite a lot of sentences in our data that have a 

sequence of le de, the particle le is in those cases always an aspectual marker le2, as 

exemplified in (33). 

 

(33) a. 大约  也  是  “命  中   注定”  了  的  吧。 

   da-yue ye  shi  “ming  zhong  zhu-ding” le2  de  ba. 

   perhaps too  COP   fate  middle  destined PRF CER MIT 

   ‘Perhaps, this has been destined.’ 

 

  b. 你  保证   了  的  啊。 

   ni  bao-zheng  le2  de  a. 

   2.SG  promise  PRF CERT MIT 

   ‘You have promised.’ 

 

In both linear orders le2 de ba and le2 de a in (33), le2 is a perfect marker which encodes 

that the state-of-affairs concerned has occurred in the past and that its effect continues 

to the present. The legitimacy of the sequence le2 de can also be understood from the 

fact that perfect aspect is an operator at the layer of the State of Affairs within the 

Representational Level, a layer lower than that of the Propositional Content, at which 

de is situated.  

 To sum up, our corpus data confirms the hierarchical positioning of de and le3 as 

predicted in Table 3: de is located at the lowest layer and le3 is at the second lowest. 

This hierarchical layering not only determines their sequential order when they co-

occur, but also the sequential orders when they combine with the other five particles. 

There is only one counterexample to this generalization, which is the sequence de ma 

le3, which occurs only once in the corpus. We will come back to this counterexample 

in Section 5.5.6. 

 

 
13 The combinability of le3 and ne1 will be discussed in Section 5.5.5. 
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5.5.3 The layering of ne1, and a 

As the maximal number of Mandarin sentence-final particles in a cluster is three and 

these clusters are always made up of de le3 along with one of the other six particles, 

the hierarchical distribution of the other six (ba, ma, ne1, ne2, ou, and a) has to be 

investigated through the data on the linear ordering of pairs of these particles. Their 

combinatory frequencies are given in Table 5, in which the frequencies of the 

combinations of de or le3 with any other particle are not presented, as the hierarchical 

relations of de and le3 with the remaining six have already been clarified in Section 

5.5.2.   

 

Table 5. Frequencies of two particle sequences (among ba, ma, ne1/ne2, ou, and a) 

 
Particle sequence Frequency 

ne1 le3 1 

ne2 le3 2 

ne1 ba 32 

ne1 ma 54 

ne1 a 12 

ne2 a 2 

ma le3 3 

ma a 4 

ba a 13 

b’ou (ba+ou) 21114 

a ne2 1 

 

Basically, the hierarchical relations presented in Table 3 are confirmed by our data on 

combinations of two particles. The particle ne1 does not follow but precedes ba, ma 

or a (ne1 ba, ne1 ma, ne1 a) as in (34), which shows that ne1 occupies a lower layer 

than ba, ma and a.15   

 

 
14More than half are fixed sentences such as hao bo ‘OK?’, shi bo” ‘Is it?’ and xiao de bo ‘you 

know?’. Their relative frequencies are 30%, 21% and 6% respectively. However, as each is 

uttered in a different context, we consider them as separate instances. Note that even without 

these cases the combination ba ou would be the one with the highest frequency in Table 5. 
15 There is only one counter-example (a ne) in our data as shown in the last row of Table 5. We 

will discuss this exception in Section 5.5.6. 
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(34) a. 你  就  等  着  我  说  这  句  话  

   ni  jiu  deng zhe  wo  shuo zhe  ju  hua  

   2.SG  just wait PROG 1.SG speak this CLF words 

 
   呢  吧？ 

   ne1   ba? 
   CTR  MIT 

‘You are just waiting for me to say this sentence, right? (You think I don’t 

know. I know it!)’  

 

  b. 我  不  是  正   睡觉  呢  吗？ 

   wo  bu  shi  zheng  shui-jiao ne1  ma? 

   1.SG  NEG COP PROG  sleep  CTR REINF 

   ‘Aren’t I sleeping? (Do you think I am not?)’  

 

  c. 我  这  一  会  还  得   回  家  吃  饭  

   wo  zhe  yi  hui  hai  de   hui  jia  chi  fan  

   1.SG  this one CLF still have.to back home eat  meal 

 
   去  呢  啊。 

   qu  ne1  a. 

   go  CTR MIT 

   ‘You may not realize that I have to go back home to eat now.’ 

 

Also, as seen from Table 5, a mostly follows ba, ma and ne2 (ba a, ma a, ne2 a) and 

only in one case precedes ne2, which shows that a occupies the outermost position of 

all sentence final particles, and is therefore supposed to operate at the highest layer in 

terms of FDG. The position of a is illustrated in (35). We will return to the 

counterexample in Section 5.5.6. 

 

(35) a. 行， 待  着  吧， 待  着  吧  啊。 

   xing dai  zhe  ba  dai  zhe  ba  a 

   fine stay PROG MIT stay PROG MIT MIT 

   ‘Fine, stay where you are, all right, stay where you are, all right, please do  

   that.’   

  

  b. 你们  仲裁员    是  瞎  了  吗   啊？ 

   ni-men zhong-chai-yuan shi  xia  le  ma   a. 

   2.PL  arbitrator   COP blind PRF REINF  MIT  

   ‘Is the arbitrator of yours blind?! Isn’t he?’ 

 

  c. 孙操   心  话  说  怎么  这样  乐  呢  啊。 

   Sun Cao  xin  hua shuo zen-me  zhe-yang le  ne2  a 

   Sun Cao  heart words say  how  like.this happy REINF MIT 

       ‘Sun Cao spoke to himself, how could (she) be so happy? Please tell me.’ 
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However, the ordering of ba and a is not compatible with the layering presented in 

Table 3, in which ba and a fall into the same category and are at the same layer, that 

of the Discourse Act, which means that ba and a would be expected to be mutually 

exclusive and never co-occur. Thirteen instances of the surface sequence ba a suggest 

that a functions at a layer even higher than the one occupied by ba, a conclusion that 

Li (2006: 63-65) also arrives at. However, in Table 3, ba already operates at the 

highest layer. Actually, FDG acknowledges the existence of such a higher layer, 

which is the layer of the Move, defined as an autonomous contribution to an ongoing 

interaction (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 50-60). The reason why the layer of the 

Move is not included in Table 1 in Section 5.2 is that few operators (defined as 

grammatical expressions) have so far been encountered operating at this layer 

(Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 59-60; Keizer 2015: 91-92). The particle a could be 

a further example of the expression of an operator modifying a Move. The difference 

between a Move and a Discourse Act is that the former is the minimal free unit of 

discourse (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 50) and furthers the communication in 

terms of approaching a conversational goal, whereas the latter is the smallest 

identifiable units of communicative behavior and does not further the communication 

in the same sense as a Move does (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 60). Hence, a would 

not be used to modify a Discourse Act that may constitute only part of a Move; instead, 

it would modify a complete and minimal unit that advances the communication. 

Evidence for this can be found in the following examples. 

 

(36) a. (The interviewee talks about her experience of buying a dress at a children’s 

   clothing store in a foreign country.) 
   鲁豫： 真的  在  童   装   店  买  到  

   Lu Yu: zhen-de zai  tong  zhuang dian mai dao  

   Lu Yu really  at  children clothes  shop buy arrive  

 
   了 啊？ 

   le a? 
   PFV MIT 

   Lu Yu: ‘You really finally bought it at a children’s clothing shop?’ 

 
   周迅：  对  啊。 而且  那  件  衣服  还  挺  

   Zhou Xun: dui  a.  er-qie  na  jian yi-fu  hai  ting 

   Zhou Xun right MIT besides that CLF clothes even very 

 
   有 中国   的  感觉。 

   you zhong-guo  de  gan-jue. 

   have China   ATTR feel  

   Zhou Xun: ‘Right. Besides, that dress even has a Chinese feel.’ 
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  b. (Two people are arguing about whether it is the wind that moves or it is the  

   flag that moves. A Master monk asks them to stop the fight and says,)  
我  愿意  为  你们  做  个  公证   的  

   wo  yuan-yi wei  ni-men  zuo  ge  gong-zheng de  

   1.SG  willing for  2.PL  make CLF fair    ATTR 

  
   裁判，  其实  不  是  风  动， 也  不  是 

   cai-pan,  qi-shi  bu  shi  feng dong, ye  bu  shi   

   judgment actually NEG COP wind move also NEG COP  

 
   幡 动， 而是  二  位  仁者   心  动  啊！ 

   fan dong, er-shi  er  wei  ren-zhe  xin  dong a! 

   flag move instead  two CLF the.virtuous heart move MIT 

‘I am willing to judge your dispute objectively. Actually it is not the wind 

that moves, nor is it the flag that moves; instead, it is the hearts of you two 

virtuous’ that move.’ 

 

In (36a), a is used in the adjacency pair of a question asked by Lu Yu and an answer 

given by Zhou Xun. Both serve as Moves that further the communication between the 

two interactants. In the answer part, dui a is a complete answer to the question whether 

she has bought the clothes, while the follow-up sentence is additional information not 

solicited by the question and therefore constitutes a new Move. Therefore, the answer 

is not made up of two Discourse Acts but of two Moves, in which a mitigates the first 

Move.  

 While (36a) is a case in which the Move and the Discourse Act coincide, (36b) 

shows that a has scope over three Discourse Acts that collectively serve as the contents 

of the monk’s promised judgment. The three Discourse Acts are manifested by the 

serial sentences bu shi…, ye bu shi…, er shi… ‘it is not the case that…, nor is the case 

that…, it is actually that…’. Each of the three forms part of the Monk’s overall 

judgment he makes in order to stop the fight. The particle a here is used at the end of 

the sequential sentences to mark the friendliness over the three Discourse Acts, thus 

having scope over the entire Move.   

 The fact that a and ba are both mitigators but operate at different layers reflects 

their different communicative strategies. The particle a represents a more general 

strategy of expressing the speaker’s intention to be friendly in all kinds of illocutions 

with which it occurs, whereas the particle ba interacts directly with specific types of 

illocutions which results in different pragmatic effects. For instance, in declaratives, 

the presence of ba reduces the assertiveness of the statement; in directives, its presence 

provides more space for negotiation and the request is thus less face-threatening for 

the participants involved. Hence, ba reinforces in a less general way than a does, thus 

functioning at a lower scope.   

 In this section, we have confirmed from corpus data the hierarchical relations of 

ne1, a marker expressing contradiction, with the other particles predicted in Table 3 

and also proposed that a new layer, the Move, at which a operates, should be added 

to the TAMEP operator system based on the sequence ba a.  
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5.5.4 The layering of ma, ne2, ba and ou   

Among the six particles discussed in the previous subsection, the layers of a and ne1 

have now been determined. In the following, we will move on to discuss the 

hierarchical relations between ma 'REINF' ne2 'REINF', ba 'MIT' and ou 'REINF'.  

 In our data, ma, ne2, and ba never co-occur. This is as we would expect, as we 

have initially classified them as belonging to the same layer, that of the Discourse Act, 

at which they serve as illocutionary modifiers. The fact that they never co-occur is 

consistent with our prediction in Table 3 that they pertain to the same layer of the 

Discourse Act, and confirms that these three particles fall into the same category, as 

otherwise they could still co-occur as elements of different categories. 

 However, as also mentioned in the literature (Chao 1968; Pan 2015; Pan & Paul 

2016), ba and ou can co-occur. This happens despite the fact that we have classified 

ou as an illocutionary modifier, just as the other three. An example is given in (37): 

 

(37) 都  九  点   了， 快  起来  啵。 

  dou  jiu  dian  le,  kuai qi-lai  b’ou. 

  already nine o’clock PRF hurry get.up  MIT.REINF 

  ‘It’s already nine o’clock. Get up quickly.’  (Zhu 1982: 207) 

 

Zhu (1982: 207) suggests that the fused graphic form of b’ou is 啵 (bo). The searching 

for this form in CCL corpus results in 211 instances, as shown in Table 5. Consider 

example (38).   

 

(38) 下 次  让  你  请  客， 好  啵？ 

  xia ci  rang ni  qing ke,  hao bo? 

  next time let  2.SG invite guest good MIT.REINF 

  ‘Next time you pay, OK?’ 

 

In (38), the mitigating effect of ba interacts with the reinforcing effect of ou, which 

results in less space for negotiation compared with the single occurrence of ba, as well 

as in a less demanding tone compared with the single occurrence of ou. The sequence 

b’ou or bo thus actually suggests that, just as a, ou also operates at a layer higher than 

that of the Discourse Act, that is, the layer of Move.  

 The fact that ou and ma are both reinforcers but operate at different layers reflects 

their different communicative strategies. Ou has a more general strategy as in 

whatever sentence types in which ou occurs, it invariantly reinforces the cruciality of 

the message being conveyed, whether it is a proposition that should be paid special 

attention to or an action that should be carried out because of earnest and insistent 

necessity. In comparison, ma interacts specifically with every type of the illocutionary 

force, thus leading to different reinforcing effects. For instance, in declaratives, ma 

brings the effect of a dogmatic assertion; in polar interrogatives, it can strengthen the 

inquisitiveness of the question; in content questions, it explicitly expresses the 

speaker’s insistence on an answer. Hence, ma reinforces in a less general way than ou 

does, thus functioning at a lower scope.   
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 To summarize, the hierarchical layering of ma, ne2, ba and ou is: ou > ba/ma/ ne2. 

Specifically, ou operates at the layer of the Move, ba, ma, and ne2 operate at the layer 

of Discourse Act. 

 

5.5.5 The sequence le3 ne1  

In Table 3, both le3 and ne1 are at the same layer, that of the Communicated Content; 

however, in our data, le3 precedes ne1 as in (39).  

 

(39) 你   写  得   太  大  了。 我  看  还  小  

  ni   xie  de   tai  da  le  wo  kan hai  xiao  

  2.SG  write COMP  too  big  MIR 1.SG  see  still small  

 

  了  呢。 

  le3  ne1. 
  MIR CTR 

  ‘Your writing is too big? I think it is still small.’ 

 

This does not contradict the prediction that le3 and ne1 operate at the same layer as 

they fall into different categories. le3 belongs to the category of mirativity while ne1 

belongs to the category of polarity. The principle of mutual exclusivity applies only 

to elements of the same category. Actually, it is quite legitimate for ne1 to have scope 

over le3 as ne1 indicates the opposite relationships between communicated contents, 

either with the previous communicated content or the implicit communicated content 

in the context, whereas le3 encodes the information status of the single ongoing 

communicated content. This again confirms our prediction that particles of different 

categories can co-occur despite pertaining to the same layer.  

 

5.5.6 Exceptional cases 

In both Table 4 and Table 5, there are unusual sequences with extremely low 

frequencies: de ma le3 in Table 4 and ne1 le, a ne2 and ma le3 in Table 5. As de ma le3 

and ma le3 are actually the same sentence and it is not unusual for de to precede ma 

le3, we then narrowed down the exceptional sequences into three: ne1 le3, a ne2, ma 

le3. We asked 15 native speakers about the acceptability of these sequences as well as 

their counterparts with a reversed sequential order of the particles, where acceptability 

was tested in three degrees: 'acceptable', ' unacceptable', and 'dubious'. The results are 

presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6. The acceptability of the unusual sequences 

 

Sequence 
Sentence 

number 
Acceptable (%) Unacceptable (%) Dubious (%) 

found  expected  found expected found expected found expected 

ne1 le3 le3 ne1 1 60.0 86.7 40.0 6.7 0 
6.7 

ne2 le3 le3 ne2 
1 13.3  93.3 53.3 6.7 33.3 

0 

2 13.3 66.7 53.3 20.0 33.3 
13.3 

ma le3 le3 ma 

1 13.3 80.0 86.7 13.3 0 
6.7 

2 6.7 60.0 93.3 26.7 0 
13.3 

3 13.3 46.7 80.0 26.7 6.7 
26.7 

a ne2 ne2 a 1 0 6.7 80.0 53.3 20.0 
40.0 

ba de de ba 1 6.7 86.7 93.3 6.7 0 
6.7 

 
In Table 6, the orders found and the orders expected are given, as well as their 

evaluation by 15 native speakers, given as percentages. As can be seen in Table 6, 

there is a general tendency that the expected orders are more acceptable than the 

unexpected ones that were found in the corpus. There is no absolute unacceptability 

even concerning the sequence ba de, which is not from our data and is the reversed 

order of de ba as it occurs in a sentence from the CCL corpus. The pair ba de and de 

ba are given in the questionnaire to test the reliability of the results. Among the three 

orders investigated, there is a higher rate of unacceptability as regards the ordering 

ma le3 and a ne2 as shown in the fourth column. However, as for the ordering ne1 

le3/ne2 le3, the rate of unacceptability for the first two sentences is just slightly above 

50% while 60% of the participants think that the third sentence is acceptable, although 

in comparison the reversed ordering le3 ne1 is more acceptable with a high rate of 

86.7%. It is unclear whether this difference in the third sentence is brought about by 

the context or other constituents of the sentence. Further investigation is needed in 

this respect. Nevertheless, the results in Table 6 show that usual orders are definitely 

more acceptable in Mandarin.  

 

5.6 Discussion and conclusion 

In this chapter, we used naturally-occurring data and the Functional Discourse 

Grammar framework to explore the full range of possible orderings of eight Mandarin 

sentence-final particles and offered a systematic explanation for why these particles 

have to follow a rigid order when they co-occur. We found that maximally three 

particles can cluster and that the sentence-final particles investigated are organized in 

a strict four-layered hierarchical organization as presented in Table 7, in which each 

particle pertains to a specific semantic or pragmatic layer. Their surface ordering is 

restricted by their hierarchical positioning in the underlying structure. Particles of 
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different layers may cluster according to their hierarchical scope over each other while 

particles of the same layer either are mutually exclusive or can cluster if they fall into 

different categories.  

 

Table 7. The hierarchical layering of Mandarin sentence-final particles 

 

 

Interpersonal Level Representational Level 

Move Discourse Act Communicated 

Content 

Propositional Content 

Mood a, ou ba, ma, ne2  de 

Polarity   ne1  

Mirativity   le3  

 

 Based on the sequential ordering of these Mandarin particles and on their special 

pragmatic characteristics, we have shown that the particles a and ou prove to be 

operators at the layer of the Move in FDG; thus a category of Move operators should 

be added to the Interpersonal Level in FDG as indicated in Table 7. 

 In Table 8 we show how our conclusions relate to those arrived at by other 

scholars. As shown in this, our four-layered hierarchy shows considerable overlap 

with the results arrived at by other scholars, working in different theoretical 

frameworks. It is consistent with the three-split structures proposed by Hu (1981: 99), 

Zhu (1982: 210-211), and Paul (2014: 83) in that ba and ma pertain to a layer lower 

than a and ou yet higher than le. It is also consistent with Paul (2014), Xiong (2007), 

and Huang and Liao (2011) in that de occupies the lowest layer. The co-occurrences 

of particles follow the hierarchies proposed by most scholars, although not every layer 

needs to be filled when they co-occur, as predicted by Zhu (1982: 208). Zhu’s 

prediction, as well as others’ such as Chao’s (1968), that three particles can cluster 

with a rigid order, is confirmed by our corpus finding that maximally three particles 

cluster despite the fact that particles are located at more than three different layers.  

 Our proposal differs, however, from earlier ones in the following respects. Firstly, 

a different set of particles is included in our investigation and these particles are 

categorized quite differently as to their functions. For instance, according to Paul 

(2014), the particle a expresses astonishment; Paul (2014) considers ma to indicate 

the yes/no question status of a sentence and Zhu (1982) states that ne can be used to 

indicate a content question. However, Mandarin sentence-final particles are not 

obligatory. Their optionality makes it incorrect to categorize particles such as ma and 

ne as typing particles for questions. In this chapter, we categorize a and ba as 

mitigators, and ma, ne2 and ou as reinforcers. Mitigators reduce, and do not indicate, 

the illocutionary force of the sentence; reinforcers enhance, and do not indicate, the 

illocutionary force of the sentence. Our categorization provides explanations for the 

optionality of these particles as well as an answer to the question why the illocutionary 

status of the sentence is retained after the removal of these particles in the sentence 

they occur in.  
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Table 8 Comparison with findings of other scholars 
 

 A B C D 

This chapter a, ou ba, ma, ne2 ne1, le3 de 

Hu (1981) a, ou, ai ba1, ba2, ma, ne, mә de, le -- 

Zhu (1982) a, ou, ne3, ei, mә, ba le ba1, ba2, ma, ne2 ne1, le, lai-zhe -- 

Li (2006) a ba, ma ne -- 

Xiong (2007) a, ou, ei, mә, ne3, ba le ma, ne2, ba1, ba2  le, ne1, lai-zhe de 

Huang & Liao (2011)   ne, ba, ma, a le de 

Paul (2014) a, ou, ne3 ba, ma, ne2 ne1, le, lai-zhe de16 

 

 Secondly, we differentiate ne into ne1 and ne2 and they operate at different layers. 

Zhu (1982: 210-211) and Paul (2014: 83) propose three nes, which operate at three 

different layers, while Hu (1981:99) believes that there is only one particle ne, which 

shares its layer with ba and ma. Li (2006:65) also proposes a three-layered structure 

for the four particles she investigates (a, ba, ma and ne). Like Hu (1981:99), she gives 

ne a unified treatment, but argues that ne occupies a layer lower than ba and ma.  

 Thirdly, we differentiate the particles investigated according to their semantic or 

pragmatic functions. The sentence-final de is different from the rest in that it realizes 

semantic functions whereas the others all realize pragmatic functions. The particle de 

is proposition-oriented, concerning the truth or falsity of the propositional content. 

The rest of the particles are interpersonally motivated, functioning to maintain 

interpersonal relationships between the speaker and the addressee.  

 In all, we feel that our analysis is not only supported by the data from our corpus, 

but also finds support in work done by other scholars on this topic. This is even more 

important as the points of departure of different frameworks are radically different. In 

a formal framework, the ordering of particles (syntax) is the point of departure, and 

generalizations about the meaning and use of particles (semantics and pragmatics) are 

derived from that. In a functional approach such as ours, however, the meaning and 

use of particles (semantics and pragmatics) are the point of departure, and predictions 

about their ordering (syntax) are derived from those. When two approaches that take 

such different points of departure converge substantially in their conclusions, this 

makes these conclusions better supported and more convincing.  

 Our functional approach furthermore brings along that the meaning of the particles 

under consideration has to be defined carefully in terms of their semantic and 

pragmatic properties, as these are the starting point for the formal analysis. By 

adopting the notions of mitigation and reinforcement from Functional Discourse 

Grammar, as well as the distinctions between layers in this model, we hope to have 

contributed to a more fine-grained classification of this much debated set of particles. 

 
16 Paul (2014) did not include de in her clause structure analysis, but argues later in the paper 

that de is a complementizer; therefore we assume that she locates de at a lower layer in her 

structure.  





6 Conclusion 
 

6.1 Introduction 

In this thesis, eight particles are within the scope of investigation: de, le, ne1, ne2, ba, 

ma, a and ou. The focus is on the individual particle le, ba, ne1 on the one hand, and 

on the sequential ordering of the above eight particles on the other. As stated in 

Chapter 1, this thesis, adopting the framework of FDG and using corpus data, answers 

three general questions, which are repeated here. 

 

(1) Which semantic or pragmatic category does each of the particles fall into, or which 

semantic or pragmatic function does each particle have? 

(2) Which particles can cluster and why can they cluster? 

(3) What kind of modifications of the TAMEP model in FDG are required to capture 

the properties of Mandarin SFPs ?  

 

The following sections are devoted to summarizing major findings that answer these 

three questions. 

 

6.2 Categories and SFPs 

Each of the eight SFPs has been assigned to either a semantic or pragmatic category 

in the TAMEP model of FDG. Major arguments are given in Chapter 2, 3 and 4 with 

regard to the categories and functions of le, ba, and ne1, while the remaining particles 

are assigned to a category in Chapter 5.  

The particle le has three uses, le1, le2 and le3: le1 is a perfective marker, le2 is a 

perfect marker, and le3 is a sentence-final particle, which is argued (Chapter 2) to be 

a mirative marker in its own right, encoding the information as newsworthy or 

surprising. The re-categorization of le3 as such not only proves that Mandarin is a 

language that has grammatical means to express mirativity, but also adds to the 

empirical data of the world’s languages in which dedicated mirative markers are 

identified.  

SF ba falls into the category of mood. Chapter 3 has shown how the unified 

mitigating function of SF ba acquires specific mitigating effects in different 

illocutions. In directives, ba mitigates the directive force, thus making a request or an 

order sound like a suggestion; in polar questions, ba mitigates the interrogative force 

to the extent that the sentences function like confirmation-seeking tag questions; in 

content questions, the presence of ba creates the perlocutionary effect of inviting the 

addressee more explicitly to respond to what has been proposed by the speaker; in 

declaratives, ba either makes a statement less assertive or makes a criticism less harsh; 

in exclamatives, ba softens strong negative emotions, thus making them less offensive; 

in prohibitives, ba mitigates the strength of a prohibition, which consequently has a 

less face-threatening effect. Mitigation is a pragmatic strategy to reduce the possible 

unwelcome perlocutionary effects on the addressee (Fraser 1980: 342). Hence, the use 

of ba is pragmatically or interpersonally motivated. The meaning of ba is not part of 
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the propositional content of the sentence. It depends on the speaker’s communicative 

intentions as to whether to use ba or not.  

The particle ne1 is a contradiction marker within the category of polarity, signaling 

that the current message is in contradiction with a previously existing assumption 

contained in the message or in the context. The reason why ne1 falls into the category 

of polarity is simply that the contradiction that it encodes is polarity contradiction. 

Languages have various means to express polarity contrast, defined as a device to 

highlight the polarity of a sentence and to contrast sentences with negative and 

positive polarity in discourse (Dimroth & Sudhoff 2018: 1). For instance, German can 

accentuate a finite verb and Dutch can use the affirmative particle wel. However, what 

makes ne1 different from the accentuation in German and wel in Dutch is that ne1 

signals polarity contradiction, not polarity contrast, as ne1 has the meaning element of 

updating or cancellation that polarity contrast does not have. The identification of ne1 

as a polarity contradiction marker, on the one hand, shows that Mandarin, one of the 

Sinitic languages, also has other grammatical means to indicate polarity contradiction 

in addition to prosodic strategies, which enriches the typological data on the linguistic 

means that the world’s languages can use to reinforce polarity. On the other hand, it 

shows that the term ‘polarity contrast’ is inadequate as a cover term for both polarity 

contrast and polarity contradiction. 

Apart from the detailed arguments for the categorization of le3, ba and ne1 in 

individual chapters, the remaining five particles under investigation have been 

classified in Chapter 5. SF de has been categorized as a modal marker of uncertainty, 

which is in line with the proposals made by many researchers (cf. Chao 1968: 800; 

Huang & Liao 2011: 32; Li 2007: 270; Lü 2016: 162; Paul 2014: 99). de is the only 

one among the eight particles that falls into the category of modality. With respect to 

ne2, it is shown that it occurs in all kinds of content questions in Mandarin, namely 

wh-questions, Verb-Not-Verb questions, and alternative questions. The presence of 

ne2 makes the sentences that it combines with sound more inquisitive. Thus ne2 is a 

reinforcer that modifies the interrogative force of a sentence and falls into the category 

of mood. SF ma falls into the same category; however, it differs from ne2 in that it 

reinforces all kinds of speech acts, yet with different reinforcing effects in 

combination with different illocutions. In a polar question, ma makes the interrogation 

more explicit; in a declarative, ma makes the sentence more assertive; in a wh-question, 

ma reinforces the speaker’s insistence on the addressee to provide an answer; in both 

a directive and a prohibitive, ma brings out the effect of urging, either to have 

something done or to prevent something to be done. In addition to ne2 and ma, ou is 

also an reinforcer that falls into the same category of mood. Different form ma, 

however, ou has a uniform function of highlighting the importance of the information 

being conveyed, which does not bring out diverging effects in different sentence types, 

since in whatever sentence type in which ou may occur, its presence shows that the 

speaker intends that the addressee should pay special attention to what he/she says. 

For instance, in a declarative, ou is used to call the addressee’s attention to a statement 

while in a directive or an interrogative, the attention is directed to either a desired 

action or a question. Different from the reinforcers ne2, ma, and ou, SF a, similar to 

ba, is a mitigator within the category of mood, which has the unified function of 

reducing the forcefulness of the sentence and indicating friendliness. The softening 

effect that a brings out is manifested in different ways in different illocutions. It makes 
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a declarative less blunt, a content interrogation more polite and welcoming, a directive 

more suggestive and an exclamation less intense.  

 To sum up, the categories that those eight SFPs fall into are as follows. Five SFPs 

(a, ou, ba, ma, and ne2) all belong to the category of mood, modifying the illocutionary 

force of the sentence, either reinforcing it or mitigating it. With regard to the 

remaining three, ne1 falls into the category of polarity; le3 falls into the category of 

mirativity; de falls into the category of modality.  

 

6.3 A four-layered hierarchy  

Mandarin SFPs can cluster, yet they follow a rigid linear order. Chapter 5 has provided 

a systematic account of which particles can cluster and why they can cluster.  

Semantic or pragmatic categories are positioned hierarchically in the TAMEP 

structure. Therefore, when each of the SFPs is assigned to a category, they can all be 

located at different layers in this structure. One of the working hypotheses about the 

TAMEP structure is that grammatical elements can co-occur if they belong to 

different layers; however, if they pertain to the same layer, they are mutually exclusive 

if they fall into the same category, but can co-occur if they belong to different 

categories. In principle, then, the positioning of the eight particles in the structure 

predicts and reflects their sequential order. This preliminary explanation has been 

further attested by the data from the corpus.  

By searching all the possible permutations of the eight SFPs in the corpus, all the 

actual clustering possibilities have been registered. It was found that maximally three 

sentence-final particles can cluster in a sentence and that there is further layering 

among the five particles that belong to the same category of mood (a, ou, ba, ma, and 

ne2). By putting together all the actual sequential orders retrieved from the corpus and 

the preliminary hierarchy among the SFPs, it turned out that those particles are 

organized in a strict four-layered hierarchical structure as given in Table 1. As seen in 

this table, there are descending scope relations across the layers and levels. The 

particles a and ou pertain to the highest layer Move, which has scope over ba, ma, and 

ne2 at the layer of the Discourse Act. ba, ma, and ne2 then have scope over ne1 and le3 

at the layer of Communicated Content, and ne1 and le3 have scope over de at the layer 

of the Propositional Content. a and ou are mutually exclusive as they pertain to the 

same layer of the Move. Similarly, ba, ma and ne2 are also mutually exclusive as they 

pertain to the same layer of the Discourse Act. As regards ne1 and le3, they can co-

occur as they belong to different categories despite the fact that they both pertain to 

the layer of the Communicated Content. It is their positioning in this four-layered 

hierarchical structure that governs, restricts and reflects the sequential ordering of the 

eight particles. However, as maximally, three particles can cluster, not every layer 

needs to be filled when they do (Zhu 1982: 208), and there are other restrictions on 

some co-occurrences, even if they belong to different categories or layers. For instance, 

ne2 can never co-occur with ou, which is probably due to the fact that ou is a relatively 

recent particle and it is redundant to reinforce the illocutionary force of the sentence 

twice.  

This four-layered hierarchy is largely in line with some proposals by other 

scholars, with variations in how many layers the SFPs pertain to and what categories 
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(semantic or pragmatic functions) they fall into. Despite that different theoretical 

frameworks are used, the predictions for the occurrences and non-occurrences of SFPs 

by other scholars are basically confirmed by our findings.  

 

Table 1. The hierarchical layering of Mandarin sentence-final particles 

 

 

Interpersonal Level Representational 

Level 

Move Discourse Act Communicated 

Content 

Propositional 

Content 

Mood a, ou ba, ma, ne2  de 

Polarity   ne1  

Mirativity   le3  

 

6.4 Modifications to FDG 

The properties of Mandarin SFPs confirms a hypothesis and prompt three 

modifications for the TAMEP model in FDG.  

The confirmation concerns the location of mirativity in the TAMEP model. 

“[D]ifferent contradictory claims have been made” (Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 325) 

as to which level mirativity pertains to and which layer it is located at. Initially, 

mirativity was considered to be located at the layer of the Illocution at the 

Interpersonal Level (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 72-75). The reason for this is that 

at that time mirativity was considered to be an illocution type, similar to other 

Illocutions such as Declarative and Interrogative, expressing “surprise about the 

Propositional Content evoked by the Communicated Content” (Hengeveld & 

Mackenzie 2008: 72). However, this was argued to be incorrect by Olbertz (2012: 

146), who pointed out that mirativity should not be considered as an illocution type; 

instead, it is a type of modality, parallel to epistemic modality and evidentiality, thus 

located at the Representational Level, not at the Interpersonal Level. In Hengeveld & 

Olbertz (2012), mirativity is argued to be a grammatical category in its own right, 

based on examples from a number of languages that seem to be compatible with the 

Communicative Content analysis. A few years later, in the updated version of the 

TAMEP model (Hengeveld 2017: 29), mirativity was located back at the Interpersonal 

Level again, but now at the layer of the Communicated Content. However, no 

explanation or evidence was provided by Hengeveld (2017). SF le in Mandarin is a 

dedicated mirative marker, whose properties such as its pragmatically motivated 

nature and its positioning with respect to other SFPs in sequences (Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 5), provide empirical evidence to show that it is correct to assign mirativity 

to the slot of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level in the TAMEP 

model.  

One of the three modifications concerns the category of polarity. Polarity is a 

general category in the TAMEP model along with other general categories such as 

mirativity, modality and evidentiality. Within the category of polarity, the different 

types that can be found at all layers at both the Interpersonal level and the 

Representational Level are, however, all subtypes of one subcategory,e.g. negation 
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(Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2018; Hengeveld & Olbertz 2018: 325). ne1 in Mandarin is 

a contradiction marker that relates closely to polarity as it is always involved in an 

affirmative and negative pair whenever it occurs and what it expresses is polarity 

contradiction (Chapter 4). Nevertheless, the non-interrogative SF ne does not express 

negation, which can be seen by its free combinability with sentences of either polarity 

without bringing any change to their polarity status. This means that the category of 

polarity in the TAMEP model needs to incorporate one more subcategory in addition 

to negation: contradiction, which is used to highlight the contradiction between 

information of opposite polarities. The positioning of ne1 in clusters of SFPs shows 

that it is located at the layer of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level. 

Hence, polarity contradiction should be added to the layer of the Communicated 

Content under the category of polarity in the TAMEP model.  

Another modification concerns the conflation of layers at the Interpersonal Level. 

In the TAMEP model, operators were located at four hierarchical layers: the layer of 

the Ascriptive subact, the layer of the Communicated Content, the layer of the 

Illocution, and the layer of the Discourse Act. At both the layer of the Illocution and 

the layer of the Discourse Act, there were mood elements that indicate illocutionary 

modification, either mitigation or reinforcement. The idea behind this differentiation 

of two layers is that if an element can combine with all kinds of Illocutions rather than 

one specific Illocution, it is different from an element that combines with one 

Illocution only, thus operating at a higher layer. In other words, elements that combine 

with all kinds of Illocution operate at the layer of the Discourse Act while elements 

that combine with one specific Illocution operate at the layer of the Illocution. 

However, the actual positionings of Mandarin SFPs reveal that illocutionary 

modification at the Discourse Act layer is conflated with illocutionary modification at 

the Illocution layer. SF ba is an illocutionary mitigator and SF ma is an illocutionary 

reinforcer. Both can combine with all kinds of Illocutions. SF ne2 is an illocutionary 

reinforcer that combines with the Interrogative Illocution only. Therefore, according 

to the earlier version of the TAMEP model, SF ne2 should be able to co-occur with 

SF ma or SF ba as they pertain to different layers. However, the mutual exclusivity of 

these three particles in actual data indicates that there is no such hierarchical 

differentiation between illocutionary modifications. This means that it is not necessary 

to differentiate elements that modify one specific Illocution from elements that modify 

all kinds of Illocution. Consequently, illocutionary modification can be located at the 

layer of the Discourse Act only.  

Besides, the co-occurrences and sequential orders (ba a; ma a; ba ou; ne2 a) show 

that a and ou occupy a layer higher than that of the Discourse Act, where ba, ma and 

ne2 are located. This gives further empirical evidence to support the proposal of having 

a category of operators at the Move layer. The existence of such a category is 

acknowledged in FDG, yet was withdrawn from the TAMEP model for lack of 

sufficient evidence. The Move constitutes an autonomous contribution to an ongoing 

interaction (Hengeveld & Mackenzie 2008: 50-60). It is a layer that is higher than the 

layer of the Discourse Act. Accordingly, the layers that operate at the Interpersonal 

Level included in the TAMEP model are as follows: the layer of the Ascriptive subact, 

the layer of the Communicated Content, the layer of the Discourse Act, and the layer 

of the Move.  
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6.5 Future research topics 

This thesis has investigated Mandarin SFPs by resorting to corpus data and by using 

the framework of FDG. There is no intention to be exhaustive. It serves as a point of 

departure for a better understanding of how Mandarin SFPs function and how they are 

used in social interaction. “All languages have certain elements that are naturally 

referred to as particles, ranging from interjection-like discourse particles, through 

interrogative and modal particles, to verbal and nominal case particles” (Simpson 

2014: 156). The findings in this thesis are expected not only to contribute to the 

literature on particle analysis from a typological perspective, but also to shed light on 

the properties of SFPs cross-linguistically.  

 Many questions remain to be tackled in future investigation, such as the diachronic 

development of Mandarin SFPs, their optional nature, their interaction with other 

grammatical categories, and their frequency in different genres.  

 With regard to the diachronic developments of Mandarin SFPs, one set of 

questions can be explored in a systematic way. For instance, what grammaticalization 

pathways have they undergone over time? The particles ba, ne, a, and ma can function 

as topic markers, occurring after the first constituent of the sentence. What are the 

diachronic relationships between this use and the sentence-final use of a particle? 

Besides, most of the SFPs have pragmatic functions. Did these functions emerge from 

earlier semantic functions?  

 Another set of questions relates to the optionality of SFPs. SFPs are much more 

frequent in spoken Mandarin than in the written variety, which means that they are 

not obligatory. Particles such as ma and ne are considered by some researchers to 

mark questions as such; however, the fact that they are used optionally in 

interrogatives shows that this cannot be the case. Then the question arises why SFPs 

are optional. What are the contexts that require their use?  

 When it comes to contextual conditions, it might be interesting to see how SFPs 

interact with elements within other grammatical categories such as modality, tense, 

and aspect. Do these elements have impact on the use of SFPs? If SFPs are used 

frequently in spoken Mandarin, how do they distribute among different genres in the 

spoken domain ranging from interactions in classrooms to family dialogues? In which 

genre are they used most frequently or least frequently? Which particles are preferred 

above others in any given genre? 
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Summary 

Sentence-Final Particles in Mandarin 
 

This thesis, based on corpus data and using the framework of Functional Discourse 

Grammar (FDG), investigates eight Mandarin sentence-final particles (SFPs) (de, le, 

ne1, ne2, ba, ma, a and ou). The focus is on the individual particles le, ba, ne1 on the 

one hand, and on the sequential ordering of the above eight particles on the other. 

Mandarin Chinese is rich in SFPs, whose functions and meanings are elusive and 

thus constantly under debate. In this thesis, each of the eight SFPs is assigned to either 

a semantic or pragmatic category in the Tense-Aspect-Mood/Modality-Evidentiality-

Polarity (TAMEP) model of FDG. Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are devoted to categorizing le, 

ba and ne1 respectively whereas Chapter 5 provides the assignments for the remaining 

particles.  

Chapter 2 argues that sentence-final (SF) le is a mirative marker in its own right, 

encoding the information as newsworthy or surprising. This argument is based on a 

number of properties that SF le has. Firstly, SF le is only felicitous in contexts in 

which the information is newsworthy or surprising; secondly, SF le occurs frequently 

in sentences in which no change of state is involved, which excludes the possibility 

that SF le is an inchoative marker; thirdly, SF le can combine with all three kinds of 

time reference (past, present and future), which shows that it is not a tense marker; 

fourthly, its free combinability with illocution types such as declaratives, 

interrogatives, imperatives and exclamatives shows that it does not indicate modality, 

as modality markers are most likely to occur in declaratives or interrogatives; fifthly, 

the information that mirativity combines with can be newsworthy or surprising to both 

the speaker and the addressee, which is compatible with the interactive nature of new 

or surprising information. The re-categorization of SF le as a dedicated mirative 

marker not only proves that Mandarin is a language that has grammatical means to 

express mirativity, but also adds to the empirical data of the world’s languages in 

which dedicated mirative markers are identified.  

Chapter 3 contends that SF ba, which frequently has been claimed to be a modal 

marker, is an illocutionary mitigator. It has properties that show that it is not a modal 

element. If ba were a modal element, it would not combine freely with all possible 

basic illocutions; it would not co-occur with modal elements of all different subtypes 

without any restriction; it would not occur in sentences in which the speaker is 

strongly committed to the truth of the propositional content; it would not occur in 

certain types of non-propositional utterances such as those headed by ‘actional yes’; 

and it would not cluster with other SFPs in the way it does. Actually, the specific 

“modal” values that the literature has previously attributed to ba are due to the 

interaction between the general mitigating function of ba and the specific contextual 

conditions. In directives, ba mitigates the directive force, thus making a request or an 

order sound as a suggestion; in polar questions, ba mitigates the interrogative force to 

the extent that the corresponding sentences function like confirmation-seeking tag 

questions; in content questions, the presence of ba creates the perlocutionary effect of 

inviting the addressee more explicitly to respond to what has been proposed by the 
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speaker; in declaratives, ba either makes a statement less assertive or turns a criticism 

into a less harsh comment; in exclamatives, ba softens strong negative emotions, thus 

rendering them less offensive; in prohibitives, ba mitigates the strength of a 

prohibition, which consequently has a less face-threatening effect.  

In chapter 4, it is argued that ne1 is a contradiction marker within the category of 

polarity, signaling that the current message is in contradiction with a previously 

existing assumption contained in the previous message or in the context. The 

arguments are given as follows. Firstly, ne1 can combine freely with sentences of both 

affirmative and negative polarity, and its presence or absence does not affect the 

polarity value of the sentence. Secondly, the felicitous use of ne1 requires the existence 

of a contradicting negative or positive counterpart, explicitly expressed or implicit in 

context. Thirdly, the speaker can contradict a previous assumption held by any 

possible participant, which could be the speaker, the addressee, or sometimes even 

both the speaker and the addressee. Fourthly, it is very common for ne1 to co-occur 

with various emphatic expressions, resulting in an enhanced contradicting effect. 

Fifthly, contrary to the common belief that ne1 occurs in declaratives only, it can occur 

in directives and prohibitives to mark contradiction as well. Sixthly, it indicates 

contradiction in a similar way as the elements that express contradiction such as aber 

in German and pero in Spanish, rather than contrast as do sondern in German and sino 

in Spanish. Lastly, it does not belong to the category of mirativity as it can co-occur 

with the mirative marker le and it can occur in sentences in non-mirative contexts. 

The fact that ne1 indicates contradiction rather than contrast shows that polarity 

contradiction should be treated as an independent category as is polarity contrast.  

Discussions of the categorizations of the remaining SFPs are presented briefly in 

Chapter 5. SF de is categorized as a modal marker of uncertainty; ne2, ma, ou and a 

all fall into the category of mood, with ne2, ma, ou as illocutionary reinforcers and a 

as an illocutionary mitigator.   

One of the prominent features of Mandarin SFPs is that they can cluster at the end 

of a sentence and when they do, they have to follow a rigid sequential order. Chapter 

5 is devoted to providing a systematic explanation for the questions which particles 

can co-occur and why they can. It is found that maximally three SFPs can cluster in a 

sentence and their sequential ordering is restricted by a strict four-layered hierarchical 

structure in which each individual particle is located at a specific layer. In this 

structure, there are descending scope relations across the layers and levels. The 

particles a and ou pertain to the highest layer, the Move, and have scope over ba, ma, 

and ne2 at the layer of the Discourse Act. ba, ma, and ne2  then scope over ne1 and le 

at the layer of Communicated Content, and ne1 and le take de in their scope, which is 

at the layer of the Propositional Content. The particles a and ou are mutually exclusive 

as they belong to the same layer of the Move. Similarly, ba, ma and ne2 are also 

mutually exclusive as they apply to the same layer of the Discourse Act. As regards 

ne1 and le, they can co-occur as they belong to different categories despite the fact 

that they both pertain to the layer of the Communicated Content. It is their positioning 

in this four-layered hierarchical structure that governs, restricts and reflects the 

ordering of the eight SFPs.   

This thesis suggests several modifications to the TAMEP model in FDG. There is 

disagreement as to which layer mirativity pertains to in the TAMEP model in the 

literature. The analysis of SF le provides empirical evidence to validate the view that 
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mirativity operates at the layer of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal 

Level in the TAMEP model. Negation is the only subcategory under the general 

category of polarity in the TAMEP model. The analysis of SF ne2 suggests that a 

subcategory of contradiction should also be subsumed under polarity, located at the 

layer of the Communicated Content at the Interpersonal Level. The actual sequential 

ordering of Mandarin SFPs reveals that the layer of the Discourse Act conflates with 

the layer of the Illocution as regards the expression of illocutionary modification, and 

that it is legitimate to incorporate the layer of Move into the TAMEP model.  

.





Samenvatting (summary in Dutch) 

Zinsfinale partikels in het Mandarijn 
 

Dit proefschrift, gebaseerd op corpusgegevens en gebruikmakend van het theoretische 

kader van Functional Discourse Grammar (FDG), onderzoekt acht zinsfinale partikels 

(ZFPs) in het Mandarijn (de, le, ne1, ne2, ba, ma, a en ou). De focus ligt enerzijds op 

de individuele partikels le, ba en ne1 en anderzijds op de volgorde van de 

bovengenoemde acht partikels. 

Mandarijn is rijk aan ZFPs, waarvan de functies en betekenissen moeilijk te 

categoriseren zijn en dus voortdurend ter discussie staan. In dit proefschrift wordt elk 

van de acht ZFPs toegewezen aan een semantische of een pragmatische categorie in 

het Tense-Aspect-Mood/Modality-Evidentiality-Polarity (TAMEP)-model van FDG. 

Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 zijn gewijd aan het categoriseren van respectievelijk le, ba en ne1, 

terwijl hoofdstuk 5 de classificatie van de overige partikels behandelt. 

Hoofdstuk 2 stelt dat zinsfinaal (ZF) le een miratieve markeerder is, die de 

informatie codeert als bijzonder vermeldenswaardig of verrassend. Dit argument is 

gebaseerd op een aantal eigenschappen die ZFP le heeft. Ten eerste kan het ZFP le 

alleen gebruikt worden in contexten waarin de informatie bijzonder 

vermeldenswaardig of verrassend is; ten tweede komt ZF le vaak voor in zinnen 

waarin er geen sprake is van een verandering van toestand, hetgeen de mogelijkheid 

uitsluit dat het ZFP le een inchoatieve markeerder is; ten derde kan het ZFP le 

combineren met alle drie soorten tijdreferentie (verleden, heden en toekomst), hetgeen 

aantoont dat het geen tijdsmarkeerder is; ten vierde toont de vrije combineerbaarheid 

met illocutietypen zoals declaratief, interrogatief, imperatief en exclamatief aan dat 

het geen modaliteit uitdrukt, aangezien modaliteitsmarkeringen het meest voorkomen 

in declaratieve of interrogatieve zinnen; ten vijfde kan de informatie die voor 

mirativiteit gemarkeerd wordt vermeldenswaardig of verrassend zijn voor zowel de 

spreker als de hoorder, hetgeen verenigbaar is met het interactieve karakter van 

nieuwe of verrassende informatie. De hercategorisatie van het ZFP le als een 

gespecialiseerde miratieve markeerder bewijst niet alleen dat het Mandarijn een taal 

is die grammaticale middelen heeft om mirativiteit uit te drukken, maar draagt ook bij 

aan de empirische gegevens over talen van de wereld waarin gespecialiseerde 

miratieve markeerders zijn geïdentificeerd. 

Hoofdstuk 3 toont aan dat ZF ba, waarvan vaak beweerd wordt dat het een modale 

markeerder is, een verzachter van de illocutie is. Het heeft eigenschappen die laten 

zien dat het geen modaal element kan zijn. Als ba een modaal element zou zijn, zou 

het niet vrij kunnen combineren met alle basisillocuties; het zou niet zonder enige 

beperking samen voor kunnen komen met modale elementen van alle verschillende 

subtypen; het zou niet kunnen voorkomen in zinnen waarin de spreker sterk is 

gecommitteerd aan de waarheid van de propositionele inhoud; het zou niet kunnen 

voorkomen in bepaalde soorten niet-propositionele uitingen zoals die met het 

actionele ‘ja’; en het zou niet clusteren met andere ZFPs in de volgorde zoals die van 

een niet-modaal element verwacht mag worden. In feite zijn de specifieke waarden 

die de literatuur eerder aan ba heeft toegekend de uitkomst van de interactie tussen de 
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algemene mitigerende functie van ba en de specifieke contextuele condities. In 

directieve taalhandelingen verzacht ba de kracht van het verzoek of het bevel, 

waardoor deze als suggesties klinken; in ja/nee vragen mitigeert ba de vragende kracht 

in die mate dat de zinnen functioneren als een verzoek om bevestiging; bij 

vraagwoordvragen creëert de aanwezigheid van ba het perlocutionaire effect dat de 

geadresseerde explicieter wordt uitgenodigd om te reageren op wat door de spreker is 

voorgesteld; in declaratieven maakt ba een uitspraak minder assertief of kritiek 

minder hard; in uitroepen verzacht ba sterke negatieve emoties, waardoor ze minder 

beledigend worden; in prohibitieven mitigeert ba de kracht van een verbod, dat 

daardoor een minder gezichtsbedreigend effect heeft. 

Hoofdstuk 4 laat zien dat ne1 een contradictiemarkeerder is binnen de categorie 

polariteit, die aangeeft dat de huidige boodschap in tegenspraak is met een eerder 

bestaande aanname, die uit de voorgaande boodschap of uit de context blijkt. De 

argumenten hiervoor zijn de volgende. Ten eerste kan ne1 vrij gecombineerd worden 

met zinnen van zowel positieve als negatieve polariteit, en de aan- of afwezigheid 

ervan heeft geen invloed op de polariteitswaarde van de zin. Ten tweede, de 

aanwezigheid van ne1 vereist het bestaan van een strijdige negatieve of positieve 

tegenhanger van de boodschap, expliciet uitgedrukt of impliciet in de context. Ten 

derde kan de spreker een eerdere veronderstelling van elke mogelijke deelnemer 

tegenspreken, namelijk de spreker zelf, de hoorder of soms zelfs zowel de spreker als 

de hoorder. Ten vierde is het heel gebruikelijk dat ne1 samen voorkomt met 

verschillende versterkende uitdrukkingen, hetgeen resulteert in een versterkt effect 

van contradictie. Ten vijfde, in tegenstelling tot de algemeen heersende overtuiging 

dat het partikel ne1 alleen in declaratieven voor kan komen, kan het ook in bevelen en 

verboden voorkomen om strijdigheid aan te geven. Ten zesde duidt het op contradictie 

vergelijkbaar met aber in het Duits en pero in het Spaans, in tegenstelling tot de 

contrastieve alternatieven sondern (Duits) en sino (Spaans). Ten slotte behoort het 

niet tot de categorie van mirativiteit, aangezien het samen kan voorkomen met de 

miratieve markeerder le en het kan voorkomen in zinnen in niet-miratieve contexten. 

De identificatie van ne1 als een markeerder  van contradictie in tegenstelling tot 

contrast laat zien dat polariteitscondictie een categorie op zich zelf is die onafhankelijk 

is van ‘polariteitscontrast’. 

De categorisatie van de resterende ZFPs wordt kort gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 5. 

ZF de wordt gecategoriseerd als een modale markeerder van onzekerheid; ne2, ma, ou 

en a vallen allemaal in de Mood categorie, met ne2, ma, ou als illocutionaire 

versterkers en a als een illocutionaire verzachter. 

Eén van de opvallende kenmerken van Mandarijnse ZFPs is dat ze kunnen 

clusteren aan het einde van een zin en dat ze, wanneer dat gebeurt, een rigide volgorde 

aanhouden. Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan het systematisch verklaren van de vragen welke 

partikels kunnen clusteren en waarom ze dat kunnen. Het blijkt dat maximaal drie 

ZFP's in een zin kunnen voorkomen en dat hun sequentiële ordening wordt ingeperkt 

door een strikte hiërarchische structuur met vier lagen, waarin elk afzonderlijke 

partikel zich op een specifieke laag bevindt. In deze structuur zijn er afnemende scope-

relaties tussen de lagen en niveaus. De partikels a en ou behoren tot de hoogste laag, 

de Move, en hebben scope over de partikels op de laag van de Discourse Act, te weten 

ba, ma en ne2. De partikels ba, ma en ne2 nemen dan ne1 en le op de laag van de 

gecommuniceerde inhoud in hun scope, en ne1 en le hebben scope over de op de laag 
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van de propositionele inhoud. De partikels a en ou sluiten elkaar wederzijds uit 

aangezien ze betrekking hebben op dezelfde laag, die van de Move. Evenzo sluiten ba, 

ma en ne2 elkaar wederzijds uit aangezien ze tot dezelfde laag van de Discourse Act 

behoren. Wat betreft ne1 en le, deze kunnen samen voorkomen omdat ze tot 

verschillende categorieën behoren, ondanks het feit dat ze allebei tot de laag van de 

gecommuniceerde inhoud behoren. Het is hun positionering in deze hiërarchische 

structuur met vier lagen die de ordening van de acht ZFPs beregelt, beperkt en 

weerspiegelt. 

Daarnaast suggereert dit proefschrift verschillende modificaties van het TAMEP-

model in FDG. Er zijn verschillende meningen over de vraag op welke laag 

mirativiteit betrekking zou moeten hebben in het TAMEP-model. De analyse van ZFP 

le levert empirisch bewijs op om het standpunt te bevestigen dat mirativiteit 

betrekking heeft op de laag van de gecommuniceerde inhoud op het interpersoonlijke 

niveau in het TAMEP-model. Negatie is de enige subcategorie onder de algemene 

categorie polariteit in het TAMEP-model. De analyse van SF ne2 suggereert dat een 

subcategorie van contradictie ook onder polariteit moet worden ondergebracht, 

gelokaliseerd op de laag van de gecommuniceerde inhoud op het interpersoonlijke 

niveau. De feitelijke ordening van Mandarijnse ZFPs laat zien dat de laag van de 

Discourse Act samenvloeit met de laag van de illocutie waar het de uitdrukking van 

illouctionaire modificatie betreft, en dat het wenselijk is om de laag van de Move op 

te nemen in het TAMEP-model. 
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